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June 1, 2020

Los Angeles City Council 
c/o Office of the City Clerk 
City Hall, Room 395 
Los Angeles, California 90012

Attention: PLUM Committee

Dear Honorable Members:

CEQA APPEAL CASE NO. ENV-2019-2728-CE-1A; CF 20-0328

On February 18, 2020, the South Los Angeles Area Planning Commission (SLAAPC) considered 
an appeal of a Certificate of Compatibility (Case No. DIR-2019-2727-CCMP) for a proposed 
mixed-use development located at 1421-1439 W. Adams Boulevard. The SLAAPC denied the 
appeal, sustained the Determination of the Director of Planning approving a Certificate of 
Compatibility, and determined, based on the whole of the administrative record, the Project is 
exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15332 (Class 32), and there is no 
substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a categorical exception pursuant to 
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies.

On March 6, 2020, an appeal was filed regarding Case No. ENV-2019-2728-CE, the 
environmental clearance for the Project described above. This appeal pertains only to the 
Project’s environmental clearance, as the underlying entitlement (Certificate of Compatibility) 
cannot be further appealed pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) 12.20.3.N.

Below is a summary of the appeal points with a staff response to each point. Direct quotes from 
the appeal are noted in italics.

Appeal Point No. 1: The Project does not meet criteria for a Class 32 categorical 
exemption.

I. “The project will have a demonstrable significant effect on the environment and does not 
qualify under Article 19, Class 32 exemption.”

Staff Response: The Appellant argues that a Class 32 Categorical Exemption does not apply 
because the Project does not meet the exemption criteria, alleging that the Project is 
inconsistent with applicable general plan policies and zoning designation and regulations, 
specifically, the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan and the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (herein, the Standards). The Appellant also 
claims that a Categorical Exemption is not the appropriate level of environmental review for a 
project that is highly discretionary.
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The use of a Class 32 Categorical Exemption is not determined by the level of discretion 
applied to a project. Rather, a project qualifies for this CE if it is an infill development meeting 
the required criteria pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 and there is no substantial 
evidence that an exception to a Categorical Exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 
15300.2 applies. The Notice of Exemption (NOE) and Justification for Project Exemption 
(Attachment 1) found that the Project is categorically exempt under Class 32 because it is 
characterized as in-fill development meeting the required criteria, as described below. 
Furthermore, the justification found that the Project does not meet any of the exceptions to 
the exemptions, as detailed in the response to Appeal Point No. 2.

a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable 
general plan policies as well as with the applicable zoning designation and regulations

As evidenced in the NOE (Attachment 1) and the South Los Angeles APC Letter of 
Determination and Staff Recommendation Report (Attachment 2, herein: “SLAAPC Staff 
Recommendation Report”), Staff has determined that the 45-unit Project is consistent with 
the C2-2D-HPOZ-CPIO zoning and the Community Commercial land use designation of the 
South Los Angeles Community Plan. The Community Commercial land use designation has 
corresponding zones of C2, C4, RAS3, R3, RAS4, and R4. The property is zoned C2 and 
is therefore consistent with the Community Commercial land use designation.

Furthermore, the Project also meets all applicable zoning regulations and the regulations of 
the South Los Angeles Community Implementation Overlay (CPIO). As noted in the Letter of 
Determination (Attachment 3), the Project also complies with the guidelines of the Adams- 
Normandie Preservation Plan, and subsequently, the Standards. Both the Adams-Normandie 
HPOZ and the South Los Angeles CPIO are implementation tools of the South Los Angeles 
Community Plan (a part of the land use element of the City’s General Plan). Because both 
overlays serve to advance the goals and objectives of the Community Plan, compliance with 
the guidelines of the Preservation Plan and the standards of the CPIO amounts to compliance 
with the Community Plan and General Plan. Therefore, the Project is consistent with general 
plan designation and policies.

b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five 
acres substantially surrounded by urban uses

The Project is proposed on a site located in an urbanized area wholly within the City of Los 
Angeles measuring approximately 0.5 acres (21,546 square feet) and surrounded by lots 
developed with residential, commercial, and institutional uses.

c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species

The subject site is not, and has no value as, a habitat for endangered, rare or threatened 
species, as it has been previously disturbed and surrounded by development. Further, no 
significant ecological areas exist within the South Los Angeles Community Plan area, and 
there are no protected trees on the site.

d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, 
air quality, or water quality

The Project will be subject to City of Los Angeles Regulatory Compliance Measures (RCMS), 
which will ensure the Project will not have significant impacts on noise and water. The Project
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will not result in significant impacts related to air quality because it falls below interim air 
thresholds established by DCP staff. Finally, the Project will not have any significant impacts 
on traffic because it is beneath the threshold criteria established by LADOT for preparing a 
traffic study.

While the Appellant has not provided any substantial evidence to support allegations that the 
Project will result in impacts to traffic, noise, air quality, and water quality, he does reference 
the use of “outdated 2016 information” related to traffic impacts in the Project’s NOE 
(Attachment 1), which may refer to the City’s transition from Level of Service (LOS) to Vehicles 
Miles Traveled (VMT) for evaluating transportation thresholds under CEQA (in accordance 
with SB 743) after the State deadline of July 1, 2020. The SLAAPC Staff Recommendation 
Report (Attachment 2) clarifies that, based on the Project’s “deemed complete” date (June 13, 
2019), it was subject to review under the LOS methodology. Staff found that the Project is 
beneath the threshold for preparing a traffic study and will not have any significant impacts on 
traffic under LOS. Because the South Los Angeles Community Plan update was found to 
result in a reduction of VMT, traffic impacts from the Project would also be less than significant 
under current thresholds. Additionally, staff reviewed the number of trips that would be 
generated by the proposed Project utilizing the City’s VMT calculator, and confirmed that its 
level of trip generation is below thresholds required for further VMT analysis (Attachment 5).

The Appellant references parking impacts resulting from the proposed Project, specifically 
relating to the Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay (NSO). As stated above, the Project meets 
all applicable zoning standards and regulations, including those related to parking and 
circulation. The Project does not trigger the parking provisions of the NSO because units are 
designed with less than five habitable rooms.

e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services

Because the Project site has been previously developed and is consistent with the General 
Plan and the South Los Angeles Community Plan, it will be adequately served by all public 
utilities and services.

Appeal Point No. 2: The Project triggers exceptions to the use of categorical 
exemptions.

II. “Further, exceptions under 15300.2 do apply to this project.

III. “A CE should not be issued when there are unusual circumstances creating the reasonable 
possibility of significant effects.”

IV. “Even if the Project did fit within the Class 32 exemption, the exemption would be 
inapplicable because several exceptions to categorical exemptions apply (CEQA Guidelines
15300.2.)”

Staff Response: The Appellant contends that a Class 32 Categorical Exemption does not 
apply to the Project because there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a 
significant effect on the environment from unusual circumstances, specifically historic and 
scenic resources. The Appellant cites inconsistency with the goals of the Mobility Element of 
the General Plan, claiming the Project’s location on a city-designated scenic highway will 
result in damage to scenic resources and block views of a historic resource (the First AME 
Zion Church). The Appellant also asserts that the Project will adversely impact the adjacent 
Historic-Cultural Monument by casting shadows onto the church sanctuary, and the Adams-
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Normandie HPOZ as a whole as a result of non-compliance with the Preservation Plan 
guidelines.

There are five exceptions to the use of a Class 32 Categorical Exemption that must be 
considered under CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2: (a) Cumulative Impacts; (b) Significant 
Effect; (c) Scenic Highways; (d) Hazardous Waste Sites; and (e) Historical Resources. 
Planning staff and the SLAApC evaluated all of the potential exceptions to the use of the 
Class 32 Categorical Exemption for the proposed Project and determined that none of the 
exceptions apply. These exceptions, and the Appellant’s claims against them, have been 
extensively evaluated in the NOE (Attachment 1) and the SLAAPC Staff Recommendation 
Report (Attachment 2); however, Staff’s responses are further clarified below.

(a) Cumulative Impacts - All exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the 
cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is 
significant.

There is not a succession of known projects of the same type and in the same place as the 
subject Project. The Project is subject to citywide Regulatory Compliance Measures, which 
regulate impacts related to air quality, noise, and geology to a less than significant level. No 
foreseeable cumulative impacts are expected, and this exception does not apply.

(b) Significant Effect - A categorical exemption shall not be used for any activity where there 
is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment 
due to unusual circumstances.

The Project will also not result in a significant effect on the environment due to unusual 
circumstances, including scenic or historical resources. The Project proposes to construct a 
mixed-use apartment complex in an area zoned and designated for such development. The 
Project site is located on three of nine total parcels within the TOD Medium Subarea of the 
South Los Angeles CPIO, which allows for greater density, Floor Area Ratio (FAR), and height 
than other commercial zones in the HPOZ. That said, the Project has been sensitively 
designed with a lower Floor Area Ratio (FAR), lower height, lower density, and increased 
setbacks than what zoning would allow. The base zoning, with affordable housing incentives 
for the TOD Medium subarea of the CPIO, allows for a five-story structure with a total height 
of 75 feet, 3.45 FAR, 72 units, and setbacks of zero feet, 6’-5” and 13’-6” (front, side and rear, 
respectively). The proposed five-story Project would have a height of 72’-3”, 2.88 FAR, 45 
units, and setbacks of at least one-foot, 6’-9.5”, and 19’-6” (front, side and rear, respectively). 
The massing and scale of the proposed Project will not be unusual because it will be located 
on a site designated for larger development and will incorporate design elements such as 
transitional height and modular volumes that enable compatibility with surrounding historic 
structures.

Again, the Appellant has not submitted any substantial evidence to support allegations that 
the Project will result in impacts to traffic, noise, air quality, and water quality. Claims 
pertaining to safety, parking and circulation impacts referenced in the appeal are speculative 
in nature and do not detail harmful impacts to the environment. Staff’s response to these 
claims are detailed in Appeal Point 1, as well as the NOE (Attachment 1) and the SLAAPC 
Staff Recommendation Report (Attachment 2).

Finally, the Project will not result in a significant effect on historical resources. Staff reviewed 
and accepted the findings of a Historic Resources Assessment, prepared by qualified 
architectural historians Kaplan Chen Kaplan and dated August 5, 2019 (Attachment 4), that
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analyzed direct and indirect impacts of the Project. The report concluded that the Project 
would not result in impacts to the First AME Zion Church or the Adams-Normandie HPOZ, as 
further detailed in subsection (e) below.

Thus, there are no unusual circumstances which may lead to a significant effect on the 
environment, and this exception does not apply.

(c) Scenic Highway - A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may result 
in damage to scenic resources, including but not limited to, trees, historic buildings, rock 
outcroppings, or similar resources, within a highway officially designated as a state scenic 
highway.

The appellant argues that Adams Boulevard is a city-designated highway, not a state scenic 
highway. A city scenic highway designation by itself cannot trigger this exception. The only 
State Scenic Highway within the City of Los Angeles is the Topanga Canyon State Scenic 
Highway, State Route 27, which travels through a portion of Topanga State Park. State Route 
27 is located approximately 18 miles northwest of the subject site. Therefore, the subject site 
will not create any impacts within a designated state scenic highway, and this exception does 
not apply.

(d) Hazardous Waste Site - A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project located 
on a site which is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the 
Government Code.

According to Envirostor, the State of California’s database of Hazardous Waste Sites, neither 
the subject site, nor any site in the vicinity, is identified as a hazardous waste site. Therefore, 
this exception does not apply.

(e) Historical Resources - A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may 
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.

While the Project site is located in the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 
and adjacent to historic resources, the Project will not cause an adverse change in the 
significance of a historical resource. The Project was reviewed for compliance with the 
guidelines of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan and found to be in conformance with 
all applicable guidelines, as detailed in the eight pages of legally mandated findings provided 
in the Letter of Determination (Attachment 3) and expanded upon in the SLAAPC Staff 
Recommendation Report (Attachment 2).

The Project was also evaluated for potential impacts on the adjacent First African Methodist 
Episcopal Zion Cathedral & Community Center (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument 
#341; herein First AME Zion Church). Office of Historic Resources staff reviewed and certified 
the findings of a Historic Resources Assessment, prepared by qualified architectural historians 
Kaplan Chen Kaplan and dated August 5, 2019 (Attachment 4), which concluded that the 
Project will not impact the historic significance of the First AME Zion Church because the bulk 
of the proposed structure will be significantly set back from its own property line, as well as 
the historic church sanctuary. The report did not identify any impacts related to light and 
shadow on the adjacent First AME Zion Church as a result of the proposed Project. For this 
reason, additional studies analyzing impacts like light and shadow were not deemed 
necessary for the evaluation.
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Based on the substantial evidence at hand, Staff, as well as the SLAAPC, concluded that the 
Project will not result in a substantial adverse change to the district as a historic resource or 
to the First AME Zion Church itself. Staff’s responses to the Appellant’s concerns about 
conformance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and impacts to the adjacent 
Historic-Cultural Monument are further chronicled in the SLAAPC Staff Recommendation 
Report (Attachment 2).

The NOE (Attachment 1) found that there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an 
exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies. 
A project opponent challenging a categorical exemption has the burden of producing evidence 
supporting a claim that an exception applies, and no such burden has been met. Despite his 
claims, the Appellant has not prepared an additional assessment or provided substantial 
evidence that the Project will result in impacts to a historic resource. Further, no additional 
expert testimony has been provided or is included in the record. The claim that there is 
"extensive testimony by preservation experts that the stained glass windows will be seriously 
impacted” is unsubstantiated. Other public comment given at the SLAAPC appeal hearing on 
February 18, 2020, including comments made by current and former HPOZ Board members 
that the Project does not comply with the Preservation Plan, is not considered expert 
testimony. These comments are the opinions of the Board members and are not reflective of 
the determination made by the Planning Department or SLAAPC.

Appeal Point No. 3: The Project requires mitigation to reduce the impact on the 
environment.

V. "The City Cannot Rely upon a Categorical Exemption When Mitigation is required.

Staff Response: The record demonstrates that the conditions of approval in question are 
imposed pursuant to the City’s issuance of a Certificate of Compatibility for Non-Contributing 
Elements governed by LAMC 12.20.3.L (which is applicable citywide) and the City’s police 
powers, rather than under its CEQA authority as a mitigation measure. The SLAAPC Staff 
Recommendation Report (Attachment 2) details the scope of these conditions, which 
include recommendations of the Cultural Heritage Commission’s designee and the HPOZ 
Board, and which further clarify design issues not expressly illustrated in the plan set. As 
detailed in the Letter of Determination (Attachment 3), Staff contends that, even without the 
conditions of approval, the Project meets the Preservation Plan guidelines, and subsequently, 
the goals of the South Los Angeles Community Plan. The Project has no significant impacts, 
meets the criteria for use of a class 32 exemption, and is not subject to any exceptions to the 
use of a categorical exemption under CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2. Therefore, there are 
no Project impacts to mitigate.

Staff’s responses to the Appellant’s claims that are not related to environmental review, 
including an abuse of staff discretion in advising the HPOZ Board, are extensively addressed 
in the SLAAPC Staff Recommendation Report (Attachment 2).

CONCLUSION

Planning Staff recommends that the City Council deny the appeal and determine, based on the 
whole of the administrative record, that the proposed project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to 
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15332 (Class 32), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating 
that an exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 
applies.
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Sincerely,

VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

Ken Bernstein, AICP 
Principal City Planner

VPB:KB:SR:MTG

Enclosures:
Attachment 1: Notice of Exemption, ENV-2019-2728-CE
Attachment 2: SLAAPC Letter of Determination and Staff Recommendation

Report
Attachment 3: Letter of Determination, DIR-2019-2727-CCMP 
Attachment 4: Historic Resource Assessment, prepared by Kaplan Chen 

Kaplan, dated August 5, 2019
Attachment 5: VMT Analysis
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NOTICE EXEMPTION 
ENV-2019-2728-CE



CITY OF LOS ANGELES
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK 

200 NORTH SPRING STREET, ROOM 360 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

COUNTY CLERK’S USE CITY CLERK’S USE

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
(California Environmental Quality Act Section 15062)

Filing of this form is optional. If filed, the form shall be filed with the County Clerk, 12400 E. Imperial Highway, Norwalk, CA 90650, 
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21152 (b). Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167 (d), the filing of this notice 
starts a 35-day statute of limitations on court challenges to the approval of the project. Failure to file this notice with the County Clerk 
results in the statute of limitations being extended to 180 days.
LEAD CITY AGENCY
City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning

COUNCIL DISTRICT
8

PROJECT TITLE
1421-1431 W. Adams Blvd; DIR-2019-2727-CCMP

LOG REFERENCE
ENV-2019-2728-CE

PROJECT LOCATION
1421-1431 W. Adams Blvd.
DESCRIPTION OF NATURE, PURPOSE, AND BENEFICIARIES OF PROJECT:
Demo 3 Non-Contributing commercial buildings; new ~65,140 SF, 5-story, 45-unit mixed use building
NAME OF PERSON OR AGENCY CARRYING OUT PROJECT, IF OTHER THAN LEAD CITY AGENCY:

CONTACT PERSON
Henry Fan

AREA CODE 
310-529-1111

|TELEPHONE NUMBER | EXT.

EXEMPT STATUS: (Check One)

STATE CEQA GUIDELINES

MINISTERIAL Sec. 15268

DECLARED EMERGENCY Sec. 15269

EMERGENCY PROJECT Sec. 15269 (b) & (c)

CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION Sec. 15300 et seq.

Section (State CEQA Guidelines)

(See Public Resources Code Sec. 21080 (b) and set forth state and City guideline provision.

Class15332 32

OTHER

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT EXEMPTION (Class 32): Consists of projects characterized as in-fill development meeting the 
conditions described in this section: (a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general 
plan policies as well as with applicable zoning designations and regulations. (b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on 
a project site of no more than five acres substantially surrounded by urban uses. (c) The project site has no value as habitat for 
endangered, rare or threatened species. (d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise,
air quality, or water quality. (e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.____________________
IF FILED BY APPLICANT, ATTACH CERTIFIED DOCUMENT ISSUED BY THE CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT STATING THAT 
THE DEPARTMENT HAS FOUND THE PROJECT TO BE EXEMPT.

SIGNATURE TITLE
Planning Assistant

DATE
9/18/2020

FEE: RECEIPT NO. REC’D. BY DATE

DISTRIBUTION: (1) County Clerk, (2) City Clerk, (3) Agency Record 
Rev. 12-13-2018 Word

IF FILED BY THE APPLICANT:

NAME (PRINTED) SIGNATURE

DATE
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JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT EXEMPTION
CASE NO. ENV-2019-2728-CE

On September 18, 2019, the Planning Department determined that the State CEQA Guidelines 
designate the subject project as Categorically Exempt under Section 15300, Class 32, Case No. 
ENV-2019-2728-CE.

A project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption if it is developed on an infill site and 
meets the following criteria:

(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable 
general plan policies as well as with the applicable zoning designation and regulations; 
The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five 
acres substantially surrounded by urban uses;
The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species; 
Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, 
air quality, or water quality; and
The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Project
The project involves the demolition of three commercial buildings (approximately 4,920 square 
feet, 1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the construction of a five-story, 
approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use apartment complex with approximately 
3,640 square feet of commercial retail space; two levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars (11 
for commercial and 59 for residential); parking for 38 bikes; and new landscape and hardscape 
over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots (1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd.). As a 
medium density residential building that is characterized as in-fill development, the project 
qualifies for the Class 32 Categorical Exemption.

The project site is located on the north side of W. Adams Blvd., near the northwest corner of W. 
Adams Blvd. and Vermont Avenue. It consists of three developed lots of approximately 7,106 
square feet (1421 W. Adams Blvd.), 5,847 square feet (1429 W. Adams Blvd.), and 8,593 
square feet (1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd.), all containing commercial buildings. All the lots are 
designated Non-Contributors to the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. The site is adjacent to 
commercial, institutional, and multi-family buildings along W. Adams Blvd. and multi-family 
buildings along W. 25th Street. The zoning and land use designation of the subject parcels are 
C2-2D-HPOZ-CPIO and Community Commercial, and they are located within the TOD Medium 
Subarea of the South Los Angeles CPIO District.

1
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The project meets all of the criteria for the Class 32 Categorical Exemption. The 45-unit project 
is consistent with the C2-2D-HPOZ-CPIO zoning and the Community Commercial land use 
designation of the South Los Angeles Community Plan. The proposed development consists of 
an approximately 65,140 square-foot mixed-use residential complex over three lots totaling 
approximately 21,546 square feet in size. The subject site is wholly within the City of Los 
Angeles on a site that is less than two acres. Lots adjacent to the subject site are developed 
with urban residential, commercial, and institutional uses. The site is not, and has no value as, a 
habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species, as it has been previously disturbed and 
surrounded by development. No significant ecological areas exist within the South Los Angeles 
Community Plan area. There are no protected trees on the site. There are currently two existing 
Magnolia trees within the parkway, with one proposed to be removed to accommodate a new 
driveway; this tree has been conditioned to be relocated in the parkway, in place of one of the 
proposed trees, if feasible, as shown in Exhibit A. The project will be subject to Regulatory 
Compliance Measures (RCMS), which require compliance with the City of Los Angeles Noise 
Ordinance; pollutant discharge, dewatering, and stormwater mitigations; and Best Management 
Practices for stormwater runoff. These RCMS will ensure the project will not have significant 
impacts on noise and water. The project is beneath the threshold criteria established by LADOT 
for preparing a traffic study. Therefore, the project will not have any significant impacts on traffic. 
The project will not result in significant impacts related to air quality because it falls below 
interim air thresholds established by DCP staff. Interim thresholds were developed by DCP staff 
based on CalEEMod model runs relying on reasonable assumptions, consulting with AQMD 
staff, and surveying published air quality studies for which criteria air pollutants did not exceed 
the established SCAQMD construction and operational thresholds. The project site will be 
adequately served by all public utilities and services given that the construction of a five-story, 
45-unit mixed-use apartment complex will be on a site that has been previously developed, is 
consistent with the General Plan, and complies with the zoning and land use designation of the 
South Los Angeles Community Plan.

Exceptions Narrative for Class 32 Categorical Exemption

There are five (5) Exceptions which must be considered in order to find a project exempt under 
Class 32 and 15332: (a) Cumulative Impacts; (b) Significant Effect; (c) Scenic Highways; (d) 
Hazardous Waste Sites; and (e) Historical Resources. Planning staff evaluated all of the potential 
exceptions to the use of Categorical Exemptions for the proposed project and determined that 
none of these exceptions apply as explained below:

a) Cumulative Impact - “All exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the cumulative 
impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is significant.” The 
exception applies when, although a particular project may not have a significant impact, the 
impact of successive projects, of the same type, in the same place, over time is significant.

The Adams-Normandie HPOZ is an urbanized district in the South Los Angeles Community Plan 
that has been developed with Community Commercial, Neighborhood Commercial, Low Medium 
I Residential, Low Medium II Residential, Open Space, and Public Facilities land use 
designations. As mentioned, the project proposes a five-story, 45-unit mixed-use apartment 
complex in an area zoned and designated for such development. Adjacent lots are developed 
with single-family, multi-family, institutional, and commercial uses. It is the intent of the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ to ensure that proposed projects and new development are compatible in 
overall scale, size, massing, bulk, setback, and design with the surrounding historic district, 
thereby protecting the historic resources within the HPOZ. There is not a succession of known 
projects of the same type and in the same place as the proposed project. Further, the subject site

2
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contains some of the few parcels designated for Community Commercial land uses and as TOD 
Medium Subareas within the HPOZ, which allows for the highest density and height within the 
district. As a result, a succession of known projects of the same type and in the same place as 
the proposed project is unlikely to occur. Because the proposed project does not diminish the 
integrity of the historic district and the project will be unique to its site, there will be no cumulative 
impact on the district as the historic resource.

b) Significant Effect - “A categorical exemption shall not be used for any activity where there is a 
reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due to 
unusual circumstances.” This exception applies when, although the project may otherwise be 
exempt, there is a reasonable possibility that the project will have a significant effect due to 
unusual circumstances. Examples include projects that may affect scenic or historical resources.

There are no unusual circumstances that would have a significant impact on the environment due 
to the proposed project. The proposed new construction, which conforms to the design guidelines 
of the Adams-Normandie HPOZ, is compatible with the historic district and will not have a 
significant effect on historic resources. Further, the project has been designed with a lower Floor 
Area Ratio (FAR), height, density, and setbacks than what is permitted on the site. Therefore, 
there is no significant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances. Further analysis 
is included below under “Historical Resources.”

c) Scenic Highway - “A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may result in 
damage to scenic resources, including but not limited to, trees, historic buildings, rock 
outcroppings, or similar resources, within a highway officially designated as a state scenic 
highway. This does not apply to improvements which are required as mitigation by an adopted 
negative declaration or certified EIR.” This exception applies when a project may result in damage 
to scenic resources within a duly designated scenic highway.

The subject site is not designated as a state scenic highway, and there are no designated state 
scenic highways located within the HPOZ or near the project site. While Adams Blvd. is a city- 
designated highway, the proposed project will not result in the damage of a city-designated scenic 
highway because it complies with the South Los Angeles Community Plan.

d) Hazardous Waste Site - “A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project located on a 
site which is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code.” 
This exception applies when a project is located on a site or facility listed pursuant to California 
Government Code 65962.5.

According to Envirostor, the State of California’s database of Hazardous Waste Sites, neither the 
subject site, nor any site in the vicinity, is identified as a hazardous waste site.

e) Historical Resources - “A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may 
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.” This exception 
applies when a project may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical 
resource.

The proposed project would not cause an adverse change in the significance of a historical 
resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5. For the purposes of this project, the 
historic resource is the historic district, specifically the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. The proposed 
project conforms to the Preservation Plan guidelines and the intent of the HPOZ, and is 
compatible with Contributing Elements throughout the district. Further, the proposed project will 
be located on three Non-Contributing lots (1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd.), all of

3
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which contain Non-Contributing structures. The 1999 Adams-Normandie Historic Resources 
Survey designated all parcels as Non-Contributors to the HPOZ on the basis that the structures 
onsite were built after the HPOZ’s historic and architectural periods of significance and have no 
known overriding significance.

In 2019, a Historic Resources Assessment Report prepared by qualified architectural historians 
Kaplan Chen Kaplan evaluated the individual eligibility of the existing commercial buildings at 
1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. against local, state, and federal designation criteria. 
Due to the auto-related uses of the buildings, the report reviewed each structure against the 
registration criteria outlined in the Los Angeles Citywide Historic Context Statement, “Commercial 
Development 1850-1980: Commercial Development and the Automobile, 1910-1970, The Car 
and Car Services.” Using this framework, the report concluded that none of the structures are 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or the California Register of Historical 
Resources, or as City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCM); as such, the report 
maintained the Non-Contributing status of each building within the Adams-Normandie HPOZ.

The same assessment also evaluated potential impacts of the proposed project on the adjacent 
First African Methodist Episcopal Zion Cathedral and Community Center (First AME Church), 
which is locally listed as Los Angeles HCM #341 and designated as a Contributor to the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ. The assessment found that the bulk of the proposed project will be significantly 
set back from the historic church sanctuary due to the project’s proposed side yard setbacks and 
the church’s current existing setback from the shared property line. Therefore, the assessment 
concluded that the construction of the proposed project would not impact the site or the historic 
significance of the First AME Church. Further, the project’s proposed rear yard setback and 
transitional height massing will ensure it does not impact Contributing residential properties to the 
north of the project site.

Office of Historic Resources staff reviewed the assessment and accepted the findings of the report 
that the existing structures were not individually eligible for designation or as Contributors to the 
HPOZ, and that the proposed project would not result in any impacts on the adjacent historic 
church. Because the project site has been identified as Non-Contributing and the proposed project 
is in compliance with the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan, there are no impacts to the 
significance and integrity of the HPOZ. Therefore, the project will not result in a substantial 
adverse change to the significance of a historic resource and this exception does not apply.

4
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~<S South Los Angeles Area Planning Commission
200 North Spring Street, Room 272, Los Angeles, California, 90012-4801, (213) 978-1300

www.planninq.lacity.org

LETTER OF DETERMINATION

MAILING DATE: FEB 2 7 2020

Council District: 8 - Harris-DawsonCase No. DIR-2019-2727-CCMP-1A
CEQA: ENV-2019-2728-CE 
Plan Area: South Los Angeles

Project Site: 1421-1439 West Adams Boulevard

1421 URSA Adams Boulevard 
Representative: Henry Fan

Applicant:

James R. Childs, North University Park Community Association (NUPCA)Appellant:

At its meeting of February 18, 2020, the South Los Angeles Area Planning Commission took the 
actions below in conjunction with the approval of the following Project:

A Certificate of Compatibility, for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial 
buildings (approximately 4,920 square feet, 1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the 
construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45 unit mixed-use apartment 
complex with approximately 3,640 square feet of commercial retail space; two levels of 
subterranean parking for 70 cars (11 for commercial and 59 for residential); parking for 38 
bicycles; and new landscape and hardscape over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots.

1. Determined based on the whole of the administrative record, the Project is exempt from 
CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332, Class 32 (infill), and there is 
no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a Categorical Exemption pursuant 
to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies;

2. Denied the appeal and sustained the Planning Director’s determination to approve with 
conditions, pursuant to Section 12.20.3 L of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and the 
Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) Ordinance 173402, a 
Certificate of Compatibility for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial 
buildings and the construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit 
mixed-use apartment complex; two levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars; parking for 
38 bicycles; and new landscape and hardscape; and

3. Adopted the attached Conditions of Approval and Findings by the Planning Director.

This action was taken by the following vote:

Moved:
Seconded:
Ayes:
Absent:

Anderson 
Orozco 
Stern, Willis 
Bates

Vote: 4-0

http://www.planninq.lacity.org
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Etta Armstrong, Commission Executiv 
Central Los Angeles Area Planning^Gdmmission

Assistant I

Fiscal Impact Statement: I here is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered 
through fees.

Effective Date/Appeals: The decision of the Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission is final upon 
the mailing date of this letter, and it is not further appealable.

If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section
1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the 90th day 
following the date on which the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review.

Planning Director’s Determination letter dated December 2, 2019Attachments:

c: Melissa Alofaituli, City Planner
Micaela Torres-Gil, Planning Assistant



DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING

Appeal Recommendation Report

Case No.: DIR-2019-2727-CCMP 
CEQA No.: ENV-2010-2728-CE 
Incidental Cases: None 
Related Cases: None 
Council No.: 8 - Harris-Dawson 
Plan Area: South Los Angeles 
Neighborhood Council: North Area 
Neighborhood Development Council 
GPLU: Community Commercial 
Zone: C2-2D-HPOZ-CPIO 
Legal Description: Lot FR4-FR7, Kenwood 
Park Tract

South Area Planning Commission
February 18, 2020 
After 4:30 p.m.*
FAME Conference and Expo Center 
1968 W. Adams Blvd., Meeting Room A 
Los Angeles, CA 90018

Date:
Time:
Place:

Public Hearing: Required

Appeal Status: Not further appealable under LAMC 
Section 12.20.3 N

PROJECT
LOCATION:

1421-1439 W. Adams Blvd.

PROPOSED
PROJECT:

Demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial buildings (approximately 4,920 
square feet, 1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the construction of a five-story, 
approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use apartment complex with 
approximately 3,640 square feet of commercial retail space; two levels of subterranean 
parking for 70 cars (11 for commercial and 59 for residential); parking for 38 bicycles; and 
new landscape and hardscape over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots.

APPLICANT: URSA 1421 Adams Blvd.

James R. Childs, North University Park Community Association (NUPCA)APPELLANT:

REQUESTED
ACTION:

Appeal of the Director of Planning’s December 2, 2019 determination to approve a 
Certificate of Compatibility for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial 
buildings (approximately 4,920 square feet, 1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and 
the construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use 
apartment complex with approximately 3,640 square feet of commercial retail space; two 
levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars (11 for commercial and 59 for residential); parking 
for 38 bicycles; and new landscape and hardscape over three adjacent Non-Contributing 
lots.
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RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:

1. Deny the appeal.

2. Sustain the Determination of the Director of Planning approving a Certificate of Compatibility pursuant to 
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 12.20.3 K for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing 
commercial buildings and the construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed- 
use apartment complex; two levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars; parking for 38 bicycles; and new 
landscape and hardscape.

3. Determine that, based on the whole of the administrative record, the Project is exempt from CEQA pursuant 
to CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332, Class 32 (infill), and there is no substantial evidence 
demonstrating that an exception to a Categorical Exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 
applies.

VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

IVtelisgirTCiofaituli, 
City Planner

Ken Bernstein, AICP 
Princi n

^Gilr-Plefnning Assistant
(213) 847-3691
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ADVICE TO PUBLIC: * The exact time this report will be considered during the meeting is uncertain since 
there may be several other items on the agenda. Written communications may be mailed to the Commission 
Secretariat, Room 532, City Hall, 200 North Spring Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012 (Phone No. 213-978
1300). While all written communications are given to the Commission for consideration, the initial packets 
are sent to the Commission’s Office a week prior to the Commission’s meeting date. If you challenge these 
agenda items in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the 
public hearing agendized herein, or in written correspondence on these matters delivered to the agency at 
or prior to the public hearing. As a covered entity under Title II of the American Disabilities Act, the City of 
Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability, and upon request, will provide reasonable 
accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activities. Sign language interpreters, 
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ensure availability of services, please make your request no later than three working days (72 hours) prior 
to the meeting by calling the Commission Secretariat at (213) 978-1300.
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PROJECT ANALYSIS

APPELLATE DECISION BODY

Pursuant to Section 12.20.3 K of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), appeals of Certificate 
of Compatibility (CCMP) cases are heard by the Area Planning Commission. The appellate 
decision of the Area Planning Commission is final and effective as provided in Charter Section 
245.

PROJECT SUMMARY

The Project involves the demolition of three commercial buildings (approximately 4,920 square 
feet, 1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the construction of a five-story, approximately 
65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed use apartment complex with two levels of subterranean parking 
over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots (1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd., referred 
to herein as “Project site”) in the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ). 
The Project site is located near the northwest corner of the intersection between W. Adams Blvd. 
and S. Vermont Avenue. It is located in a C2-2D-HPOZ-CPIO zone, is located within the TOD 
Medium Subarea of the Community Plan Implementation Overlay district, or CPIO, and has a 
Community Commercial land use designation in the South Los Angeles Community Plan Area.

The Project will provide a total of 70 vehicle parking spaces (11 for commercial and 59 for 
residential) and 38 bicycle parking spaces, which will be located below grade and accessed by 
an approximately 24 foot-wide concrete driveway from W. Adams Blvd. There will be a total of 
3,640 square feet of commercial retail space at the ground level. The proposed structure will have 
a rectangular shape and a flat roof with approximately 1,730 square feet of accessible roof deck. 
It will measure a total of approximately 72 feet, 3 inches from grade to the top of the fifth floor stair 
enclosures, which will provide access to the roof deck. This total height includes approximately 
60 feet, 9 inches from grade to the roof deck parapet, and an additional 11 feet, 6 inches to the 
top of the two stair enclosures. The building will have between 1-foot and 5-foot front yard 
setbacks; 6-foot, 9-inch and 7-foot, 2-inch side yard setbacks; and a 19-foot, 6-inch rear yard 
setback. On the south (primary) elevation, the fifth story will be set back from the fa?ade by 
approximately 13 feet (a total of between 13 feet, 6 inches and 18 feet, 6 inches from the front 
property line). On the north (rear) elevation, both the fourth and fifth stories will be set back from 
the fa?ade by approximately 6 feet, 6 inches (a total of 26 feet from the rear property line).

The proposed Project has been designed in a contemporary style that draws on material and 
architectural elements from surrounding historic structures. It will exhibit boxy, rectilinear massing 
broken up by modulated volumes, projecting balconies, setbacks at the fourth and fifth stories, 
and material differentiation. The structure will utilize a variety of finishes including Belden Dark 
Range Smooth brick veneer; Hardie Panel fiber cement siding; Omega stucco with a sand finish, 
and MSI tile in the “Dusk” color. Fenestration will comprise Arcadia aluminum framed storefront 
windows at the ground floor and Milgard vinyl fixed, sliding and hung windows at the upper floors. 
Some windows will have metal awnings. The structure will utilize Dunn Edwards paints; the Hardie 
finishes will be DEW385 “Lighthouse” (light gray/tan), and the stucco finishes will be DEC795 
“Grey Pearl” or DE6370 “Charcoal Smudge.” The balconies will have metal railings that will also 
be painted in “Charcoal Smudge.”

Two existing wrought iron fences, two driveway aprons and curbcuts, and some shrubbery will be 
removed from the south property line along 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. Front yard 
landscaping will comprise Purple Spiderwort and Blue Chalksticks groundcover, various shrubs
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including Coral Aloe, Mother-in-Law’s Tongue, Xanadu Philodendron, and White Striped Flax Lily, 
and “Desert Museum” Palo Verde trees. A transformer at the southwest corner of the property will 
be screened by a Coast Rosemary hedge. The rear yard will contain a patio bordered by planters 
containing Brisbane Box trees and Japanese Privet, Cape Rush, and Myers Asparagus Shrubs. 
The fifth floor balconies and roof deck will contain planters of California Gray Rush shrubs and 
Purple Hopseed bush. The parkway fronting the project site will be restored and planted with 
Berkley Sedge groundcover and California Gray rush shrubs. One existing Magnolia tree is 
proposed to be retained and three new Magnolia trees will be added.

HPOZ BACKGROUND

The Adams-Normandie HPOZ is a district of over 700 parcels developed with single-family 
residences and multi-family residences, as well as commercial buildings with retail and offices 
along Vermont Avenue and Adams Boulevard, built during the late 19th century through the 1930s. 
This area is notable for the large concentration of turn-of-the-century homes. Other architectural 
styles of the HPOZ represent the transition from Victorian era styles of the late 1800s to the Arts 
and Crafts aesthetic of the early 1900s. Adams-Normandie features several large groupings of 
Shingle and Craftsman style residences. The Van Buren Place Historic District, listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places, is located in the heart of the HPOZ. The Adams-Normandie 
HPOZ district was formally adopted as an HPOZ in August 2000. Physical changes to the exterior 
of a property are required to be reviewed by the appointed Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board and/or 
Department of City Planning Staff, pursuant to the provisions of Los Angeles Municipal Code 
Section 12.20.3 and the Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

The Project site comprises three Non-Contributing parcels at 1421, 1429, and 1431-1439 W. 
Adams Boulevard. 1421 W. Adams Blvd. is an approximately 7,106 square-foot site developed 
with an approximately 4,920 square-foot commercial building constructed in 1954. 1429 W. 
Adams Blvd. is an approximately 5,847 square-foot site developed with an approximately 1,650 
square-foot commercial building. 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. is an approximately 8,593 square- 
foot site developed with an approximately 1,937 square-foot commercial building. At the time of 
the January 1999 Historic Resources Survey, the three properties were designated as Non
Contributors to the HPOZ on the basis that they were constructed outside of the period of 
significance. In 2019, a Historic Resources Assessment Report was prepared to evaluate the 
potential individual significance of the existing commercial buildings at 1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 
W. Adams Blvd. against local, state, and federal designation criteria. The report concluded that 
the structures are not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or the California 
Register of Historical Resources, or as Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments. The report also 
maintained the Non-Contributing status of each building within the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. The 
Office of Historic Resources accepted these findings.

The Project site is flat and contains two concrete driveways with curb cuts at 1429 and 1431-1439 
W. Adams Boulevard. A wrought iron fence and automated driveway gate are located along the 
south property line. No significant vegetation or landscaping exists. The parkway fronting the 
project site contains two mature Magnolia trees.
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Public Hearing and Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board and Cultural Heritage Commission 
Recommendations

Section 12.20.3.L. of the LAMC requires that Department of City Planning staff refer 
applications for Certificates of Compatibility to the HPOZ Board within a 30-day period of the 
application having been deemed complete. The purpose of this requirement is to allow the 
subject application to be discussed in a public meeting with both public and expert testimony.

The subject application was deemed complete on June 13, 2019, though the project was on hold 
between June 14, 2019 and September 17, 2019 while the applicant made design changes. 
Department of City Planning staff sent copies of the application with relevant materials to the 
HPOZ Board on September 20, 2019. Notice was posted for the meeting at the site, and at City 
Planning Offices at 221 N. Figueroa Street, room 1350, and mailed to abutting property owners 
and occupants on September 20, 2019. After ten (10) days of public notice, the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ Board met on October 2, 2019 and conducted a public hearing on the proposed 
project, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.20.3 M: Notice and Public Hearing. Three members of the 
public presented testimony. Two members of the public (one of whom is the Appellant) stated 
opposition to the Project on behalf of some local organizations due to the overall number of 
stories, scale and size, as well as potential impacts on the adjacent historic church. One member 
of the public, on behalf of other local groups, voiced support for the project on the basis that the 
Project is compatible in scale and design with the district, and that it will be an improvement to 
the area.

With a four-member quorum, three HPOZ Board members recommended approval of the Project 
with conditions; one board member voted against this motion. Therefore, the motion to 
recommend approval of the Project with conditions carried. The conditions of approval 
recommended by the board are as follows:

1) Cut down the parapet at the roof by pushing the guardrail back to the roof deck edge.

2) Open up the fourth floor balconies to the sky and incorporate a solid guardrail (no iron).

3) Add a cornice element at the top of the fourth floor parapet.

4) Make the residential entrance more recognizable.

Department of City Planning staff sent copies of the application with relevant materials to the 
Cultural Heritage Commission’s (CHC) designee on September 20, 2019. The CHC’s designee 
recommended approval of the Project, subject to the conditions recommended by the HPOZ 
Board, as listed above.

The expert opinions of the HPOZ Board and the CHC both recommended approval with conditions 
of the subject application. Approval of the subject application is therefore consistent with 12.20.3 
L of the LAMC.

Director’s Determination

On December 2, 2019, a Director’s Determination was issued to approve a Certificate of 
Compatibility for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial buildings and the 
construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use apartment 
complex; two levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars; parking for 38 bicycles; and new 
landscape and hardscape over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots.
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APPEAL POINTS & STAFF RESPONSE

An appeal was filed in a timely manner on December 17, 2019 by Appellant James R. Childs of 
the North University Park Community Association (NUPCA), pursuant to LAMC Section 12.20.3 
N. The appeal is of the entire determination by the Director of Planning for the Certificate of 
Compatibility (DIR-2019-2727-CCMP), as well as the Class 32 Categorical Exemption 
determination (Case No. ENV-2019-2728-CE). Therefore, the following appeal points (in italics) 
and staff responses are divided into these two categories.

(1) Appeal of Director’s Determination

Appeal Point No. 1.A -

In his decision, the Director has allowed manipulated language and juggled facts to falsely 
create an illusion of the Project’s compliance with the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation 
Overlay Zone’s Ordinance and Preservation Plan (ANPP), the L.A. City General Plan, and 
L.A. City South Area Community Plan, [sic] The actual facts of the case do NOT support the 
conclusions made by the Director and the implementation of the Determination would prove 
harmful to the public welfare and be deleterious to the Adams-Normandie Historic 
Preservation Overlay Zone community itself as well as all other West Adams HPOZ 
communities [emphasis in original].

What is shocking in this case is the shear [sic] number of primary evaluation criteria with which 
the proposed Project design fails to be in compliance. The failures are so significant that the 
Project’s design should not have been determined to be “consistent with the adopted 
Preservation Plan." (Findings-B, pg.8). Throughout the written Findings where many of the 
non-compliant violations are acknowledged, the Director has established the reoccurring 
mantra: “however, the.... (insert obfuscating justifications)...will be minimized through 
modulated massing." [sic] as a catchall for the proposed design mitigations to achieve 
compliance.

A good place to begin any examination of the failures by the Director to reject, rather than 
justify, the gross non-compliance with the AN-Preservation Plan is in the Determination’s 
Finding B. Chapter 9 - Residential Infill and Chapter 11 - Commercial Infill Guidelines. 
Each of the listed criteria from the AN Preservation Plan is followed by subjective and failed 
explanations as to how the Project’s non-compliant design has been developed to satisfy the 
requirements they have violated.

Staff Response -

The Appellant contends that the Project does not meet the guidelines of the Adams- 
Normandie Preservation Plan. As evidenced in the following recommendation report, as well 
as the Director of Planning’s Letter of Determination (DIR-2019-2727-CCMP; herein, 
Director’s Determination or Letter of Determination) issued on December 2, 2019, the Project 
not only complies with the Preservation Plan, but meets all applicable zoning regulations of 
the South Los Angeles Community Implementation Overlay (CPIO). Both the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ and the South Los Angeles CPIO are implementation tools of the South 
Los Angeles Community Plan (a part of the land use element of the City’s General Plan). 
Because both overlays serve to advance the goals and objectives of the Community Plan, 
compliance with the guidelines of the Preservation Plan and the standards of the CPIO 
amounts to compliance with the Community Plan and General Plan.
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The Director’s Determination provides eight pages of legally mandated findings detailing how 
the Project conforms to the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan. This exhaustive analysis of 
the Project allowed the Director to reach the conclusion that the development complies with 
the overwhelming majority of guidelines of the Preservation Plan. In those infrequent 
instances where the Project varies from the precise guidelines, the findings provide an 
analysis of the Project elements and evidence that supports allowing the project as proposed; 
where necessary, conditions of approval were also incorporated to strengthen Project 
compliance with the guidelines or clarify design elements not expressly illustrated in the plan 
set. While the findings analysis is not repeated here, it is attached as Exhibit B of this 
recommendation report. These findings are also elaborated on in the appeal points below.

Planning Staff believe that the findings presented establish Project conformance with the 
Preservation Plan guidelines. However, it is important to note that the Project is also subject 
to the provisions of the Housing Accountability Act (HAA), a state law intended to facilitate the 
production of housing in California. The HAA applies to all multi-family housing developments, 
including market-rate projects, that comply with all applicable, objective general plan and 
zoning criteria. Under this law, local governments may not disapprove - or reduce the number 
of units of - these types of projects unless they find that the project would have an unavoidable 
impact on public health or safety that cannot be mitigated in any way other than rejecting the 
project or reducing its size. Cities can still require compliance with other design guidelines not 
related to density, and as such, proposed projects subject to HAA (and located within HPOZs) 
are still reviewed the same as any other project for conformance with the Preservation Plan. 
With this in mind, Planning Staff guided the Applicant to incorporate design measures that 
would reduce the perceived bulk of the building’s overall massing and draw on surrounding 
architectural elements, with the intent of producing a project that, while larger than its 
neighbors, would be aesthetically compatible with the district and for which findings of 
compliance with the Preservation Plan could be made. All recommendations relied on the 
Preservation Plan guidelines in order to ensure that the Project met the goals and intent of 
the HPOZ.

Appeal Point No. 1.B -

The Director acknowledges that the streetscape’s historic structures are “one to three stories 
tall" and that the abutting historic church is “55 feet to the roof ridge of the sanctuary," and that 
the project is a “five story structure will measure 60 feet."[sic]

That the Director could find this new infill project which is taller than the 90-year old landmark 
church and three to four stories higher than the surrounding historic structures is considered 
to be in compliance with the Guideline is a flight of fantasy. No designed “modules" can 
camouflage height. Nor can designed “modules" make five-stories “harmonize in scale and 
massing with the existing historic structures in the surrounding blocks” No.2 (9.4.1. 
pg. 11) [emphasis in original]. Comparative height differentials cannot be mitigated through 
illusions. No design trickery can mitigate the visual disparity on a streetscape between a one 
story and a five-story building. HEIGHT DOMINATES [emphasis in original].

Staff Response -

The Appellant focuses his argument on the fact that the proposed Project will be taller than 
the adjacent four-story First African Methodist Episcopal Zion Cathedral & Community Center 
(Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument #341; herein First AME Zion Church) and 
surrounding one- to three-story Contributing structures. In doing so, the Appellant
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misinterprets the broader intent of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan, which is not to 
prohibit larger development projects, but rather create reasonable expectations for how a 
development might fit within the surrounding context. The Preservation Plan guidelines are 
written to allow for an interpretation of how a project may be compatible within the surrounding 
context. For this reason, the Preservation Plan language is written as interpretative guidelines, 
rather than conclusive standards. Further, there is no rule stating that conformance to a 
minimum or maximum number of Guidelines is necessary to approve or deny a project.

By design, the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan guidelines do not restrict infill projects to 
a certain height or number of stories. In fact, the guidelines can allow for the construction of 
larger projects in the HPOZ, so long as other criteria are met that would lessen the impact of 
such development on neighboring Contributing structures. This is demonstrated in both the 
Residential and Commercial Infill chapters of the Preservation Plan. For example, the 
following guidelines pertain to massing and scale for Residential Infill projects (Chapter 9) and 
Commercial Infill projects (Chapter 11):

9.4.1. New residential structures should harmonize in scale and massing with the existing 
historic structures in surrounding blocks.

9.4.2. When found to be appropriate, new structures that will be larger than their neighbors 
should be designed in modules, with the greater part of the mass located away from the 
main fa?ade to minimize the perceived bulk of the structures.

11.3.1. New structures should maintain the average scale of historic structures within the 
area.

11.3.3. New structures that are taller than existing historic commercial structures in the 
area should be designed to emphasize the existing cornice heights in the area.

Guidelines 9.4.2. and 11.3.3 clearly make allowances for proposed infill projects that are larger 
than their neighbors, so long as mitigating design measures are taken; a diagram on page 89 
of the Preservation Plan illustrates this approach (Exhibit H). Further, the use of language like 
"should be designed” and "should attempt” demonstrates the importance placed by the 
Adams-Normandie community during the HPOZ Preservation Plan adoption process to allow 
for larger infill development.

Another example of this intent is found in the following Commercial Infill guideline:

11.2.2. "New structures should reflect the traditional widths of historic structures in the 
area. If a structure is proposed that is wider than most individual historic structures along 
a street, the new structure should be broken into appropriately-sized modules.”

Here, the totality of the guidelines suggest that larger-sized structures, spanning multiple 
parcels, are permitted in the HPOZ, when appropriate design measures (like modules) can 
be incorporated. The Preservation Plan language clearly illustrates that not only can a larger 
Project meet the guidelines, but the visual disparity of the project can be eased by using 
strategic design measures and solutions.

For these reasons, Planning Staff found a five-story structure to be appropriate, in part, 
because the fifth story would be set back from adjacent Contributing buildings on W. Adams 
Blvd. that range from one to four stories in height. Additionally, Planning Staff found that the 
proposed width of the structure could be justified because the massing would be broken into 
volumes that reflect the traditional width of the existing parcels. Contrary to the assertions
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made by the Appellant, these modules were not designed to camouflage the height of the 
Project, but rather, meet guidelines pertaining to massing.

Appeal Point No. 1.C -

A primary tool in the review process required by the Preservation Plan is the submission of 
the current streetscape elevation. That elevation is then amended through the insertion of the 
new project’s design. This affords decision makers a simple graphic resolution that is easily 
understood. The affect [sic] of the applicants [sic] five-story infill structure is obviously one of 
an overwhelming intrusion to the rest of the block face.

As you can see the proposed Project fails the comparative test in every category yet the 
Director however still finds for [sic] compliance with the AN-Preservation Plan. To do so he 
creates elaborate obfuscating justifications of how the very lack of compatibility is really 
acceptable because of various mitigating design solution [sic] including the magic modules.

Staff Response -

The Appellant references the Applicant’s context analysis (Exhibit E), which is a tool used to 
evaluate characteristics of surrounding historic development such as setback, lot coverage, 
height and architectural style. While there is no defined number of properties required for 
inclusion, applicants are typically directed to include properties on both sides of the block on 
which a proposed project will be located. The resulting analysis contains an average for each 
element evaluated and one or more visual references illustrating the findings. The analysis 
helps the applicant, the staff planner, and the HPOZ Board understand how a project fits within 
the neighborhood context.

A successful context analysis illustrates the existing characteristics of a select area within an 
HPOZ. However, the numbers generated are not expected or required to be used in the design 
of the new project. Neither the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan nor the HPOZ Ordinance 
(LAMC 12.20.3) state that a project must adhere with the findings of a context analysis, and 
often times, the setback, lot coverage and height of a proposed infill project will differ from the 
averages derived. In fact, it is not uncommon for larger infill projects to exceed the reported 
averages. This is the case for three other residential infill projects approved along the 
approximately half-mile stretch of W. Adams Boulevard located within in the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ within the past two to three years.

A context analysis is used in conjunction with the existing property profile to evaluate what is 
appropriate for a given site. In evaluating the proposed Project, the site’s current zoning and 
land use designation were taken into account. As stated in the Letter of Determination, the 
Project site comprises three of nine total parcels designated as within the TOD Medium 
subarea of the South Los Angeles CPIO. This designation allows for greater density, Floor 
Area Ratio (FAR), and height than other commercial zones in the HPOZ. Therefore, with the 
exception of the remaining six parcels at the northwest corner of W. Adams Blvd. and S. 
Vermont Avenue, a building of the same size could not be constructed anywhere else in the 
district. With the understanding that larger commercial structures were historically sited on 
parcels located at major intersections and that the development would not be precedent
setting for the HPOZ, Staff found the Project’s proposed size and scale to be appropriate.

1

1 These previously-approved projects include 2600 S. Catalina Street (DIR-2016-712-CCMP), 1602 W. Adams Blvd. 
(DIR-2019-5440-CCMP), and 1581 W. Adams Blvd. (DIR-2019-340-CCMP). Though larger than surrounding 
properties, none of these projects were appealed.
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The Appellant accuses Staff of creating mitigating design solutions to allow for the Project’s 
lack of compatibility, referencing design elements such as the proposed modules on the 
north (primary) fa?ade. As discussed in Appeal Point 1.B, the Preservation Plan guidelines 
encourage the use of design elements such as modules in minimizing the perceived bulk of 
a proposed structure that is larger than its neighbors. In fact, varying a new project’s 
massing and materials are common approaches for ensuring its compatibility within an 
HPOZ, as evidenced in the aforementioned infill projects recently approved within the 
district.

Appeal Point No. 1.D -

The Director fails to report that the reported 5’ front setback is limited to the Church while he 
ignores the historic (the original 1904 Presbyterian Church) Community Center’s 28 foot set 
back [sic] as illustrated in the applicant’s own submission. While this may be seen as an 
oversight it is of significant importance when comparing the statistical data of First AME’s 
streetscape to that of the Project.

Staff Response -

The Appellant’s assertion that Planning Staff intentionally focused on the setback of the 
adjacent First AME Zion Church, while ignoring other nearby setbacks (such as the church’s 
adjoining community center), is false. The applicable Commercial Infill guideline pertaining 
to setbacks (11.2.1.) states that new structures in commercial areas should maintain the 
setback of existing historic structures on the street front, but when varying setbacks exist 
new construction should provide a variable setback. As evidenced in the context analysis, 
there is not a consistent street wall along the north side of W. Adams Blvd. between S. 
Catalina Street and S. Vermont Avenue. In addition to the 5-foot setback of the First AME 
Zion Church and the 28-foot setback of the community center, there are two Contributing 
multi-family residential structures with a 0-foot setback (1475 and 1501 W. Adams Blvd.).
As such, a 0-foot setback could be deemed appropriate on the Project site. However, 
Planning Staff found that the Project’s proposed 1-foot and 5-foot setbacks were appropriate 
because they are most consistent with the shallower setbacks of nearby Contributing 
structures along W. Adams Blvd., including that of the First AME Zion Church. Planning Staff 
did not base this finding on the setback of the First AME Zion Church only, but rather made 
an observation that such a setback would align with the church’s fa?ade. A proposed 
setback more consistent with the community center, as suggested by the Appellant, would 
be inconsistent with the block face and further contribute to an already irregular street wall.

Appeal Point No. 1.E -

(i) The major flaw in the Director’s overall decision making is a result of his initial interpretation 
of how to apply the AN-Preservation Plan’s requirements to this “Mixed-Use" project. The 
question being is it a “Commercial-Structure" with a “residential" component or is it a 
“Residential-Structure" with a “commercial" component?

The Director opted for “Commercial" because of the underlying new CPIO zoning. 
Although this has had a strategic benefit for the applicant it has turned out to be the 
fundamental error for the analysis of the Project’s location in the HPOZ...The

2

2 The Applicant’s context analysis incorrectly identifies 1475 W. Adams Blvd. as a Non-Contributor and 1465 W. 
Adams Blvd. as a Contributor. 1475 and 1465 W. Adams Blvd. are designated as a Contributor and Non-Contributor, 
respectively.
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“Commercial" proportional use of the Project is only 5%. The planned 5th-story roof deck 
itself is approximately 50% of the commercial use area. That a 5% use should dictate the 
final design resolution is frankly BAD PLANNING. [emphasis in original].

(ii) The Director reports that Adams Blvd. “was originally developed with residential 
structures” [emphasis in original]. That it was originally developed with houses and 
apartments is not a surprise because it was a residential street. It was not a commercial 
corridor with infill housing. Irrespective of the ever-changing underlying zoning it 
fundamentally still is a residential street albeit by use. The majority of lots still serve their 
residential usage and an HPOZ project should acknowledged [sic] that with an appropriate 
compatible design solution.

Today Adams Boulevard beginning from Figueroa west to Hoover has only one 
commercial building the [sic] Automobile Club of Southern California (LA-HCM #72). From 
Hoover to Vermont there are only two commercial buildings, the Ralph’s Market and the 
Baskin-Robins on the SE and NE corners of Vermont respectively. There is also one 
mixed-use building, the ELEMENT on the NW corner of Hoover. Across Vermont to the 
project site, the south side of Adams is an institutional use, St Agnes [sic] Roman Catholic 
Church, and on the north there is a corner gas station and the derelict auto lots that 
comprise the subject site and two buildings at corner [sic] of Catalina.

(iii) The mixed-use commercial buildings of yesterday were typically 1st -story retail and 2nd- 
story offices or apartments. There are still dozens of such historic structures throughout 
the North University Park HPOZs. A new project proposal with that design envelope would 
clearly qualify as “Commercial Infill." However the Project’s commercial-use [sic] will most 
likely be as an extended amenity for the residential tenants, such as a coffee-shop, rather 
than a catalyst for a commercial corridor revolution. This five-story Project is not a 
commercial building. It is a residential building with a required token business use to 
qualify and benefit as a mixed-use project.

(iv) The Director has inappropriately mixed both HPOZ Commercial and Residential Infill- 
Guidelines [sic] into a hodgepodge of criteria that were selected to justify support for an 
inappropriate Project to have a commercial front setback rather than a normal 15’ setback 
for residential structures.

Besides the obvious incompatibility of the five-story structure in the Project’s approval, is 
the damaging misuse of the “Commercial criteria" to create a front setback that “aligns" 
with the Church’s front fagade. First AME is not a commercial building it [sic] is a religious- 
institutional use and should never be construed as an appropriate baseline for an abutting 
building’s setback unless that building was of the same use. Creating a false front 
alignment for the existing irregular setbacks of the three existing site lots to form a 
“consistent line" is to create a false pattern of development, an act that is WRONG under 
either Infill Guidelines in the AN Preservation Plan [emphasis in original].

(v) By choosing to elevate “Commercial" over “Residential" Guidelines the Director has 
facilitated a slight of hand land-grab for the applicants. A reduced front setback from a 
residential code’s 15’ setback translates directly into more buildable square footage. The 
inept act of placing this monstrous five-story three-lot wide apartment building in line with 
the front fagade of First AME effectively and completely blocks the view of the Church 
from the westbound travelers along Adams Boulevard, a City Scenic Highway. It will also
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impair the eastbound travelers as the massing of the Project is well above the roof ridge 
and alters the silhouette.

Staff Response -

The Appellant first claims that Commercial Infill guidelines were used to evaluate the 
Project’s compliance with the Preservation Plan because of the underlying CPIO zoning, 
despite only 5% of the Project having a commercial use. However, the Letter of 
Determination clarifies that while both Residential Infill and Commercial Infill guidelines were 
applied to the Project, the Commercial Infill guidelines were used as the baseline for 
evaluation because of the Project’s location within a commercial zone and the current 
commercial uses of the Project site. This aligns with the intent of the Preservation Plan, as 
explained in the introduction of the Commercial Infill chapter, which reads, "These 
Commercial Infill Guidelines are intended for the use of commercial property owners 
planning new structures on vacant sites...” Regardless of the Project’s amount of 
commercial use, the Project site clearly meets the intended application of the Commercial 
Infill guidelines because it is commercially-zoned. The Residential Infill guidelines were 
included because the Project also qualifies as a residential structure.

The Appellant next implies that the Project site should have a strictly residential use, with no 
commercial component, because W. Adams Blvd. was a historically residential street. 
However, two of the three subject parcels were originally developed with commercial 
structures, not residences.3 This is consistent with the historic pattern of development along 
W. Adams Blvd., which finds commercial structures on or near corner lots and residential 
structures on interior lots.4 Further, while properties along W. Adams Blvd., east of S. 
Vermont Ave. (and outside of the HPOZ), are primarily residential, there is a greater mix of 
residential and commercial properties along the portion of W. Adams Blvd. located within the 
HPOZ. Therefore, while the majority of lots may still serve a residential use, it is misleading 
to say that a mixed-use structure located near the corner of a major intersection, on parcels 
that had a historically commercial use, is not a compatible or appropriate design solution.

While the development pattern of the area was taken under consideration, the evaluation of 
the Project did not distinguish between its commercial and residential uses because the 
HPOZ Program does not evaluate use. Therefore, to the Appellant’s third point, the specific 
amenities included as part of the commercial component were not subject to review for 
compliance with the Preservation Plan. Applicable guidelines were determined based on the 
Project’s location within a commercial zone and the proposed building typology.

In the Appellant’s fourth point, he claims that the Commercial Infill guidelines were 
intentionally used to justify a shallower setback that aligns with the front faqade of the First 
AME Zion Church. The Appellant bases his argument on the assumption that using the 
Residential Infill guidelines, rather than the Commercial Infill guidelines, would have resulted 
in a deeper setback. As previously stated, Planning Staff used applicable criteria from both 
Infill chapters in evaluating the proposed Project for compliance with the Preservation Plan. 
The Commercial Infill guidelines were used as the baseline for evaluation because they 
apply to new projects in commercial areas. That said, the equivalent Residential and

3 Per original building records, 1421 W. Adams Blvd. was developed with commercial offices in 1953 and 1427 W. 
Adams was developed with an office for a used car lot in 1940.

Within the Adams-Normandie HPOZ, the following commercial properties are located at or near corner lots: 1560
1564 W. Adams Blvd., 1616 W. Adams Blvd. (northeast corner of W. Adams Blvd. and S. Normandie Ave.,), 1648
1652 W. Adams Blvd., and 1684-1690 W. Adams Blvd.

4
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Commercial guidelines pertaining to setback (9.3.1 and 11.2.2., respectively) actually 
provide the same directive to new construction to maintain the setbacks of existing historic 
structures along the street. As discussed in Appeal Point 1.D, several adjacent structures 
have 0- to 5-foot setbacks, and as such, the Project’s proposed setback of 1-foot to 5 feet 
could be found compatible under either guideline. Therefore, the Appellant’s suggestion that 
a 15’ setback would be found appropriate if the Residential Infill guidelines were used as the 
baseline for evaluation is unsupported.

The Appellant’s assertion that the Project’s proposed front setback was based strictly on an 
alignment with the Church’s front fa?ade is also misguided. As clarified in Appeal Point 1.D, 
the observation made in the Letter of Determination that the Project’s front setback would 
generally align with the adjacent First AME Zion Church should not be interpreted as the only 
finding of appropriateness. The Applicant’s context analysis illustrates that existing front yard 
setbacks along the block face range from zero to 45 feet, with setbacks on the north side of 
W. Adams Blvd. measuring between zero and 28 feet. This includes the 5-foot setback of the 
First AME Zion Church and the 0-foot setbacks of 1475 W. Adams Blvd. and 1501 W. Adams 
Blvd. Not only were the Project’s 1-foot to 5-foot front setbacks found to be consistent with 
this adjacent development, but they help to maintain an already established pattern of 
development of shallow setbacks. Therefore, alignment with the front fa?ade of the First AME 
Zion Church would not create a false pattern of development, as claimed by the Appellant.

The Appellant’s final point addresses concerns that the Project will block views of the Church 
along W. Adams Blvd. The Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the South Los 
Angeles Community Plan Update evaluated environmental impacts on scenic vistas as related 
to historic resources and concluded that developments consistent with the regulations of the 
Community Plan will not affect views of historic resources because they will not alter existing 
street alignments. Because the Project complies with the zoning regulations of the South Los 
Angeles CPIO, it will not obstruct views of the First AME Zion Church for east- and westbound 
travelers along a city-designated scenic highway. This discussion is elaborated on in Appeal 
Point 2.D., below.

Appeal Point No. 1.F -

When I recently reviewed the Case-File for the Project I was disappointed that there wasn’t a 
Light and Shadow study for the relationship between the Church’s windowed east fagade and 
the Project’s towering west fagade. I had asked about a study at the Neighborhood Councils 
[sic] Policy committee (NANDC). I had hoped that when the applicants told me they didn’t do 
one they would have taken the time to generate such a study to assist decision makers. 
Absent any facts to the contrary I can only assume that a 60’ high wall aligned with the 
Church’s front east fagade will most certainly and most negatively impact the religious services 
that they were conceived for.

Staff Response -

The “Justification for Project Exemption” issued on September 18, 2019 found that the 
Project will not cause an adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as 
defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5. As stated in the “Historic Resources 
Assessment Report” (HRAR; Exhibit I) prepared by qualified Architectural Historians Kaplan 
Chen Kaplan and certified by Office of Historic Resources staff, the Project will not impact 
the historic significance of the First AME Zion Church because the bulk of the proposed 
structure will be significantly set back from its own property line, as well as the historic church
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sanctuary. This finding is consistent with Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21099 (d)(1), 
which states that a project’s aesthetic and parking impacts shall not be considered a 
significant impact on the environment if the project is a mixed—use residential structure 
located on an infill site within a transit priority area (an area within one-half mile of a major 
transit stop). An aesthetic impact includes those pertaining to visual resources, aesthetic 
character, shade and shadow, light and glare, and scenic vistas.

Because the Project meets the Preservation Plan guidelines and is a mixed-use infill 
structure located in a transit priority area, the Project will not result in a substantial adverse 
change to the district or to the First AME Zion Church itself. Therefore, a light and shadow 
study was not deemed necessary for the evaluation. The Appellant did not prepare an 
additional impact assessment or provide any other evidence to support this claim.

Appeal Point No. 1.G -

The Director’s approval of this Project is wrong. It is wrong because it does not conform to the 
AN-Preservation Plan and therefore to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards as required 
by the City’s Preservation Ordinance. It is wrong because it is not compatible with the 
surrounding historic context of the AN-HPOZ. The building is too tall. Zoning does not trump 
HPOZ for purposes of CEQA. The applicant’s [sic] offer a sky view of the subject site and the 
surrounding community. Take a good look. There are no 5-story buildings. There are no 4- 
story buildings. The factual data supplied by the applicants show that the Project only fails in 
compatible context with the surrounding historic setting.

Staff Response -

As discussed under Appeal Points 1.B., 1.C., and 1.E., the Applicant incorporated reasonable 
design measures to minimize the overall massing and scale of the structure, in accordance 
with the guidelines of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan. The Preservation Plan 
guidelines can allow for the development of larger structures, as there is no language in the 
Plan that prohibits structures of a certain height. Objective zoning standards were not used 
to override compliance with HPOZ regulations, but rather to support the conclusion that the 
Project will not impact the district as a historic resource and will not be precedent-setting for 
the HPOZ.

(2) Appeal of Environmental Review 

Appeal Point No. 2.A -

A categorical exemption is not the appropriate level of environmental review for a project that 
is highly discretionary, is in a historically sensitive environment, located on a scenic highway, 
and fails to meet the objectives of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan.

Staff Response -

The use of a Class 32 Categorical Exemption is not determined by the level of discretion 
applied to a project. Rather, a project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption if it is an 
infill development meeting the required criteria pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15332 
(Class 32), and there is no substantial evidence that an exception to a categorical exemption 
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies. The “Justification for Project 
Exemption” issued on September 18, 2019 found that the Project is categorically exempt 
under Class 32 because it is characterized as in-fill development meeting the required criteria.
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Furthermore, the justification found that the Project does not meet any of the exceptions to 
the exemptions.

As stated in the “Justification for Project Exemption” and further illustrated in this 
Recommendation Report and the Letter of Determination, the Project complies with the 
guidelines of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan, and as such, the Project will not result 
in an environmental impact on a historically sensitive environment (the Adams-Normandie 
HPOZ). Further, the Project will not impact a state scenic highway because there are no 
designated state scenic highways located within the HPOZ or near the project site. Though 
W. Adams Blvd. is a city-designated highway, it will not be impacted by the proposed Project 
subject to PRC Section 21099 (d)(1); further, the Project will not impact a city-designated 
scenic highway because it complies with the South Los Angeles CPIO (elaborated on in 
Appeal Point 2.D, below). Therefore, a categorical exemption is warranted.

Appeal Point No. 2.B -

The project will have a demonstrable significant effect on the environment and does 
not qualify under Article III, Class 32 exemption [emphasis in original].

The use of a CE, pursuant to Article 19, Section 15332, and Class 32 of the State CEQA 
Guidelines cannot be sustained by a clear factual analysis because:

The proposed project does not conform to the Adams Normandie [sic] Preservation 
Plan
The proposed project does not conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 

And therefore will cause substantial adverse changes.

Staff Response -

The Project was reviewed for compliance with, and was found to meet, the guidelines of the 
Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan, and subsequently, the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards (herein, the Standards), as discussed under Appeal Point 1.A. This is evidenced 
in the eight pages of legally mandated findings provided in the Project’s Letter of 
Determination. Further, the “Justification for Project Exemption” issued on September 18, 
2019 found that the Project is categorically exempt under Section 15332 (Class 32) and that 
none of the exceptions to a Categorical Exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 
15300.2 apply. For these reasons, there is no adverse effect on a historic resource or the 
environment and the Class 32 Categorical Exemption applies.

Appeal Point No. 2.C. -

Further, exceptions under 15300.2 do apply to this project [emphasis in original].

(i) The OHR has gone through an extensive attempt to offer a band aid [sic] to this out of 
scale, massive across three parcels box, trimmed with insensitive cladding materials, to 
offer the unsupported opinion that this project conforms to the applicable Preservation 
Plan.

(ii) Further staff abused its discretion when it advised the HPOZ Board at its public hearing 
on October 2, 2019 that it could not address massing and height in direct violation of its 
obligations under the Preservation Plan.
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(iii) In addition, this class is not intended for projects that would result in any significant traffic, 
noise, air quality, or water quality impacts. Simply look at the parking provided and use of 
outdated 2016 information they have used as their basis for excusing traffic impacts.

Staff Response -

As previously stated under Appeal Point 2.A., the “Justification for Project Exemption” found 
that there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a categorical 
exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies. A project opponent 
challenging a categorical exemption has the burden of producing evidence supporting an 
exception applies. No such burden has been met.

The Appellant’s claim that Planning Staff attempted to mask non-conforming elements of the 
Project is unfounded. As explained in Appeal Points. 1.A.-1.D., Staff worked with the Applicant 
to incorporate design elements that would help justify its scale, as permitted by the 
Preservation Plan guidelines. The Preservation Plan does not prohibit Projects from spanning 
multiple parcels, and in fact encourages variations in massing and materials to minimize the 
perceived bulk of larger buildings. Therefore, the proposed Project was found to meet the 
intent of the Preservation Plan.

The Appellant’s assertion that Staff prohibited the HPOZ Board from addressing massing and 
height during the Project’s public hearing is false. As previously discussed under Appeal Point
1.A., the proposed Project is subject to the Housing Accountability Act (HAA), and as such, 
the City is limited in its ability to deny the Project or reduce its unit count. A presentation about 
this legislation was provided to HPOZ Board members from all 35 HPOZs at a formal training 
held on September 23, 2019, and all four Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board members were in 
attendance. In discussing the HPOZ Board’s role in reviewing projects under HAA, the Board 
was directed to conduct review of projects subject to HAA in the same manner as any other 
infill project. However, due to the HAA’s limitations on denying projects, Staff recommended 
that future Board review on multi-family projects focus on compatibility of materials and 
design, while avoiding scale and height considerations that would reduce density. At the 
training, Staff clarified that Preservation Plan guidelines not related to density may still apply, 
and projects may be conditioned to better meet those guidelines. Staff reminded the HPOZ 
Board of these points at the Project’s public hearing on October 2, 2019. Staff further informed 
the Board that, while it was within their right to recommend denial of the Project, it would be 
more productive to provide design suggestions that could be reasonably incorporated into the 
Project. In doing so, Staff did not abuse its discretion in offering advice to the HPOZ Board, 
but rather provided useful information that would facilitate its review of a multi-family project.

With this direction, the HPOZ Board recommended four conditions of approval that collectively 
reduced the building’s massing without reducing its density, minimized certain architectural 
elements that had made it appear taller as proposed, and enhanced the pedestrian experience 
at the ground level. It should be noted that the Preservation Plan states that the HPOZ Board 
serves as an advisory body to the Department of City Planning on projects related to new 
construction. Therefore, the HPOZ Board was not restricted or prohibited from advising staff 
on the Project and directly fulfilled its role as defined in the Preservation Plan.

Contrary to the Appellant’s final claim, the proposed Project will not result in any significant 
impacts to traffic, noise, air quality or water quality because it does not exceed thresholds for 
evaluating such impacts established by the City of Los Angeles. The Appellant references the 
use of “outdated 2016 information” related to traffic impacts in the “Justification for Project
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Exemption” issued on September 18, 2019, which may refer to the introduction of new CEQA 
transportation thresholds adopted by the Los Angeles City Council on July 30, 2019. These 
thresholds are a result of the City’s shift from Level of Service (LOS) to Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT) for evaluating transportation impacts under CEQA, in accordance with SB743; after the 
State deadline of July 1, 2020, new projects are required to evaluate these impacts using 
VMT. However, projects that have already filed an application with DCP before this time may 
continue analyzing transportation impacts with LOS, so long as they will be approved and 
through any appeal period prior to the State deadline. The application for the proposed Project 
was deemed complete on June 13, 2019, nearly two months before the adoption of the City 
of Los Angeles CEQA Transportation Thresholds. As such, the Project was subject to the 
existing thresholds at that time (LOS). Nevertheless, the South Los Angeles Community Plan 
EIR analyzed both LOS and VMT impacts and found that the proposed Community Plan 
updates would actually result in a reduction of VMT, and as such, impacts to the circulation 
system would be less than significant. Further, as stated in the “Justification for Project 
Exemption,” the Project is beneath the threshold criteria for preparing a traffic study and will 
not have any significant impacts on traffic under LOS.

Appeal Point No. 2.D -

A CE should not be issued when there are unusual circumstances creating the 
reasonable possibility of significant effects; [sic; emphasis in original]. The project may 
result in damage to scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, historic buildings, 
rock outcroppings, or similar resources, within an officially designated scenic highway.

Adams Boulevard is a City designated scenic Highway.

The project as proposed is inconsistent with the goals established by its Scenic Highway 
designation (see the Mobility/Transportation Element of the General Plan). Scenic 
Highways, according to the Mobility/Transportation Element, “include many of the City’s 
iconic streets. Preservation and enhancement of these streets and their scenic resources 
need to be preserved." Adams Boulevard between Figueroa and Crenshaw is a 
designated Scenic Highway.

(ii) A categorical exemption should not be issued when there are sensitive issues and the 
project fails to comply with the Preservation Plan and the south community plan’s state 
objectives. To permit a CE in this case would cause irreparable and irreversible harm to 
the environment.

(i)

(iii) In all of the record, there is not serious analysis of the impacts to the adjacent First AME 
Zion Church. The CHC designee abused their discretion when they capriciously signed 
off on a project that effects [sic] an HCM.

Staff Response -

As previously discussed under Appeal Points 2.A and 2.B, the “Justification for Project 
Exemption” found that the Project will not result in a significant effect on the environment due 
any exceptions listed in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2. The Project will not trigger the 
scenic highways exception because that exception only applies to state scenic highways. In 
this case, there are no designated state scenic highways located within the HPOZ or near the 
Project site. Further, as discussed in Appeal Point 1.F, aesthetic and parking impacts of a 
residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project on an infill site within a transit 
priority area shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment for purposes of
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CEQA. Finally, the applicant has failed to provide any substantial evidence to support its claim 
that the project will result in a significant effect on the environment due to any unusual 
circumstances.

On December 2, 2019, a Letter of Determination was issued confirming compliance with the 
guidelines of the Adams-Normandie Preservation Plan. Additionally, the Project was found to 
meet all applicable zoning regulations of the South Los Angeles CPIO. Therefore, the Project 
meets the criteria of the Class 32 exemption that it be consistent with the applicable general 
plan designation and policies, as well as applicable zoning designation and regulations.

Upon receipt of the Applicant’s HRAR, OHR staff certified the assessment and concurred with 
its findings that there would be no significant impact on the First AME Zion Church. The 
Appellant did not prepare an additional assessment or provide substantial evidence to support 
his claim that the Project would result in adverse impacts. Further, the Appellant incorrectly 
interprets the recommendation of the CHC’s designee as a stamp of approval, when in fact, 
the designee’s recommendation is offered as an expert opinion on behalf of the CHC. On 
October 10, 2019, the CHC’s designee found that the Project complied with the goals and 
requirements of the Preservation Plan and the Standards and recommended approval of the 
Project, subject to the conditions recommended by the HPOZ Board. Therefore, the 
Appellant’s claim that the CHC’s designee signed off on a Project that affects an HCM is 
unsupported.

Appeal Point No. 2.E. -

Even if the project did fit within the Class 32 exemption, the exemption would be 
inapplicable because several exceptions to categorical exemptions apply [emphasis in 
original].

(i) The developers’ proposed new 5-story in height structure will dominate the historic block 
face, which is comprised of several historic; [sic] 1-story, 2-story and 3-story structures. 
The proposed new 5-story building’s setback will obscure our City’s monument from 
drivers traveling west along Adams Boulevard, which is a designated scenic highway. This 
obstruction of the historic view corridor is in clear violation of the SISG. The proposed 5- 
story height also towers over the adjoining 1-story historic sanctuary and will block sunlight 
from its stained-glass clerestory windows, also a violation of the SISG.

(ii) The historic district itself is a historic resource and the infill parcels cannot be separated 
from their context and justified at their present massing, scale and design.

(iii) There is scant analysis of impacts to the First AME Zion Church, a landmark that will be 
severely impacted in terms of light, air, and setting. Rather the developer offers, since it 
will remain a landmark, it is not impact, which is simply not the case.

Staff Response -

As previously discussed in Appeal Points 2.A, 2.B and 2.C, the “Justification for Project 
Exemption” issued on September 18, 2019 found that the project is categorically exempt 
under Section 15332 (Class 32). As part of this evaluation, Planning Staff reviewed the 
potential exceptions to the use of a Categorical Exemption for the proposed Project, including 
those pertaining to historic resources. The Project was evaluated within the context of the 
district as the historic resource and for potential effects on the adjacent church as a historic 
resource, and not the individual parcels themselves as implied by the Appellant. In doing so,
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the Project was found to conform to the Preservation Plan guidelines and be compatible with 
Contributing Elements throughout the district, including the adjacent HCM. As such, it was 
determined that there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a 
categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies. The Project 
was not found to cause a substantial adverse change, nor was it found to have a significant 
effect on the environment.

The Appellant claims that obstructing the view of a Historic-Cultural Monument is a violation 
of the Standards. Not only is W. Adams Blvd. not a historic view corridor, but views of the First 
AME Zion Church from W. Adams Blvd. are not protected under the Standards. The 
Standards’ “Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring & Reconstructing Historic 
Buildings” recommends new construction preserve the historic relationship between the 
buildings and the landscape within a historic district. As detailed in the Project’s Letter of 
Determination and the “Justification for Project Exemption”, the relationship between the 
Project and the buildings within the district will be maintained. The Project’s compliance with 
the HPOZ guidelines equates to compliance with the Standards, and as such, the Appellant’s 
claim is unsupported. Further, Appeal Point 2.D demonstrates that the Project will not cause 
a substantial adverse effect on a city-designated scenic highway because it is characterized 
as an infill mixed-use development located in a transit priority area that complies with the 
regulations and intent of the South Los Angeles Community Plan.

The Project will not tower over the Church, nor will it directly adjoin the Sanctuary, as claimed 
by the Appellant. The Project will be set back by at least 6 feet, 9 inches from the rear half of 
the church (which abuts the Project site’s west property line), and approximately 14 feet, 9 
inches to 17 feet, 9 inches from the front half of the church. It will also measure 60 feet, 9 
inches from grade to roof deck parapet, which is only 5 feet, 9 inches taller than the estimated 
height of the Church’s one-story sanctuary. However, the structure’s fifth floor will be set back 
approximately 13 feet from the fourth floor on the south (primary) faqade, and as a result, the 
mass of the fifth floor comprising the additional height will be located away from the main 
architectural faqade. The proposed structure will measure less than 50 feet from grade to the 
top of the fifth floor balcony railing, which is shorter than the height of the adjacent historic 
sanctuary.

As previously stated, the HRAR submitted by the Applicant and certified by OHR Staff found 
that the Project would not result in a significant impact on the Church, and the Appellant did 
not provide any evidence to dispute this finding. Therefore, the Appellant’s claim that shadows 
cast by the Project on the First AME Zion Church windows is a violation of the Standards is 
unsubstantiated.

Appeal Point No. 2.F. -

The City Cannot Rely upon a Categorical Exemption When Mitigation is required
[emphasis in original].

Here, the City has imposed conditions of approval upon the Project to address potential 
impacts of massing and scale, non-conformance the [sic] Preservation plan, as required, and 
impacts to the adjacent First AME Zion Church.

Staff Response -

The conditions of approval imposed upon the Project are based upon the City’s police powers, 
rather than under its CEQA authority as a mitigation measure. Case law makes it clear that a
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public agency may rely on generally applicable regulations to conclude an environmental 
impact is not significant and does not require mitigation. The conditions of approval in question 
are imposed pursuant to the City’s issuance of a Certificate of Compatibility for Non
Contributing Elements governed by LAMC 12.20.3.L, which is applicable citywide. In imposing 
the conditions of approval, Staff did not mitigate any environmental impacts of the Project, but 
rather incorporated recommendations of the CHC’s designee and HPOZ Board that 
strengthen the Project’s compliance with the Preservation Plan guidelines, and clarified 
design issues that were not expressly illustrated in the plan set. That said, Staff contends that, 
even without the conditions of approval, the Project meets the Preservation Plan guidelines 
(and, in turn, the Standards).

At the Project’s public hearing on October 2, 2019, the HPOZ board recommended approval 
of the project with the conditions as outlined on page A-4 of this report. The CHC’s designee 
concurred with the HPOZ Board, recommending approval of the project subject to their 
recommended conditions in his transmittal to Staff on October 10, 2019. These 
recommendations were incorporated into the final conditions of approval in the Letter of 
Determination to ensure that the roof deck parapet is further set back or constructed of a 
transparent material (2.a.), the balconies at the fourth floor are open to the sky (2.b.), a cornice 
element is added at the top of the fourth floor parapet (2.c.), and the primary residential 
entrance is highlighted by a canopy element (2.d). Because the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s 
designee are advising bodies that help to ensure compliance with the Preservation Plan and 
the Standards, incorporating their recommendations as conditions of approval does not 
constitute mitigation to an environmental impact, but is, rather, the purpose of the design 
review process.

Conditions 2.e. and 2.f., pertaining to signage, were included to clarify the Applicant’s scope 
of work. In consultations with Staff, the Applicant had confirmed that Project signage would 
not be included in the proposed scope of work. However, the Applicant chose to include 
general descriptions of where future signage may be located on the structure. Staff chose to 
include conditions that would ensure future signage be submitted to HPOZ for review and 
approval. The remaining conditions, relating to window installation (2.h.) and the parkway 
(2.g.; 2.i-2.k.), were included to clarify design elements not clearly illustrated in the plan set.

Appeal Point No. 2.G. -

That the City has issued now a CE is not permissible under CEQA. CEQA sets a very low 
threshold for not permitting a Categorical Exemption, namely that it should not be used where 
there is a reasonable possibility of the activity having a significant effect [emphasis in 
original].

Here the City ignored the Preservation Plan, ignored all of the factual data at its hand, and 
allowed a backward review process that entirely skewed the ability of the Adams-Normandie 
HPOZ Board to fulfill its duties under their plan and have a Plan compliant project. By the time 
the developers scheduled their project before the Adams Normandie Board, the Board was 
presented with a “take it or leave it" project and given advice from the City that they had no 
control over the massing and scale of this project.

Staff Response -

As extensively discussed in the “Justification for Project Exemption” and the previous Appeal 
Points, the Project was found to fall under the Class 32 Categorical Exemption, and none of
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the exceptions to the Categorical Exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 
apply. Therefore, the Categorical Exemption is permissible.

The City did not ignore the guidelines of the Preservation Plan or factual data regarding the 
surrounding context in making a decision to approve the proposed Project, as evidenced in 
Appeal Points 1.A.-1.D. Planning Staff reviewed all applicable Project materials pursuant to 
LAMC 12.20.3.L. Certificate of Compatibility for compliance with the Adams-Normandie 
Preservation Plan guidelines. While the context analysis compiled by the Applicant was used 
to help inform the Project’s design, the data itself does not serve as the maximum allowances 
for setback, lot coverage, or height for a proposed infill project. In fact, the Adams-Normandie 
Preservation Plan guidelines do not restrict infill projects to a certain height or number of 
stories. The Project was found to meet the guidelines of the Adams-Normandie Preservation 
Plan because it incorporated design measures that lessened the impact of its development 
on neighboring Contributing structures, as instructed by the Plan language.

The Appellant’s assertion that the Project’s review process skewed the ability of the Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ Board to fulfill its duties under the Preservation Plan is unfounded. While 
the HPOZ Board was not able to consult on the Project due to a lack of a quorum during the 
nearly 11 months of design review, Board members did receive copies of the application with 
relevant materials ten days prior to the public hearing, pursuant to LAMC 12.20.3.L Certificate 
of Compatibility. At the hearing, the Board heard the Applicant’s presentation and public 
comment, before discussing the design of the Project under the regulatory framework of HAA, 
on which they had been trained. As previously discussed under Appeal Points 1.A and 2.C, 
Board members were reminded to review multi-family projects as they would any other infill 
project, but focus their feedback on compatibility of materials and design, and avoid scale and 
height considerations that would reduce density. The majority of the HPOZ Board agreed that 
recommending conditions of approval that could be reasonably incorporated into the Project 
would be more productive than if they were to recommend denial of the Project outright.

CONCLUSION

Staff recommends denial of the appeal and sustaining the Determination of the Director of 
Planning approving a Certificate of Compatibility pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) 
Section 12.20.3 L for the demolition of three existing Non-Contributing commercial buildings and 
the construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use apartment 
complex in the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. The proposed Project conforms to the Adams- 
Normandie Preservation Plan and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, and will not cause a 
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource. Thus, the appeal of the 
Director’s decision cannot be substantiated and should be denied.
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Applicant/Representative
URSA 1421 Adams Blvd. 
10573 W. Pico Blvd., Ste. 213 
Los Angeles, CA 90064

12/17/2019Last Day To Appeal:

Pursuant to Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.20.3 L, and the Adams-Normandie Historic 
Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) Ordinance 173402, I have considered the proposed project and as the 
designee of the Director of Planning, I hereby:

Approve with Conditions a Certificate of Compatibility for the demolition of three 
existing Non-Contributing commercial buildings (approximately 4,920 square feet, 1,937 
square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the construction of a five-story, approximately 
65,140 square-foot, 45-unit mixed-use apartment complex with approximately 3,640 
square feet of commercial retail space; two levels of subterranean parking for 70 cars (11 
for commercial and 59 for residential); parking for 38 bicycles; and new landscape and 
hardscape over three adjacent Non-Contributing lots.

Determine, based on the whole of the administrative record, that the Project is exempt 
from CEQA pursuant to the State CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332, Class 32 
(infill), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a 
Categorical Exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies.

The project approval is based upon the attached Findings, and subject to the attached Conditions of 
Approval:



PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND

Project Description

The project consists of the demolition of three commercial buildings (approximately 4,920 square feet, 
1,937 square feet, and 1,650 square feet) and the construction of a five-story, approximately 65,140 
square-foot, 45-unit mixed use apartment complex with two levels of subterranean parking over three 
adjacent Non-Contributing lots (1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd., referred to herein as 
“project site”). There will be a total of 70 vehicle parking spaces (11 for commercial and 59 for 
residential) and 38 bicycle parking spaces, which will be located below grade and accessed by an 
approximately 24 foot-wide concrete driveway from W. Adams Blvd. There will be a total of 3,640 
square feet of commercial retail space at the ground level. The proposed structure will have a rectangular 
shape and a flat roof with approximately 1,730 square feet of accessible roof deck. It will measure a total 
of approximately 72 feet, 3 inches from grade to the top of the fifth floor stair enclosures, which will 
provide access to the roof deck. This total height includes approximately 60 feet, 9 inches from grade to 
the roof deck parapet, and an additional 11 feet, 6 inches to the top of the two stair enclosures. The 
building will have between 1-foot and 5-foot front yard setbacks; 6-foot, 9-inch and 7-foot, 2-inch side 
yard setbacks; and a 19-foot, 6-inch rear yard setback. On the south (primary) elevation, the fifth story 
will be set back from the facade by approximately 13 feet (a total of between 13 feet, 6 inches and 18 feet, 
6 inches from the front property line). On the north (rear) elevation, both the fourth and fifth stories will 
be set back from the facade by approximately 6 feet, 6 inches (a total of 26 feet from the rear property 
line).

The proposed project has been designed in a contemporary style that draws on material and architectural 
elements from surrounding historic structures. It will exhibit boxy, rectilinear massing broken up by 
modulated volumes, projecting balconies, setbacks at the fourth and fifth stories, and material 
differentiation. The structure will utilize a variety of finishes including Belden Dark Range Smooth brick 
veneer; Hardie Panel fiber cement siding; Omega stucco with a sand finish, and MSI tile in the “Dusk” 
color. Fenestration will comprise Arcadia aluminum framed storefront windows at the ground floor and 
Milgard vinyl fixed, sliding and hung windows at the upper floors. Some windows will have metal 
awnings. The structure will utilize Dunn Edwards paints; the Hardie finishes will be DEW385 
“Lighthouse” (light gray/tan), and the stucco finishes will be DEC795 “Grey Pearl” or DE6370 “Charcoal 
Smudge.” The balconies will have metal railings that will also be painted in “Charcoal Smudge.”

Two existing wrought iron fences, two driveway aprons and curbcuts, and some shrubbery will be 
removed from the south property line along 1429 and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. Front yard landscaping 
will comprise Purple Spiderwort and Blue Chalksticks groundcover, various shrubs including Coral Aloe, 
Mother-in-Law’s Tongue, Xanadu Philodendron, and White Striped Flax Lily, and “Desert Museum” 
Palo Verde trees. A transformer at the southwest corner of the property will be screened by a Coast 
Rosemary hedge. The rear yard will contain a patio bordered by planters containing Brisbane Box trees 
and Japanese Privet, Cape Rush, and Myers Asparagus Shrubs. The fifth floor balconies and roof deck 
will contain planters of California Gray Rush shrubs and Purple Hopseed bush. The parkway fronting the 
project site will be restored and planted with Berkley Sedge groundcover and California Gray rush shrubs. 
One existing Magnolia tree is proposed to be retained and three new Magnolia trees will be added.

Property Profile

The project site comprises three Non-Contributing parcels at 1421, 1429, and 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. 
1421 W. Adams Blvd. is an approximately 7,106 square-foot site developed with an approximately 4,920 
square-foot commercial building constructed in 1954. 1429 W. Adams Blvd. is an approximately 5,847 
square-foot site developed with an approximately 1,650 square-foot commercial building. 1431-1439 W. 
Adams Blvd. is an approximately 8,593 square-foot site developed with an approximately 1,937 square- 
foot commercial building. At the time of the January 1999 Historic Resources Survey, the three properties 
were designated as Non-Contributors to the HPOZ on the basis that they were constructed outside of the 
period of significance. In 2019, a Historic Resources Assessment Report was prepared to evaluate the
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potential individual significance of the existing commercial buildings at 1421, 1429 and 1431-1439 W. 
Adams Blvd. against local, state, and federal designation criteria. The report concluded that the structures 
are not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or the California Register of 
Historical Resources, or as Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments. The report also maintained the 
Non-Contributing status of each building within the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. The Office of Historic 
Resources accepted these findings.

The project site is flat and contains two concrete driveways with curb cuts at 1429 and 1431-1439 W. 
Adams Boulevard. A wrought iron fence and automated driveway gate are located along the south 
property line. No significant vegetation or landscaping exists. The parkway fronting the project site 
contains two mature Magnolia trees.
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Figures 1, 2 and 3: Images of 1421 W. Adams Blvd. (top left), 1429 W. Adams Blvd. (top right), and 1439 W. Adams Blvd. 
(bottom) taken from the 1999 Adams-Normandie Historic Resources Survey.
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Figures 1, 2 and 3: Images of 1421 W. Adams Blvd. (top left), 1429 W. Adams Blvd. (top right), and 1439 W. Adams Blvd. 
(bottom) taken from the Google Street View (image captured May 2019).

Background
The Adams-Normandie HPOZ is a district of over 700 parcels developed with single-family residences 
and commercial buildings with retail and offices along Vermont Avenue and Adams Boulevard, built 
during the late 19th century through the 1930s. This area is notable for the large concentration of turn-of- 
the-century homes. Other architectural styles of the HPOZ represent the transition from Victorian era 
styles of the late 1800s to the Arts and Crafts aesthetic of the early 1900s. Adams-Normandie features 
several large groupings of Shingle and Craftsman style residences. The Van Buren Place Historic District, 
listed in the National Register of Historic Places, is located in the heart of the HPOZ. The Adams- 
Normandie HPOZ district was formally adopted as an HPOZ in August 2000. Physical changes to the 
exterior of a property are required to be reviewed by the appointed Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board 
and/or Department of City Planning Staff, pursuant to the provisions of Los Angeles Municipal Code 
Section 12.20.3 and the Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan.
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CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

1. The use and development of the subject property shall be in substantial conformance with this 
approval and the plans submitted by the applicant, signed and dated by staff and attached to the case 
file as Exhibit A. Any changes to the project or these plans shall be approved by the Director of 
Planning and may require additional review by the HPOZ Board. Each change shall be identified and 
justified in writing. Modified plans shall be signed and dated by staff and attached to the case file as 
Modified Exhibit A, etc.

2. The project shall be executed with the following architectural features:
a. The roof parapet shall be set back as far from the fifth floor faqade and as close to the 

roof deck railing as allowable by code and shall be constructed of a transparent material.
b. Balconies at the fourth floor of the south (primary) faqade shall not be enclosed; all 

fourth floor balconies shall be open to the sky. Previously enclosed balconies at the 
fourth floor shall incorporate a solid guardrail (not open wrought iron).

c. A cornice element shall be added at the top of the fourth floor parapet.
d. The primary residential entrance at the ground floor shall utilize a canopy element 

consistent in material, design, and proportion to other canopies proposed on the structure.
e. No wall signs or canopy signs shall be installed at this time. Sign details for future wall 

signs and canopy signs shall be submitted to HPOZ for review and approval.
f. No signage of any type shall be installed on the exterior or on the interior of the glazing 

of the storefronts.
g. The parkway fronting the project site along W. Adams Blvd. shall be restored with live 

plant material.
h. Windows shall be recessed at least two inches within their openings.
i. Historic sidewalks shall be preserved. If replacement is necessary, the sidewalk shall be 

replaced in-kind to match the historic sidewalks, replicating score lines, texture, and 
coloration.

j. The new curb cut along W. Adams Blvd. shall match existing historic curb configurations 
in material, dimensions and paving.

k. If feasible, both existing Magnolia trees shall be retained, and one of the proposed 24- 
inch boxwood Magnolia tries shall be replaced with the existing Magnolia tree fronting 
1431 W. Adams Blvd.

3. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit the two final sets of 
architectural/construction drawings that have been reviewed by LADBS plan check engineers, as well 
as two additional sets of architectural drawings for final review and approval by Department of City 
Planning staff (four sets of plans total). Final drawings shall substantially resemble the Approved 
Exhibit (or any subsequent Modified Exhibits) and shall be stamped and dated by staff and attached 
to the case file as Final Exhibit.

4. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, The following statement shall be imprinted on the site 
plan, floor plan, elevations and any architectural detail sheets of any construction drawings submitted 
to the Department of Building and Safety:

NOTE TO PLAN CHECKER AND BUILDING INSPECTOR - These plans, 
including conditions of approval, shall be complied with and the height, size, 
shape, location, texture, color, or material shall not differ from what the Director 
of Planning has approved under DIR-2019-2727-CCMP. Any change to the 
project shall require review by the Director of Planning and may require 
additional review by the Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) Board. A 
request for variation shall be submitted in writing and include a specific notation 
of the variation(s) requested. Should any change be required by a public agency 
then such requirement shall be documented in writing.
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5. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, these Conditions of Approval shall be printed on the cover 
sheet of all four sets of drawings submitted for review as Final Exhibits.

6. The granting of this determination by the Director of Planning does not in any way indicate 
compliance with applicable provisions of LAMC Chapter IX (Building Code). Any corrections 
and/or modifications to plans made subsequent to this determination by a Department of Building and 
Safety Plan Check Engineer that affect any part of the exterior design or appearance of the project as 
approved by the Director, and which are deemed necessary by the Department of Building and Safety 
for Building Code compliance, shall require a referral of the revised plans back to the Department of 
City Planning for additional review and sign-off prior to the issuance of any permit in connection 
with those plans.

7. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or verification of 
consultations, review or approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the subject conditions, shall be 
provided to the Department of City Planning for placement in the subject file.

8. Code Compliance. All area, height and use regulations of the zone classification for the subject 
property shall be complied with.

9. Definition. Any agencies, public officials or legislation referenced in these conditions shall mean 
those agencies, public officials, legislation or their successors, designees or amendment to any 
legislation.

10. Enforcement. Compliance with these conditions and the intent of these conditions shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Planning Department and any designated agency, or the agency’s successor and in 
accordance with any stated laws or regulations, or any amendment thereto.

11. Indemnification and Reimbursement of Litigation Costs.

Applicant shall do all of the following:

(i) Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against the City 
relating to or arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of this 
entitlement, including but not limited to, an action to attack, challenge, set aside, void, or 
otherwise modify or annul the approval of the entitlement, the environmental review of the 
entitlement, or the approval of subsequent permit decisions, or to claim personal property 
damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other constitutional claim.
Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action related to or arising 
out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of the entitlement, including 
but not limited to payment of all court costs and attorney’s fees, costs of any judgments or 
awards against the City (including an award of attorney’s fees), damages, and/or settlement 
costs.
Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 days’ notice of 
the City tendering defense to the Applicant and requesting a deposit. The initial deposit shall 
be in an amount set by the City Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion, based on the nature 
and scope of action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be less than $50,000. The City’s 
failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the Applicant from responsibility to 
reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in paragraph (ii).
Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental deposits may be 
required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if found necessary by the City to 
protect the City’s interests. The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve 
the Applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in 
paragraph (ii).
If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interest, execute an indemnity and 
reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent with the requirements of this

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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condition.

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt of any action and 
the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify the applicant of any claim, action, or 
proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City fails to reasonably cooperate in the defense, the 
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.

The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City Attorney’s office or outside 
counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate at its own expense in the defense of any 
action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of any obligation imposed by this 
condition. In the event the Applicant fails to comply with this condition, in whole or in part, the City 
may withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the entitlement, or take any other action. 
The City retains the right to make all decisions with respect to its representations in any legal 
proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon or settle litigation.

For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:

“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, commissions, 
committees, employees, and volunteers.

“Action” shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held under alternative 
dispute resolution procedures), claims, or lawsuits. Actions includes actions, as defined 
herein, alleging failure to comply with any federal, state or local law.

Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights of the City or the 
obligations of the Applicant otherwise created by this condition.

Observance of Conditions - Time Limits

All terms and conditions of this Certificate of Compatibility shall be fulfilled before the use may be 
established. The instant authorization is further conditional upon the privileges being utilized within three 
years after the effective date of this determination and if such privileges are not utilized within said time, 
the authorization shall terminate and become null and void. Privileges shall be considered utilized when a 
valid permit from the Department of Building and Safety has been issued and construction work has 
begun and been carried out without substantial suspension or abandonment of work. An approval not 
requiring permits for construction or alteration from the Department of Building and Safety shall be 
considered utilized when operations of the use authorized by the approval have commenced.

Transferability

This determination runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented or occupied 
by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent that you advise them regarding the 
conditions of this grant.

Violation of These Conditions is a Misdemeanor

Section 11.00 M of the Los Angeles Municipal Code states in part: "It shall be unlawful to violate any 
provision or fail to comply with any of the requirements of this Code. Any person violating any of the 
provisions or failing to comply with any of the mandatory requirements of this Code shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor unless that violation or failure is declared in that section to be an infraction. An infraction 
shall be tried and be punishable as provided in Section 19.6 of the Penal Code and the provisions of this 
section. Any violation of this Code that is designated as a misdemeanor may be in charged by the City 
Attorney as either a misdemeanor or an infraction." Every violation of this determination is punishable as 
a misdemeanor and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the 
county jail for a period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
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FINDINGS

A. 12.20.3 L.3(b) — Recommendations from the Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board:

Section 12.20.3.L. of the LAMC requires that Department of City Planning staff refer 
applications for Certificates of Compatibility to the HPOZ Board within a 30-day period of the 
application having been deemed complete. The purpose of this requirement is to allow the subject 
application to be discussed in a public meeting with both public and expert testimony.

The subject application was deemed complete on June 13, 2019, though the project was on hold 
between June 14, 2019 and September 17, 2019 while the applicant made design changes. 
Department of City Planning staff sent copies of the application with relevant materials to the 
HPOZ Board on September 20, 2019. Notice was posted for the meeting at the site, and at City 
Hall, and mailed to abutting property owners and occupants on September 20, 2019. After ten 
(10) days of public notice, the Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board met on October 2, 2019 and 
conducted a public hearing on the proposed project, pursuant to LAMC Section 12.20.3 M: 
Notice and Public Hearing. With a four-member quorum, three HPOZ Board members 
recommended approval of the project with conditions; one board member voted against this 
motion. Therefore, the motion to recommend approval of the project with conditions carried. The 
conditions of approval recommended by the board are as follows:

1) Cut down the parapet at the roof by pushing the guardrail back to the roof deck edge
2) Open up the fourth floor balconies to the sky and incorporate a solid guardrail (no iron)
3) Add a cornice element at the top of the fourth floor parapet
4) Make the residential entrance more recognizable

Three members of the public presented testimony. Two members of the public stated opposition 
to the project on behalf of some local organizations due to the overall number of stories, scale and 
size, as well as potential impacts on the adjacent historic church. One member of the public, on 
behalf of other local groups, voiced support for the project on the basis that the project is 
compatible in scale and design with the district, and that it will be an improvement to the area.

Department of City Planning staff sent copies of the application with relevant materials to the 
Cultural Heritage Commission’s (CHC) designee on September 20, 2019. The CHC’s designee 
recommended approval of the project, subject to the conditions recommended by the HPOZ 
Board, as listed above.

The expert opinions of the HPOZ Board and the CHC have both recommended approval with 
conditions of the subject application. Approval of the subject application is therefore consistent 
with 12.20.3 L of the LAMC.

12.20.3 L.4(b) — Standards for Issuance of Certificate of Compatibility for New Building 
Construction or Replacement, and the Relocation of Buildings or Structures Not Dating 
from the Preservation Zone’s Period of Significance Onto a Lot Designated as a Non
Contributing Element, as it relates with the adopted Preservation Plan.

B.

The proposed project, as conditioned in this Determination, substantially complies with LAMC 
Section 12.20.3 L.4 because it complies with and is consistent with the adopted Preservation Plan. 
Due to the location of the project within a commercial zone, it has been primarily reviewed for 
conformity with the guidelines of the Commercial Infill chapter of the Preservation Plan. 
However, because of its mixed-use program, applicable Residential Infill guidelines have also 
been utilized, where noted.
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Chapter 9 - Residential Infill and Chapter 11 - Commercial Infill Guidelines

9.3 Setting, Location and Site Design and 11.2. Location and Site Design

9.3.7. The lot coverage proposed for an in-fill project should be substantially consistent with the 
lot coverage of nearby Contributor properties.
11.2.1. The facades of new structures in commercial areas should maintain the setback of existing 
historic structures along the street front. Where varying setbacks exist, new construction should 
attempt to function as a buffer by providing a variable setback.
11.2.3. New structures should be built to maintain the street wall, without side setbacks.

The proposed mixed-use structure is designed to harmonize with the existing front yard setbacks 
of other properties on the block face, which range from zero to 45 feet. The three parcels 
comprising the subject site have an irregular south (front) property line that is set back 
approximately five feet at some places from the most commonly occurring property line along the 
block face. The main mass of the structure will be set back from the front property line by 
approximately one foot where the property line is already set back and approximately six feet 
where the property line is consistent with the block face. Roughly 20 feet of the structure’s 
southwest corner will be set back from the front property line by approximately 21 feet, 8 inches 
to accommodate an electrical transformer pad, which will be shrouded by Coast Rosemary shrubs 
that generally align with the front facade and property line. As such, there will not be a significant 
break in the continuity of the building along W. Adams Blvd. Approximately 22 feet of the 
structure’s southeast corner will also be set back from the front property line by approximately 12 
feet, 2 inches, though the upper floors will overhang this setback so that the continuity of the 
facade is maintained. Cumulatively, the proposed front setbacks will help to ensure that the 
structure is aligned with the First African Methodist Episcopal Zion Cathedral & Community 
Center (Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument #341; herein First AME Church), located on 
the abutting west parcels (1443-1453 W. Adams Blvd.), which is set back from its front property 
line by approximately five feet. The 5-foot dedication typically required along W. Adams Blvd. 
will be waived due to the property’s location within the HPOZ, which will ensure that the 
sidewalk along W. Adams Blvd. will be maintained in its historic configuration and width.

The proposed structure will be set back from the west and east (side) property lines by 
approximately 6 feet, 9 inches and 7 feet, 2 inches, respectively. The subject property is located 
along a section of W. Adams Blvd. that does not have a defined street wall due to the area’s 
pattern of development. Because much of W. Adams Blvd. was originally developed with 
residential structures, there are inconsistent front and side yard setbacks between the original 
residential buildings and later commercial development. Therefore, while the project will contain 
side setbacks, these setbacks are minimal and consistent with the pattern of development on the 
block. Further, the approximately 6-foot, 9-inch west setback will ensure that the proposed 
structure respects the adjacent historic church.

The proposed structure will have a lot coverage that is consistent with nearby Contributing 
properties. Contributing multi-family properties, as well as the adjacent historic church, along the 
north side of W. Adams Blvd. between Vermont Avenue and Catalina Street have lot coverages 
ranging from 55% to 85%. The proposed project has a lot coverage of approximately 76%, which 
is well within the overall range for lot coverage in the surrounding area.

11.2.2. New structures should reflect the traditional widths of historic structures in the area. If a 
structure is proposed that is wider than most individual historic structures along a street, the new 
structure should be broken into appropriately-sized modules.

The proposed mixed-use building will be constructed on three adjacent parcels, which will result 
in a building that is wider than most of the individual historic structures along the street. 
However, the perceived bulk of the structure will be minimized through modulated massing that
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reflects the traditional widths of historic structures in the area. As proposed, the south (primary) 
facade will feature three articulated modules, measuring approximately 35 feet, 3 inches, 47 feet, 
2 inches, and 38 feet, 9 inches wide. Open-air balconies will be located between each bay, with 
the building face set back by approximately 6 feet, 10 inches from the front of the modules. The 
modules will each feature stucco cladding, while the bays in between will be brick. As a result, 
the proposed structure will appear as three related, yet distinct buildings along W. Adams Blvd. 
The north (rear) facade will also feature three articulated bays at the second and third floors, 
separated by slightly recessed balconies and further distinguished by brick cladding. The fourth 
and fifth floors will continue this vertical differentiation using varied materials.

9.4.3. New residential structures should present their front door and major architectural facades 
to the primary street and not to the side or rear yard.
11.2.4. Building entrances should always be oriented toward the street.

The proposed mixed-use structure will present its primary architectural facade towards W. Adams 
Blvd. It will provide approximately 3,640 square feet of retail space at the ground level, accessed 
by multiple street-facing entrances along W. Adams Blvd. The 45 residential units split between 
the structure’s five floors will be accessed by a single street-facing entrance on the ground floor 
of the structure, also facing W. Adams Blvd.

9.3.5. Parking areas should be located to the rear of a structure. Designation ofparking spaces 
within a front yard area is generally inappropriate.
9.3.8. Paving and parking areas should be located to the rear of new residential structures 
whenever possible.
11.2.5. Parking areas and driveways should be located to the rear of commercial structures.
11.2.7. If new parking areas are to be created, these areas should be screened from public view 
by appropriate fencing or planting strips.
11.2.8. Entrances for commercial parking areas should be taken from alleys and side-streets to 
the greatest extent possible. When driveways along major streets are necessary, such driveways 
should be minimal in depth. In most cases, 20 feet should be the maximum for a two-way 
driveway.

Parking for the proposed structure will be located within a two-level subterranean garage 
containing 70 parking spaces: 59 for residential (27 standard, 21 compact, and one accessible) 
and 11 for retail (nine standard, one compact, and one accessible). Because there is no rear alley 
or side street, the garage will be accessed by a single, two-car driveway from W. Adams Blvd. 
Though the driveway will measure 24 feet wide, the impact of the driveway along a major street 
will be reduced because it will be located near the southwest edge of the site. Further, the 
proposed design will eliminate two existing driveways and curb cuts at 1421 and 1431-1439 W. 
Adams Blvd.

9.3.3. Historic topography and continuity of grade between properties should be maintained.
9.3.6. Front and side yards should be largely dedicated to planting areas. Large expanses of 
concrete and parking areas are inappropriate
9.3.14. Mature trees and hedges, particularly street trees in the public planting strip, should be 
retained whenever possible. If replacement is necessary, in-kind plant materials are 
recommended.

The historic topography and grade of the project site will be maintained. All three parcels are 
currently level and there are no significant grade changes within the neighborhood. While the side 
yards will be used for circulation, the front yard will contain significant landscaping comprising 
Purple Spiderwort and Blue Chalksticks groundcover; Coral Aloe, Mother-in-Law’s Tongue, 
Xanadu Philodendron, and White Striped Flax Lily shrubs; and “Desert Museum” Palo Verde 
trees. The project includes the addition of three new Magnolia trees within the restored parkway, 
and the removal of one existing Magnolia tree fronting 1431 W. Adams Blvd. to accommodate
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the new driveway. However, this Magnolia has been conditioned to be relocated within the 
restored parkway to ensure that all existing street trees are maintained (Condition 2.K.).

9.4. Massing and Orientation, 9.5 Roof Forms, and 11.3. Building Mass, Scale, and Form

9.4.1. New residential structures should harmonize in scale and massing with the existing historic 
structures in surrounding blocks.
9.4.2. When found to be appropriate, new structures that will be larger than their neighbors 
should be designed in modules, with the greater part of the mass located away from the main 
fagade to minimize the perceived bulk of the structure.
11.3.1. New structures should maintain the average scale of historic structures within the area.

Surrounding historic structures in the Adams-Normandie HPOZ are typically one to three stories 
tall, with the exception of the abutting First AME Church, which is approximately four stories. 
From grade, the church rises approximately 55 feet to the roof ridge of the sanctuary and 95 feet 
to the top of the steeple. The proposed five-story structure will measure 60 feet, 9 inches from 
grade to roof deck parapet, which is not substantially taller than the main mass of the church and 
well below the height of the steeple. However, because the proposed building will be taller than 
adjacent two- and three-story multi-family structures on W. Adams Blvd., as well as the two- 
story apartments abutting the rear, it has been designed in modules and with setbacks, transitional 
height, and varying materials to minimize the overall scale and perceived bulk of the structure.

Though the building will measure 60 feet, 9 inches from grade to roof deck parapet, the fifth floor 
will be set back approximately 13 feet from the fourth floor on the south (primary) facade through 
the use of recessed balconies, minimizing visibility of the fifth floor from the public right-of-way. 
As a result, the mass of the fifth floor will be located away from the main architectural facade and 
the structure will appear as a four-story building from many vantage points. Currently, the project 
proposes three articulated modules enclosing projecting balconies at the second, third, and fourth 
floors of the south (primary) facade. The balconies project past the face of the building by 
approximately six feet, so that the bulk of the structure is setback from the public right-of-way at 
the upper floors. At the recommendation of the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s designee, the 
massing of these volumes has been conditioned to be reduced; the modules will no longer enclose 
the fourth floor balconies, which will instead be open to the sky (Condition 2.b.). This will reduce 
the width of the recessed balconies at the fifth floor by approximately seven feet. In addition to 
minimizing the massing, this condition will allow the historic church to be more visible along the 
public right-of-way, especially when traveling west on W. Adams Blvd.

At the rear, the building will offer a substantial setback of approximately 19 feet, 6 inches from 
the rear property line at the first floor, and between 18 feet and 19 feet, 6 inches at the second and 
third floors. At the fourth and fifth floors, the structure will step back an additional 6 feet, 6 
inches, for a total setback of approximately 26 feet from the rear property line. The setback of the 
fourth and fifth floors will help to transition the massing of the proposed building from the 
smaller, two-story residential structures at the rear (fronting W. 25th Street).

As proposed, the 60-foot, 9-inch height of the structure includes the approximately 5-foot tall roof 
deck parapet, which is flush with the facade of the fifth floor. However, both the HPOZ Board 
and the CHC’s designee recommended that the roof deck parapet be set back towards the roof 
deck and transparent in order to minimize the perceived height of the structure. This is captured 
in Condition 2.a., which mandates that the parapet be set back as close to the roof deck railing as 
allowable by code from the fifth floor facade and that it be constructed of a transparent material, 
in order to minimize its visibility.

The subject site is zoned for community commercial uses and is designated as a TOD Medium 
subarea of the South Los Angeles Community Plan Implementation Overlay (CPIO), which 
allows for greater density, Floor Area Ratio (FAR), and height than the other commercial zones
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in the HPOZ. The subject site comprises three of nine total parcels with this classification in the 
HPOZ. At the public hearing, the applicant noted that the scale of the proposed structure is 
appropriate because its design is consistent with the Los Angeles General Plan and the South Los 
Angeles CPIO. Further, the proposed scale of the structure will not be precedent-setting for the 
HPOZ because the location near the intersection of Adams Blvd. and Vermont Avenue is the only 
area within the HPOZ with the TOD Medium designation.

11.3.2. New structures should draw from surrounding historic structures in establishing an 
identifiable base, middle and top. Simple box forms with no vertical delineation are 
inappropriate.
11.3.3. New structures that are taller than existing historic commercial structures in the area 
should be designed to emphasize the existing cornice heights in the area.
11.3.4. The basic building form for new commercial structures should be a simple rectangular 
solid.

The proposed mixed-use building is designed as a simple rectangular solid, delineated by a base, 
middle, and top, with modulated massing at the front and rear facades to reflect the traditional 
widths of historic structures in the area. On the south (primary) facade, fronting W. Adams Blvd., 
the base of the structure will largely comprise commercial storefronts at the ground floor, which 
are distinguished by a ground floor height of approximately 14 feet, 3 inches, aluminum 
storefront windows, and porcelain cement tile cladding. On this same facade, the middle of the 
structure will be established by three articulated modules, which will be broken up by bays of 
open-air balconies and will be further differentiated through the use of white stucco cladding. As 
a result, the structure will appear as three separate, yet visually cohesive buildings. The top of the 
structure will be delineated by a setback at the fifth floor of at least 13 feet, comprising recessed 
balconies. This portion of the structure will also have material variation through the use of 
vertical fiber cement cladding and smooth stucco cladding; these materials will be painted with 
varying shades of grey Dunn Edwards paints (DEW385 “Lighthouse” for the fiber cement and 
DEC795 “Gray Pearl” for the stucco). As proposed, the stucco roof deck parapet rises an 
additional five feet from the height of the roof; however, in order to minimize the total height of 
the structure, this parapet has been conditioned to be set back from the perimeter of the building 
to the extent allowed by code and constructed of a transparent material (Conditions 2.a.). As a 
result, the fifth floor will read as a single unifying element of the structure. This vertical 
delineation has been designed to break-up the boxy massing of the structure and minimize its 
perceived bulk.

The proposed structure has also been designed to emphasize existing cornice heights in the area. 
The base of the structure, largely comprising retail storefronts measuring 14 feet, 3 inches in 
height, will emphasize existing ground floor commercial uses along W. Adams Blvd. The roof 
deck parapet of the proposed structure, measuring 60 feet, 9 inches from grade, will generally 
align with the second tier of the church steeple. The structure is also designed with three 
articulated modules on the south (primary) facade, which, as proposed, will rise approximately 45 
feet, 8 inches in height. At the recommendation of the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s designee, the 
massing of these volumes has been conditioned to be reduced, so that the fourth floor balconies 
will no longer be enclosed, and instead will open to the sky (Condition 2.b.). The resulting height 
of the volumes will be approximately 35 feet, 7 inches from grade. This height will better 
emphasize the 35-foot tall roof ridge of the Grand View Presbyterian Church, located just west of 
the First AME Church. The lower height of the modules will also help to ensure that they do not 
overwhelm the adjacent historic church structures. At the rear, the proposed structure will utilize 
a height of approximately 35 feet, 7 inches between the first and third floors, which will closely 
align with the height and scale of Contributing adjacent residential buildings fronting W. 25 
Street, which measure approximately 30 feet in height.

th

The proposed fifth floor roof deck parapet currently appears as the structure’s primary cornice 
line. However, at the suggestion of the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s designee, the parapet has
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been conditioned to be relocated closer to the roof deck railing and constructed of a transparent 
material in order to minimize the appearance of the overall height of the structure (Condition 
2.a.). Because of Condition 2.b., which requires that the south facade fourth floor balconies be 
open to the sky (thereby minimizing the overall volume of the projecting modules on that faqade), 
the fourth floor along W. Adams Blvd. will become more prominent. Based on these 
circumstances, the Board and the CHC’s designee recommended adding a cornice element at the 
fourth floor, which will better emphasize the main massing of the structure. Therefore, Condition 
2.c. requires the incorporation of a cornice element at the top of the fourth floor in order to 
highlight the fourth floor massing and adjacent cornice heights in the surrounding areas.

11.3.5. New commercial structures should attempt to reflect the traditional commercial storefront 
widths in a historic commercial area.

The commercial storefronts at the ground floor of the proposed structure are designed to reflect 
the traditional widths of commercial storefronts in the area. The aluminum curtain wall units will 
measure between 8 feet, 2 inches and 22 feet, 6 inches in width, which is consistent with historic 
storefronts along Vermont Avenue in the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. Each storefront will be 
separated by bays of porcelain tile, which will further articulate these traditional widths.

9.5.4. In HPOZs where roof edge details, such as corbels, rafter tails, or decorative vergeboards 
are common, new construction should incorporate roof edge details which echo these traditional 
details in a simplified form.
11.3.6. A flat roof is the preferred roofform.

The structure will utilize a flat roof, which is consistent with historic commercial structures in the 
Adams-Normandie HPOZ. It will also incorporate simple metal canopies designed to emulate the 
bracketed overhangs seen on the flat roofs of some properties within the HPOZ.

9.7 Materials and 11.4. Materials and Details

9.7.1 New construction should incorporate materials similar to those used traditionally in 
historic structures in the area.
9.7.2. Materials used in new construction should be in units similar in scale to those used 
historically. For instance, bricks or masonry units should be of the same size as those used 
historically.
11.4.1. Building materials should be similar to those used historically. A stucco commercial 
structure on a street comprised mainly of masonry commercial structures would be 
inappropriate.
11.4.4. The colors and dimensions ofpermanent finish materials, such as brick, tile, and stucco, 
should be similar to those used historically.

The proposed structure will utilize a variety of building materials that are found on commercial 
and residential structures within the Adams-Normandie HPOZ. This includes smooth stucco 
cladding, brick veneer, and metal railing details. Proposed materials that are less common within 
the district will allude to those used historically. Vertical panels of fiber cement siding will 
reference the historic wooden structures in the area, while porcelain tile, proposed at the ground 
floor, will emulate the painted brick of commercial structures present within the area. The unit 
sizes of all finish materials will be consistent in scale and size to those used historically.

Proposed finish materials are mostly earth and neutral tones, which is consistent with historic 
material palettes within the HPOZ. The brick surfaces will be Belden Dark Range in a red/brown 
color and the tile surfaces will be MSI Tile in the Urbano Dusk (gray/tan) color. Stucco and fiber 
cement surfaces will be painted with Dunn Edwards paints in the DEW385 “Lighthouse” (off- 
white), DEC795 “Gray Pearl” (light gray), and the DE6370 “Charcoal Smudge” (dark gray) 
colors.
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11.4.2. Generally, architectural details should be arranged to emphasize the horizontal features 
offacades.
11.4.5. The use of architectural detail to break up the visual mass of outsized buildings is 
encouraged.

The proposed mixed-use building is designed with a clearly articulated base, middle and top, 
which establishes a strong horizontality throughout the structure. The horizontal features of the 
facades will be further emphasized by horizontal groupings of windows and balconies, metal 
window canopies, and the horizontal configuration of material finishes. These details will also be 
used to break down the overall mass of the building. At the front, projecting volumes of enclosed 
balconies will be broken up by bays of open-air balconies. At the rear, projecting bay windows 
will be used to manipulate the continuity of the brick volumes. The massing will be further 
differentiated through the use of many different, yet compatible, materials (including stucco, 
brick, porcelain tile, and cement) in a variety of finishes and colors.

9.7.4. Use of simplified versions of traditional architectural details is encouraged.
11.4.3. Architectural details should echo, but not exactly mimic, details found on historic facades.
11.4.5. Materials such as foam plant-ons, rough textured stucco, faux lentils, cornices or quoins, 
etc. are inappropriate.

The project proposes to echo, but not replicate, a number of architectural details found on 
surrounding historic structures, including commercial storefronts, bay windows, window 
canopies, and metal railings. Commercial storefronts will feature recessed entryways, transom 
windows, and historic window proportions, but will utilize contemporary metal frames, instead of 
the wood and masonry materials traditionally found on neighboring buildings. Metal railings will 
be consistent in materiality with adjacent structures, but will have simplified vertical balustrades. 
The rectangular bay windows proposed at the rear are designed as modest representations of the 
more decorative canted bay windows found on residential structures nearby. Finally, the structure 
proposes metal window canopies that will be unadorned, without decorative brackets as 
historically constructed. Architectural details of the proposed project are designed to maintain 
compatibility with surrounding historic structures, while distinguishing the new building as a 
contemporary structure. The proposed structure will not utilize rough textured stucco or any faux 
decorative materials such as foam plant-ons, lentils, cornices or quoins.

11.4.7. Signage on commercial infill structures should follow the signage guidelines laid out in 
the Commercial Rehabilitation Chapter.

While there is no signage currently proposed for the project, at least three locations along the 
ground floor are proposed to contain signage in the future. Condition 2.e. mandates that no 
signage will be installed at this time, and that any future signage will be submitted to HPOZ for 
review and approval. Further, Condition 2.f. ensures that no interior or exterior glazing signage 
will be installed at any time.

9.6. Openings and 11.5. Openings, Storefronts, and Entries

11.5.1. On the ground floor of new commercial structures, a majority of the primary architectural 
fagade should echo traditional retail storefronts. The use of a bulkhead, expansive storefront 
windows, recessed entries and transoms are encouraged.
11.5.2. The ground floor of the primary architectural fagade should be composed primarily of 
transparent elements and pedestrian entrances.

The proposed mixed-use building will utilize expansive storefront windows at the ground floor,
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which are designed to echo the traditional retail storefronts of adjacent commercial structures. 
The storefronts will contain recessed pedestrian entryways, expansive glazing, transom windows, 
and metal canopies. Some storefronts will also utilize porcelain tile bulkheads. As a result, the 
majority of the primary architectural facade will be composed of transparent elements.

All pedestrian entrances to the retail storefronts will be located on the primary architectural 
facade. The structure will have one primary residential entrance, which will be located west of the 
retail storefronts and recessed approximately 12 feet, 2 inches from the front property line. At the 
recommendation of the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s designee, the pedestrian entrance has been 
conditioned to have a projecting canopy element to make the entrance more recognizable to 
pedestrians along the W. Adams Blvd. public right-of-way; this element will be consistent with 
other canopy features proposed on the structure (Condition 2.d.).

9.6.6. Main entryways should be configured and emphasized similarly to those on surrounding 
structures. Attention should be paid to design similarities, depth, and the use of architectural 
features such as pediments, crowns, porches, etc.
11.5.3. Recessed entryways are strongly encouraged for primary entrances on the ground floor 
level.
11.5.4. Primary entryways should be clearly marked through the use of important defining 
architectural elements, such as transoms, awnings, lintels, or surrounds.

All primary entrances on the ground floor level will contain recessed entryways. Entrances to 
retail storefronts will be clearly marked by projecting metal canopies and transom windows. The 
single residential entrance to the structure will be distinguished by a deep setback of 
approximately 12 feet, 2 inches. However, both the HPOZ Board and the CHC’s designee 
recommended that this residential entrance be more recognizable from the public right-of-way. 
Therefore, the project has been conditioned to include a stronger canopy element marking the 
residential entrance (Condition 2.d.); this element will be consistent in material, design, and 
proportion of other canopy features proposed on the structure.

11.5.5. Multi-story structures should provide a clear delineation, by way of differentiated 
materials and features, between the ground floor, the upper floors and the roof of the building.

The proposed multi-story structure has a clear base, middle, and top, all delineated by transitions 
in materials, colors, window types and roof details. On the south (primary) facade, the ground 
floor will be generally transparent through expansive storefront windows, with solid portions of 
the facade clad with brick and porcelain tile. The second, third, and fourth floors of the structure 
will appear more solid, through the use of projecting volumes enclosing balconies; these volumes 
will feature stucco cladding, which will distinguish them from the brick base that continues from 
the ground floor. The fifth floor will be stepped back approximately 13 feet from the fourth floor 
and comprise stucco cladding broken up by bays of vertical fiber cement siding; as a result, the 
fifth floor will be clearly distinguished from the body of the structure.

9.6.1. New construction should have a similar fagade solid-to-void ratio to those found in 
surrounding historic structures.
9.6.2. New construction should use similar window groupings and alignments to those on 
surrounding historic structures.
9.6.3. Windows should be similar in shape and scale to those found in surrounding historic 
structures.
9.6.4. Windows should appear similar in materials and construction to those found in 
surrounding historic structures.
11.5.6. Upper-story windows should be regularly spaced and horizontally massed on the primary 
architectural fagade. Recessed “punch-style” windows are generally preferred.
11.5.7. Upper-story windows that are flush-mounted to a fagade are inappropriate.
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The proposed windows on the second through fifth floors are designed in horizontal, regularly 
spaced groupings along all facades of the structure, which is consistent with the window 
groupings, alignments and solid-to-void ratio of surrounding historic commercial structures. All 
upper story windows will comprise recessed vinyl hung, fixed and sliding windows, usually 
arranged to include one or more window types. Though constructed of a modern material, the 
windows will be dark in color, which will give the appearance of historically compatible 
materials like metal or wood. The windows will have dual glazing to comply with current 
Building Codes, which will also differentiate them from surrounding historic windows. Upper 
story windows have been conditioned to be recessed by at least two inches within their openings 
to match existing historic windows in the area (Condition 2.h.).

Chapter 12: Public Realm, Streetscapes, Alleyscapes, Parks, & Public Buildings

12.1.1. Protect and preserve street, sidewalk, alley and landscape elements, such as topography, 
patterns, features, and materials that contribute to the historic character of the preservation 
zone.

12.1.1a. Preserve and maintain mature street trees.
12.1.1b. Trim mature trees so that the existing canopies are preserved.
12.1.1c. Preserve and maintain historically significant landscaping in the public planting 
strips.
12.1.1d. Use landscaping to screen public parking lots from view ofpublic streets.
12.1.1e. New plantings in the public planting strip should be compatible with the historic 
character of the Preservation Zone.

12.1.2. Maintain and preserve historic curb configuration, material paving.
12.1.3. For repair or construction work in the Preservation Zone right-of-way, replace in-kind 
historic features such as granite curbs, etc.
12.1.4. Avoid conflicts between pedestrian and vehicular traffic by minimizing curb cuts that 
cross sidewalks.

The existing site contains two driveway aprons and curb cuts measuring approximately 15 to 20 
feet in width along W. Adams Blvd. Both of these will be removed and replaced by a single, 
approximately 24 foot-wide driveway, minimizing conflicts between pedestrian and vehicular 
traffic. The project proposes to restore the parkway to live plant material comprising Berkley 
Sedge groundcover and California Gray Rush shrubs. Condition 2.j. ensures that the two 
aprons/curb cuts proposed to be removed will be replaced to match the existing historic curb 
configuration in material, dimensions, and paving. The project includes the addition of three new 
Magnolia trees within the restored parkway, and the removal of one existing Magnolia tree 
fronting 1431-1439 W. Adams Blvd. to accommodate the new driveway. However, this Magnolia 
tree has been conditioned to be retained and used in place of one of the proposed 24-inch box 
Magnolia trees within the restored parkway, if feasible, to ensure that all existing street trees are 
maintained (Condition 2.k.).

12.1.11. Preserve historic sidewalks.
12.1.12. Replace only those portions of sidewalks that have deteriorated. When portions of 
sidewalk are replaced, special attention should be paid to replicating score lines, texture, 
coloration and swirl-patterns.
12.1.13. New sidewalks should be compatible with the historic character of the streetscape.
12.1.14. Maintain public walkway connections between streets and between buildings.

Per Condition 2.i., historic sidewalks shall be preserved. If replacement is necessary, the sidewalk 
shall be replaced in-kind to match the historic sidewalks, replicating score lines, texture, and 
coloration.
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C. The proposed project is categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) pursuant to Article 19, Section 15332, Class 32 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
None of the exceptions to the Categorical Exemption under CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 
applies to the proposed project. The proposed project will not result in significant cumulative 
impacts from successive projects of the same type in the same place. The project does not involve 
unusual circumstances. The proposed project will not damage scenic resources in a state scenic 
highway. The project site is not on a list compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 
related to hazardous waste sites. The proposed project conforms to the Adams-Normandie 
Preservation Plan and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards; therefore, there it will not cause a 
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource. Additional CEQA analysis 
can be found in the case file for this project.
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APPEAL PERIOD

The Determination in this matter will become effective 15 days after the date of mailing, unless an 
appeal therefrom is filed with the Department of City Planning. It is strongly advised that appeals be filed 
early during the appeal period and in person so that imperfections/incompleteness may be corrected 
before the appeal period expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the 
required fee and a copy of this grant, and received and receipted at a public office of the Department of 
City Planning on or before the prescribed date or the appeal will not be accepted. Department of City 
Planning public offices are located at:

Figueroa Plaza
201 North Figueroa Street, #400 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
(213)482-7077

Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center 
6262 Van Nuys Blvd, 2nd Floor 
VanNuys, CA 91401 
(818)374-5050

West Los Angeles Development Services Center 
1828 Sawtelle Boulevard, 2nd Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90025 
(310) 231-2901

The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact with this office regarding this grant must be 
with the decision-maker who acted on the case. This would include clarification, verification of condition 
compliance and plans or building permit applications, etc., and shall be accomplished by appointment 
only, in order to assure that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting. You should advise 
any consultant representing you of this requirement as well.

APPROVED BY:

VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP 
Director of Planning

Reviewed By: Prepared By:

Melissa Alofaituli, 
City Planner

Ken Bernstein, AICP 
Manager, Office of Historic 
Resources

caentTorreg^Gil 
ummgAssistant^ 

(213)847-3691
’1;

Adams-Normandie HPOZ Board
North Area Neighborhood Development Council
Council District 8 - Marqueece Harris-Dawson

cc:
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Historic Resource Evaluation 1421,1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

This report, completed by Kaplan Chen Kaplan, presents the findings of the historic 
resource evaluation conducted for the properties at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 
West Adams Boulevard, and 1431 West Adams Boulevard located in the South Los 
Angeles Community Plan Area of the City of Los Angeles.

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine whether these properties contain historical 
resources as defined by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The subject 
properties are proposed to be demolished and replaced with a four-story mixed use 
building.

The subject properties are located within the boundaries of the Adams-Normandie 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ). All of the subject buildings are 
non-contributing buildings to that historic district. None of the subject properties have 
been designated as historic resources or determined as eligible historic resources.

The building at 1421 West Adams Boulevards is of the vernacular commercial style 
constructed in 1954. The building at 1429 West Adams Boulevard is another vernacular 
commercial style building constructed in 1958. The building at 1431 West Adams 
Boulevard is a garage building constructed in 1987. None of the buildings are excellent 
examples of a vernacular commercial building or garage. As all of the buildings provided 
automobile related services at some point in time, the buildings were analyzed using the 
context of Commercial Development with the sub-theme of The Car and Car Services, 
1920-1970. None of the buildings meet the eligibility standards under these contexts.

There is no evidence that any historic persons or events are associated with any of the 
properties. None of the properties are excellent examples an architectural style. None of 
the buildings were designed by a master architect. None of the buildings display 
excellent craftsmanship and are not the work of a master builder.

As none of the buildings meet eligibility standards to be designated as historic properties 
their demolition would not cause any adverse impact to the Adams-Normandie HPOZ.

This report also analyzes the proposed project to assess its conformance with the 
Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan. The proposed building conforms to the 
HPOZ Preservation Plan Guidelines. As such there will be no adverse impact to any of 
the contributing buildings or setting of the Adams-Normandie HPOZ.

The findings of this report are the result of thorough research, field observations and 
building evaluations using current technical guidance from national, state, and local 
historic preservation agencies. Based on this, the properties at 1421 West Adams 
Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard, and 1431 West Adams Boulevard do not meet 
the criteria to be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, the 
California Register of Historical Resources, or as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural 
Monument as an individual resource.
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Historic Resource Evaluation 1421,1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY

A comprehensive methodology for researching the development history of properties 
and evaluation of the research to determine potential historic eligibility included 
conducting the following activities:

Field review of subject properties in July 2019
Field review of adjacent area in July 2019
Photography of subject properties and adjacent area
Building Permit Research
Assessor data research
ZIMAS records research
Research online databases and sources
Research Los Angeles Public Library online resources
Review of City Directories
Review of aerial and topographic maps
Research online photographic databases
Research historic newspaper databases
Review of SurveyLA findings and HistoricPlacesLA.org
Review of SurveyLA Historic Contexts
Records search South Central Coastal Information Center
Analysis of materials reviewed and researched
Evaluation of properties in accordance with federal, state and local eligibility 
criteria

All of the field data and research data were analyzed and evaluated by an architectural 
historian who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards 
for Historic Preservation and by an architect who meets the Professional Qualification 
Standards for Historic Architect.

REGULA TORY FRAMEWORK

The importance of historic resources has been recognized by federal, state, and local 
governments through programs and legislation that identify and recognize buildings, 
structures, object, landscapes and districts that possess historic significance.

California Environmental Quality Act

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) considers historical resources part of 
the environment. A project that may cause a substantial adverse effect on the 
significance of an historical resource may have a significant effect on the environment. A 
property that is eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, is 
listed in a local register of historical resources, or has been identified as historically 
significant in an historic resources survey that meets specific criteria is considered a 
historical resource under CEQA. In order to determine if a property is a potential 
historical resource it must be evaluated for its eligibility for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources and/or as a 
local historical resource.
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Historic Resource Evaluation 1421,1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

National Register of Historic Places

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 established the National Register 
of Historic Places (National Register) as an authoritative guide "used by Federal, State, 
and local governments, private groups and citizens to identify the Nation’s cultural 
resources and indicate what properties should be afforded protection from destruction or 
impairment.”1 Buildings, districts, sites and structures may be eligible for listing in the 
National Register if they possess significance at the national, state or local level in 
American history, culture, architecture or archeology, and in general, are over 50 years 
old. Significance is evaluated using established criteria:

A. Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of our history; or
Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 
Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high 
artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction; or 
Yield, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

B.
C.

D.

Significance of Association. National Register Bulletin 32, Guidelines for Evaluating and 
Documenting Properties Associated with Significant Persons, provides guidance on 
evaluating potential historic association with people who have "made contributions or 
played a role that can be justified as significant.” For association with leaders or 
prominent families it is necessary "to explain their significant accomplishments” and they 
"must be compared to those of others who were active, successful, prosperous, or 
influential in the same field.” Most properties nominated for associations with significant 
persons also are nominated for other reasons and a majority of properties nominated 
under the association criterion are also significant in the area of architecture or for the 
area in which the individual(s) achieved recognition.

National Register Bulletin 32 adds that the fact that we value certain professions or the 
contributions of certain groups historically does not mean that every property associated 
with or used by a member of that group is significant. Associations with one or more 
individuals in a particular profession, economic or social class, or ethnic group will not 
automatically qualify a property. The contribution must be distinctive: it is not enough to 
show that an individual has acquired wealth, run a successful business, or held public 
office, unless any of these accomplishments, or their number or combination, is a 
significant achievement in the community in comparison with the activities and 
accomplishments of others.

Integrity. Properties may be eligible for inclusion on the National Register as individual 
resources and/or as contributors to an historic district. National Register Bulletin 15: How 
to Apply National Register Criteria for Evaluation states that in addition to meeting at 
least one of the four criteria, a resource should be evaluated to assess its integrity. For 
individual resources to qualify for inclusion they must represent an important aspect of 
an area’s history and possess integrity. An historic district must retain integrity as a

'36 Code of Federal Regulations, Section 60.
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whole, "the majority of the components that make up the district’s historic character must 
possess integrity even if they are individually undistinguished.”

The seven aspects of integrity are location, design, feeling, association, setting, 
workmanship and materials. To "retain historic integrity a property will always possess 
several, and usually most, of the aspects.” For a resource to be evaluated as significant 
for its design, a "property important for illustrating a particular architectural style or 
construction technique must retain most of the physical features that constitute that style 
or technique.”

Historic Context. A resource must also be significant within an historic context. National 
Register Bulletin 15 states that an historic context explains "those patterns, themes, or 
trends in history by which a specific.. .property or site is understood and its meaning...is 
made clear.” To be determined eligible for listing on the National Register a property 
must possess significance within a historic context and possess integrity.

Historic District. According to National Register Bulletin 15, an historic district derives its 
importance from being a unified entity whose identity as a district "results from the 
interrelationship of its resources, which can convey a visual sense of the overall historic 
environment.” An historic district is "a definable geographic area that can be 
distinguished from surrounding properties by changes such as density, scale, type, age, 
style of sites, buildings, structures, and objects, or by documented differences in 
patterns of historic development or associations...the boundaries must be based upon a 
shared relationship among the properties constituting the district. ”2

California Register of Historical Resources

The California Register, based on the National Register, is the "authoritative guide to be 
used by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to identify the state’s 
historical resources and indicate which properties are to be protected.” A building, site, 
structure, object, or historic district may be eligible for inclusion on the California 
Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria:

1. It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California 
or the United States
It is associated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national 
history
It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic 
values
It has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the 
prehistory or history of the local area, California, or the nation.

2.

3.

4.

California Office of Historic Preservation Technical Assistance Series #6, California 
Register and National Register: A Comparison states that in addition to meeting one of the 
criteria of significance, a resource must "retain enough of their historic character or 2

2 National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, pp. 5-6; 
https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/pdfs/nrb15.pdf
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appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and to convey the reasons for their 
significance” and "integrity is evaluated with regard to the retention of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.” Historical resources that "have 
been rehabilitated or restored may be evaluated for listing.”

Series 6 Guidance also states, "Alterations over time to a resource or historic changes in 
its use may themselves have historical, cultural, or architectural significance.” Historical 
resources that do not retain sufficient integrity to qualify for the National Register may still 
be eligible for listing in the California Register: "a resource that has lost its historic 
character or appearance may still have sufficient integrity for the California Register if it 
maintains the potential to yield significant scientific or historical information or specific 
data.”3

City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument

A City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument is any site (including significant trees 
or other plant life located on the site), building or structure of particular historic or cultural 
significance to the City of Los Angeles. A proposed Monument may be designated by 
the City Council upon the recommendation of the Commission if it meets at least one of 
the following criteria:

1. Is identified with important events of national, state, or local history, or 
exemplifies significant contributions to the broad cultural, economic or social 
history of the nation, state, or local history;

2. Is associated with the lives of historic personages important to national, state, 
city, or local history

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a style, type, period, or method of 
construction; or represents a notable work of a master designer, builder or 
architect whose individual genius influenced his or her age.

City of Los Angeles Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ)

Historic District in the City of Los Angeles are known as an Historic Preservation Overlay 
Zone (HPOZ), a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, 
structures, objects, landscape or natural feature united historically or aesthetically by 
plan or physical development. The criteria for the designation of an HPOZ are:

1. Adds to the historic architectural qualities or historic associations for which a 
property is significant because it was present during the period of significance, 
and possesses historic integrity reflecting its character at that time

2. Owing to its unique location or singular physical characteristics, represents an 
established feature of the neighborhood, community or city

3. Retaining the building, structure, landscaping, or natural feature, would 
contribute to the preservation and protection of a historic place or area of 
historic interest in the City.

An HPOZ boundary and its contributing resources are identified through a Historic 
Resources Survey conducted for the HPOZ.

3California Office of Historic Preservation Technical Assistance Series #6: California Register and National 
Register: A Comparison, p. 3.
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PROJECT LOCATION AND SETTING

The subject property is located in the northern portion of the South Los Angeles 
Community Plan Area. The 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard is bounded by 
Vermont Avenue on the east and South Catalina Street on the west and is about five 
blocks south of the I-10 freeway. The subject properties at 1421, 1429 and 1431 W. 
Adams Boulevard are on the north side of West Adams Boulevard at the east end of the 
1400 block. The properties have a General Plan Land Use designation of Community 
Commercial and is zoned C2-D2 HPOZ CPIO Subarea F.

West Adams Boulevard and Vermont Avenue are major arterial streets. West Adams 
Boulevard has two travel lanes in each direction and a parking lane on each side of the 
street. The 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard has a mix of commercial, institutional 
and residential buildings and surface parking lots on the north side of the block and 
institutional and residential buildings and surface parking lots on the south side of the 
block.
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The 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard is in the South Los Angeles Community Plan 
Implementation Overlay District (CPIO). The majority of the parcels on the 1400 block of 
West Adams Boulevard are designated as Community Commercial in the CPIO. The 
three subject parcels and the parcel to their east are not so designated.
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The 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard is also within the Adams-Normandie Historic 
Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ). There is one contributing building on the north side 
of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard, the apartment building at 1475 West 
Adams Boulevard.4 The two church buildings, located mid-block at 1449 West Adams 
Boulevard, do not show on the HPOZ Map but are identified as contributing buildings in 
Historic Places LA.5 All the parcels on the south side of the 1400 block of West Adams 
Boulevard are identified as contributing parcels. The subject properties are non
contributing buildings to the HPOZ.

The Assessor Parcel Numbers for the subject properties are:

1421 West Adams Boulevard. 5054-027-028' 
1429 West Adams Boulevard. 5054-027-029 
1431 West Adams Boulevard 5054-027-030

4 The Adams Normandie HPOZ Map appears to be inaccurate as it appears that 1465 West Adams 
Boulevard is labeled as contributing when it should be 1475 West Adams Boulevard. Historic PlacesLA lists 
1475 West Adams Boulevard as a contributing building. http://historicplacesla.org/reports/56c23478-a6fe- 
4398-8a4f-e4cb09fe1559

http://historicplacesla.ora/reports/a44a9c51-e580-4f42-bf1f-e935b87781155
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DEVELOPMENT HISTORY OF 1400 BLOCK OF WEST ADAMS BOULEVARD

The Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Preservation Plan provides a brief 
history of the development of the area:

"At the turn of the 20th century the Wet Adams-Normandie area was on 
of Los Angeles; most prestigious communities. Subdivided in 1902, b 
eminent Pasadena developer and builder George W. Stimson, the 
location attracted many socially prominent individuals seeking suburban 
ambiance adjacent to the downtown area. Percy H. Clark, one of the 
primary real estate developers of Beverly Hills, built many of the custom 
homes in the neighborhood, including his own residence on Van Buren 
Place. Overall, the architecture of the HPOZ represents the Arts and 
Crafts aesthetic of the early teens and features several large groupings 
of Shingle and Craftsman style residences.”

"The majority of the buildings are single family residences from the 
original development beginning in the late 19th and early 20th centuries 
and extending through the 1920s. The two main periods of construction 
occurred from 1885 through 1911, and later throughout the 1920s when 
there was a building boom in Los Angeles. ”6

Regarding commercial development:

“Commercial development in Adams-Normandie was heavily dependent 
on the streetcar system for economic growth....Local commercial 
buildings included retail facilities and offices, forming the ‘main streets’ 
at the nucleus of each residential area. The buildings that housed

6 Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan, p. 17. 
https://preservation.lacitv.org/files/Adams%20Normandie%20PP%20.pdf
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stores, offices, banks, groceries, and other commercial uses were often 
originally simple, low-rise structures, constructed of wood or brick. 
These properties were often located along the routes of local street cars 
such as Vermont and Washington. ”7
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Kenwood Park Tract Map

The Kenwood Park Tract was subdivided in 1885 for Barton, Bailey and Friesner. The 
small tract was bounded on the south by Adams Street (now West Adams Boulevard) 
and by Vine Street (now West 24th Street). The west boundary was Palm Street (now 
South Catalina Street) with Tract parcels on both sides of the street. The east boundary 
was Vermont Avenue with parcels only on the west side of the street. The parcels on the 
east-west running streets were generally 50 feet wide by 124 feet to 135 feet deep. 
Except for three parcels at the corner of Palm and Vine Street which were oriented to the 
west, all the other parcels on the east-west streets were oriented north and south. The 
parcels along Vermont Avenue were oriented east-west except at Adams Street. All the 
parcels along Adams Street were oriented north-south with most parcels 50 feet wide

7 Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan, p. 18. 
https://preservation.lacity.org/files/Adams%20Normandie%20PP%20.pdf
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except for two parcels west of Palm Street and Lot 4 on Adams Street which were 60 
feet wide (and the lot to its north was also 60 feet wide as were the two parcels further 
north between Kenwood Avenue and Vine Street). All the parcels along Adams Street 
were 135 feet deep.

The 1907 Sanborn Map shows that development in the Tract and on the 1400 block of 
West Adams Boulevard was sparse. There were only two single-family dwellings on the 
north side of the 1400 block, including a residential building on the wider Lot 4 (the 
subject parcel known as 1421 West Adams Boulevard. Four dwellings had been built on 
the south side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard and a few dwellings along 
Vermont Avenue.
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81900 Sanborn Map excerpt

The 1907 Sanborn Map shows that the Kenwood Park Tract streets of W. 24th Street 
and W. 25th Street had the majority of the parcels developed with single-family dwellings. 
On the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard, the dwelling that had been on Lot 4 had 
been demolished. A single-family dwelling had been constructed at 1431 West Adams 
Boulevard and at the west end of the block. Two religious institutions had been sited 
along the 1400 block. The Grand View Presbyterian Church was constructed at 1453 
West Adams Boulevard in 1904. Also, early in the decade the St. Agnes Roman Catholic 
Church was built on the south side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard at 
Vermont Avenue.

8 Larger Sanborn Map images in Attachments
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1921/1922 Sanborn Map excerpt

The 1921/1922 Sanborn Map shows that a gas station had been built at the northwest 
corner of West Adams Boulevard and Vermont Avenue on the north side of the 1400 
block. The small building at the west end of the north side of the 1400 block had been 
demolished and on adjacent parcels a small apartment building at 1465 West Adams 
Boulevard had been constructed (1913) and at 1475 West Adams Boulevard a single
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family dwelling had been built. In 1928 a two-story apartment building replaced the 
dwelling at 1475 West Adams Boulevard.

The 1921/1922 Sanborn Map shows the St. Agnes parish on the south side of the 1400 
block of West Adams Boulevard had grown with the addition of the St. Agnes Parish 
School sited along West Adams Boulevard and a Parish Headquarters building sited 
along Vermont Avenue.
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1950 Sanborn Map excerpt

By 1950 the Tract had been substantial built out with a mix of single-family dwellings and 
duplexes. On the south side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard St. Agnes 
Parish continued to grow with the enlargement of the school into a high school with an 
auditorium and expanding its grounds south to Dana Street.

The 1950 Sanborn Map shows that on the north side of the 1400 block of West Adams 
Boulevard the 1904 Presbyterian Church building had become the Church Room to the 
adjacent West Adams Presbyterian Church building which had been constructed in 1928 
at 1443 West Adams Boulevard. The two parcels at the west end of the block had been 
developed with one-story commercial buildings that had been constructed in 1924.

The 1955 Sanborn Map shows a new commercial building on the north side of the 1400 
block of West Adams Boulevard at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, one of the subject 
buildings that was constructed in 1954. The 1960 Sanborn Map shows the 1400 block 
the same except for the addition of a commercial building at 1429 West Adams 
Boulevard, another subject building, that was constructed in 1958.
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1960 Sanborn Map excerpt

The 1970 Sanborn Map shows that the St. Agnes Roman Catholic Church at the corner 
of West Adams Boulevard and Vermont Avenue had been demolished as had the high 
school building. A new “U” shaped classroom building was constructed at the south end 
of the Church’s property. A new parish church was constructed to the south along 
Vermont Avenue at Dana Street. Most of the parcels along the 1400 block of West 
Adams Boulevard had been cleared of structures except for a house at the east end of
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the block on church property and another dwelling at the east end of the block. The north 
side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard remained essentially the same with the 
gas station on the northwest corner having been enlarged.
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The current satellite view of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard shows the 
addition of a building at the rear of the parcel at 1431 West Adams Boulevard, one of the 
subject buildings, that was constructed in 1987. Most of the parcels on the south side of 
the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard are paved for surface parking except for the 
two buildings from the early 20th Century and two temporary structures mid-block.

PROPERTY HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION

1421 West Adams Boulevard

The commercial vernacular building at 1421 West Adams Boulevard was constructed in 
1953. This parcel, Lot 4, is slightly wider than the other lots with a 60 foot lot frontage.

A 40 foot wide by 94 foot long building was constructed on the east half of the parcel for 
the Viking Companies as offices. The west half of the parcel was paved for surface 
parking. The architect was Robert E. Faxon and the owner was the contractor. In 1987 
owners Francisco Almanzan and Antonio Ayala hired engineer A. Caldevilla and 
contractor Colonial and Development Construction Company to build an addition to the 
rear of the building taking the building to the rear lot line.

The building is one-story and rectangular in plan. The front elevation of the building is 
clad with vertical wood boards and the sides of the building are stucco clad. The front 
elevation form is that of a frame with the storefront windows and a door enframed by the 
building. There are no architectural details on the front or side elevations. The side walls 
are slightly taller than the front wall. The west side of the building wall is longer than the 
east. There is a door opening with a roll down metal screen on the west side of the front 
fa?ade and there is a large opening with metal roll down screens. An image of the 
building from 2011 shows there were five storefront windows. The side elevations are 
utilitarian with windows of varying sizes.
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1421 W. Adams Blvd, view from street Satellite (plan) view of parcel
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City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the 
subject buildings. The following information was identified regarding owners and 
businesses of buildings at 1421 West Adams.

1421 West Adams Boulevard
Year Name

The Viking Company Offices and Shop per building
permit_____________________________________
Don ald E . F rench

1953

1954-1964
Gary’s Tux Shop1976
A1 Auto Shop 
Liberia Azteca

1986
2007

1429 W. Adams Boulevard

In 1946 a 12 foot by 12 foot building was located on the full parcel of Lot 5. It was an 
office for a used car lot. In 1953 that building was moved to another location on Sunset 
Boulevard between Havenhurst and Harper streets. At some point Lot 5 was subdivided. 
While the eastern half was consolidated with Lot 4, the west 25 feet of Lot 5 became its 
own narrow parcel.

Ion 1958 a narrow building, 22 feet wide by 75 feet long, was constructed on the narrow 
parcel. There is surface parking, accessed from the alley, on the parcel behind the 
building. The purpose of the building was to house a Drug Store. The owner was 
Theodore Jackson. The engineer for the building was R. W. Hall and the contractor was 
Richard Modiano.

The building is a one-story vernacular commercial building. The building is simple in 
design with side piers of brick and a projecting canopy. The roof is flat, but there is a 
false front for signage above the canopy. The storefront has an entry door that is slightly 
off center. There are display windows to each side of the door. Today the windows are 
covered with wooden or metal slats.
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City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the 
subject buildings. The following information was identified regarding owners and 
businesses of buildings at 1429 West Adams.

1429 West Adams Boulevard
Year Name
1958 Drugstore per building permit

Iwais Coin Laundry________
Antonia Ayala_____________
A1 Muffler

1975
1981
1986-1990
2011 Liberia Azteca
2012-2014 Auto Parts

1431 W. Adams Boulevard

This parcel contained a single-family dwelling that was constructed in 1910. That 
building became both the residence and office for medical doctor Dr. Joseph Daniels. 
That building was demolished in 1978.

In 1987 a building permit was taken out by Antonio Ayala and Francisco Alanza to build 
a muffler/auto parts shop. A portion of lot 7 was combined with Lot 6 to create a 75 foot 
wide parcel. The building constructed in 1987 was set back at the rear of the property 
line and is 26 feet deep and 75 feet wide, from one side lot line to just short of the east 
side lot line (allowing for a passage to the alley). The area in front of the building is 
paved and serves as a parking and car storage area.

The building is one-story and rectangular in plan. It has three garage doors and was 
purpose built to accommodate auto repairs. The building has a flat roof. The architect for 
the building was Kunihiro Nishiya and the owners were the contractors. The stucco clad 
building has been painted a variety of colors over its 32 years in existence and has 
support automobile services during that whole period.
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City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the 
subject buildings. The following information was identified regarding owners and 
businesses of buildings at 1431 West Adams.
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1431 West Adams Boulevard
Year Name
1987 Muffler/Auto Parts per building permit

AmerSmog Center 
Melanie’s Auto Sales

2000
2010
2017 Altest Auto Repair

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS SURVEYS

The subject properties at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard, 
and 1429 West Adams Boulevard are located in the designated Adams-Normandie 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone in the South Community Plan Area. All of the subject 
buildings were determined to be non-contributing buildings to that HPOZ. All the 
buildings were constructed after the period of significance for the Adams-Normandie 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone.

Three buildings on the north side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard were 
designated as contributing buildings to the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation 
Overlay Zone: the 1904 Church building at 1453 West Adams Boulevard (also known as 
1449 West Adams Boulevard); the 1928 church at 1443 West Adams Boulevard (also 
known as 1449 West Adams Boulevard); and a 1928 apartment building at 1475 West 
Adams Boulevard. The South Central Coast Information Center lists both church 
buildings as 2S2, Eligible for National Register Listing according to the Directory of 
Properties by the State Office of Historic Preservation. 9

Across the street on the south side of the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard are two 
contributing buildings to the Adams-Normandie HPOZ: one dwelling on the east end of 
the block on the St. Agnes Parish property and the other dwelling at the west end of the 
block at 1470 West Adams Boulevard.
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!904 Church on left; 1928 church on right 9 1928 apartment building at 1475 W. Adams

9 The results of the SCCIC search in Attachments
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SURVEYLA CITYWIDE HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENTS

Los Angeles’ citywide historic context statement provides the framework for identification 
and evaluation of historic resources. The contexts/theme used to evaluate the buildings 
at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard, and 1429 West Adams 
Boulevard are for the property types Car Repair, 1920-1970 and Car Showroom, 1920
1970. The buildings are commercial vernacular buildings. Two of the buildings, 1421 
West Adams Boulevard and 1429 West Adams Boulevard were not purpose built for 
automobile related services but were used for such services over the decades. There is 
no property type context for commercial vernacular buildings constructed after World 
War II. 10

Context: Individual Resource Evaluation

Property Type: Car Repair, 1920-1970

Summary Statement of Significance: The car repair shop is a building type that evolved 
as a facility for repairing and servicing automobiles, and to supply auto parts such as 
tires and batteries. A car repair facility evaluated under this sub-theme is significant in 
the area of Commerce and most examples are also significant in the area of 
Architecture. They illustrate the evolution of the car repair shop as a significant 
commercial building type related to the automobile and Los Angeles’ flourishing car 
culture. They show how a building type’s design and site layout are shaped by 
accommodation to the needs of automobile as well as the stylistic and economic trends 
of the day. Extant, intact examples are now rare from the 1920s-30s and are becoming 
increasingly rare from the 1940s-1950s.

Period of Significance: 1920-1970

Period of Significance Justification: The 1920s is the date of the earliest extant car repair 
facility in Los Angeles. By this time automobile ownership was great enough to generate 
specific building types designed around its needs. By the mid to late 1960s independent 
auto repair shops as well as chain locations were typically located in nondescript 
buildings.

Geographic Location: Citywide, along arterial roads and highways.

Area(s) of Significance: Commerce; Architecture

Criteria: NR A/C CR 1/3 Local 1/3

Associated Property Type: Commercial - Auto Related - Car Repair

Property Sub-type Description: Facility for repairing and selling parts for the automobile.

10 Property type sub-themes within the Commercial Development/Neighborhood Commercial Development 
Context include: Arterial Commercial Development, 1880-1950; Neighborhood Downtowns and Villages, 
1909-1960; and post WWII Neighborhood Shopping Centers, 1936-1965. The subject buildings were 
constructed after the period of significance for Arterial Commercial Development and are not part of any 
downtown, village or neighborhood shopping center.
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Property Sub-type Significance: Extant structures illustrate the evolution of the car repair 
facility as a significant building type related to the automobile. They show how a building 
type’s architecture is shaped by accommodation to the needs of a particular mode of 
transportation, as well as the stylistic and economic trends of the day.

Eligibility Standards:
• Was originally designed and historically used to repair and provide parts for the 
automobile

• Demonstrates convenient automobile access from the street
• Is an excellent, early, or rare remaining example of the property type
• Contains design and site layout features that reflect the influence of, and 
adaptation to, the automobile

• Was constructed during the period of significance

Character Defining/Associative Features:
• Retains most of the essential character defining features of the type
• Of a style or mixture of styles typical of period of construction such as Spanish 
Colonial Revival, Streamline Moderne, Mid-Century Modern, and Googie styles

• Typically, also significant within a theme under the Architecture and 
Engineering
context

• Of the layouts typical of adopting to the needs of the automobile (e.g. 
showroom for parts sold, service bay entrances as dominant fa?ade features, 
space to maneuver and park automobiles undergoing repair/servicing)

• May be associated with particular companies and/or architects/designers (e.g. 
Firestone)

Integrity Considerations:
• Should retain integrity of Design, Location, Feeling, Materials, and Association
• Should retain as much design integrity as possible, including overall massing, 
significant features, and identifying details such as trim and signage

• Some original materials may have been altered, removed, or replaced
• Should retain as much of original relationship to the street and to adjacent 

buildings as possible so as to establish importance of accommodating the 
structure to the spatial needs of the automobile

• If use has changed, adaptation to new use should allow for maintenance of as 
much of the original design and site layout as possible • Site integrity should 
retain original relationship to the street

Context: Individual Resource Evaluation

Property Type: Car Showroom, 1920-1970

Summary Statement of Significance: The showroom is a building type that evolved as a 
facility for exhibiting, selling, and often servicing automobiles. A car showroom evaluated 
under this sub-theme is significant in the area of Commerce; most examples are also 
significant in the area of Architecture. They illustrate the evolution of the car showroom 
as a significant commercial building type related to the automobile and Los Angeles’ 
flourishing car culture. They show how a building type’s design and site layout are
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shaped by accommodation to the needs of automobile as well as the stylistic and 
economic trends of the day. Extant, intact examples are now rare.

Period of Significance: 1920-1970

Period of Significance Justification: The 1920s is the date of the earliest extant car 
showroom in Los Angeles. By this time automobile ownership was great enough to 
generate specific building types designed around its needs. By the late 1960s the auto 
showroom underwent a change. They were placed further back on their lots and 
surrounded by parking lots; the cars themselves became the dominate feature from the 
street.

Geographic Location: Citywide, along arterial roads and highways

Area(s) of Significance: Commerce; Architecture Criteria: NR A/C CR 1/3 Local 1/3

Associated Property Type: Commercial/Auto-Related - Car Showroom

Property Sub-type Description: Facility for exhibiting, selling, and often servicing 
automobiles

Property Sub-type Significance: Extant examples illustrate the evolution of the 
showroom as a significant building type related to the automobile. They show how a 
building type’s design is shaped by accommodation to the needs of a particular mode of 
transportation, as well as the stylistic and economic trends of the day.

Eligibility Standards:
• Originally constructed to sell, and often provide servicing for, the automobile
• Demonstrates convenient automobile access from the street
• Is an excellent example of the property type • Contains design and site layout 
features that reflect the needs of selling and servicing the automobile

• Was constructed during the period of significance

Character-Defining/Associative Features:
• Retains most of the essential character defining features of the type
• Of a style or mixture of styles typical of the period of construction such as 
Spanish Colonial Revival, Streamline Moderne, and Mid-Century Modern styles.

• Typically, also significant within a theme under the Architecture and 
Engineering context.

• Of the design and layouts typical of adapting to the needs of selling and 
servicing the automobile during the period of significance (e.g. showroom close 
to the street with large expanses of glass, service bays accessible to the 
customers’ cars, prominent signage)

• Typically reflects corporate design associated with particular car companies and 
architects/designers

Integrity Considerations:
• Should retain integrity of Design, Location, Feeling, Association, and Materials
• Should retain as much design integrity as possible, including overall massing, 
significant features (e.g. showroom with display windows), and identifying
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details such as trim and signage • Some original materials may have been 
altered, removed, or replaced

• Should retain as much of original relationship to the street and to adjacent 
buildings as possible, so as to establish the importance of accommodating the 
structure to the spatial needs of the automobile (e.g. service door directly 
adjacent to street in 1920s structures, front showroom and rear service bays in 
1930s-1960s structures)

• If use has changed, adaptation to new use should allow for the maintenance of 
as much of the original design and site layout as possible

• Site layout should retain original relationship to the street and adjacent 
structures

EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE

1421 West Adams Boulevard

National Register of Historic Places

The property at 1421 West Adams Boulevard is evaluated for eligibility for inclusion on 
the National Register of Historic Places under the four National Register criteria for 
significance.

Criterion A.

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion A, a property must 
have a direct association with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history and cultural heritage. The building is a small commercial 
building that was constructed in 1953 on an arterial street. There is no evidence that this 
unremarkable building fostered commercial development along the corridor as such 
development had been established several decades earlier. The building was originally 
constructed as offices and later its use was oriented to automobile services. There is no 
evidence that any historic event took place at the property. The property at 1421 West 
Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion A and is not eligible for the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Criterion B

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion B, a property must 
be associated with the lives of persons significant in the past who have made an 
important impact on national, state or local history. There is no evidence that anyone 
who worked in the building would be considered a person of historic significance. It is 
unlikely that anyone else associated with property would be considered persons 
significant in the past. Thus, the property at 1421 West Adams Boulevard does not meet 
Criterion B and is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
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Criterion C

A property is eligible under Criterion C if it embodies the distinguishing characteristics of 
an architectural type, specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period style or method 
of construction. A property also is eligible if it represents notable work of a master 
builder, designer or architect or possesses high artistic values or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

The building at 1421 West Adams Boulevard was constructed in 1953 as a simple 
vernacular commercial building of simple design with limited architectural details. The 
building is not an excellent or significant example of a vernacular commercial building 
nor is it an example of any architectural style. The building was not designed by a 
master architect. The materials are unremarkable, and the workmanship does not 
reflect that of a skilled builder/craftsman.

The building at 1421 West Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion C and is not 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places

Criterion D.

This criterion applies to archaeological resources. The property was constructed during 
historic times, so the building on the property will not yield information important to the 
prehistory or early history of the area, state or nation. Thus, Criterion D is not applicable 
to 1421 West Adams Boulevard.

California Register of Historical Resources

Because the California Register criteria are based on the National Register criteria, the 
property at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, evaluated above, is ineligible for listing to the 
California Register for the same reasons explained under the National Register 
evaluation.

City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument

Because the City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) criteria are based 
on the National Register criteria, the property at
above, is ineligible for designation as a City of Los Angeles HCM for the same reasons 
explained under the National Register evaluation.

West Adams Boulevard evaluated

1429 West Adams Boulevard

National Register of Historic Places

The property at 1429 West Adams Boulevard is evaluated for eligibility for inclusion on 
the National Register of Historic Places under the four National Register criteria for 
significance.
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Criterion A.

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion A, a property must 
have a direct association with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history and cultural heritage. The building is a small commercial 
building that was constructed in 1958 on a narrow lot on an arterial street. There is no 
evidence that this unremarkable building fostered commercial development along the 
corridor as such development had been established several decades earlier. The 
building was originally constructed as a drug store and later its use was oriented to 
automobile services. There is no evidence that any historic event took place at the 
property. The property at 1429 West Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion A and is 
not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

Criterion B

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion B, a property must 
be associated with the lives of persons significant in the past who have made an 
important impact on national, state or local history. There is no evidence that anyone 
who worked in the building would be considered a person of historic significance. It is 
unlikely that anyone else associated with property would be considered persons 
significant in the past. Thus, the property at 1429 West Adams Boulevard does not meet 
Criterion B and is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

Criterion C

A property is eligible under Criterion C if it embodies the distinguishing characteristics of 
an architectural type, specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period style or method 
of construction. A property also is eligible if it represents notable work of a master 
builder, designer or architect or possesses high artistic values or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

The building at 1421 West Adams Boulevard was constructed in 1958 as a drug store in 
a simple vernacular commercial building of simple design with limited architectural 
details. The building is not an excellent or significant example of a vernacular 
commercial building nor is it an example of any architectural style. The building was not 
designed by a master architect. The materials are unremarkable, and the workmanship 
does not reflect that of a skilled builder/craftsman.

The building at 1429 West Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion C and is not 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places

Criterion D.

This criterion applies to archaeological resources. The property was constructed during 
historic times, so the building on the property will not yield information important to the 
prehistory or early history of the area, state or nation. Thus, Criterion D is not applicable 
to 1429 West Adams Boulevard.
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California Register of Historical Resources

Because the California Register criteria are based on the National Register criteria, the 
property at 1429 West Adams Boulevard, evaluated above, is ineligible for listing to the 
California Register for the same reasons explained under the National Register 
evaluation.

City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument

Because the City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) criteria are based 
on the National Register criteria, the property at 1429 West Adams Boulevard evaluated 
above, is ineligible for designation as a City of Los Angeles HCM for the same reasons 
explained under the National Register evaluation.

1431 West Adams Boulevard

National Register of Historic Places

The property at 1431 West Adams Boulevard is evaluated for eligibility for inclusion on 
the National Register of Historic Places under the four National Register criteria for 
significance.

Criterion A.

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion A, a property must 
have a direct association with events that have made a significant contribution to the 
broad patterns of our history and cultural heritage. The building is a small commercial 
garage building that was constructed in 1987 on an arterial street. The building is less 
than 50 years old. There is no evidence that this unremarkable garage/building fostered 
commercial development along the corridor as such development had been established 
several decades earlier. There is no evidence that any historic event took place at the 
property. The property at 1431 West Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion A and is 
not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

Criterion B

To be eligible for inclusion on the National Register under Criterion B, a property must 
be associated with the lives of persons significant in the past who have made an 
important impact on national, state or local history. There is no evidence that anyone 
who worked in the garage/building would be considered a person of historic significance. 
It is unlikely that anyone else associated with property would be considered persons 
significant in the past. Thus, the property at 1431 West Adams Boulevard does not meet 
Criterion B and is not eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
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Criterion C

A property is eligible under Criterion C if it embodies the distinguishing characteristics of 
an architectural type, specimen, inherently valuable for study of a period style or method 
of construction. A property also is eligible if it represents notable work of a master 
builder, designer or architect or possesses high artistic values or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

The building at 1431 West Adams Boulevard was constructed in 1987 as a simple 
garage building to support automobile repairs and services. The vernacular commercial 
building is of simple design with limited architectural details. The building is less than fifty 
years old. The building is not an excellent or significant example of a vernacular 
commercial building nor is it an example of any architectural style. The building was not 
designed by a master architect. The materials are unremarkable, and the workmanship 
does not reflect that of a skilled builder/craftsman.

The building at 1431 West Adams Boulevard does not meet Criterion C and is not 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places

Criterion D.

This criterion applies to archaeological resources. The property was constructed during 
historic times, so the building on the property will not yield information important to the 
prehistory or early history of the area, state or nation. Thus, Criterion D is not applicable 
to 1431 West Adams Boulevard.

California Register of Historical Resources

Because the California Register criteria are based on the National Register criteria, the 
property at 1431 West Adams Boulevard, evaluated above, is ineligible for listing to the 
California Register for the same reasons explained under the National Register 
evaluation.

City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument

Because the City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument (HCM) criteria are based 
on the National Register criteria, the property at 1431 West Adams Boulevard evaluated 
above, is ineligible for designation as a City of Los Angeles HCM for the same reasons 
explained under the National Register evaluation.

Historic District Evaluation

According to National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation’’ a district derives its importance from being a unified entity, even though it is 
often composed of a variety of resources. The identity of a district results from the 
interrelationship of its resources, which can convey a visual sense of the overall historic 
environment or be an arrangement of historically or functionally related properties.” In
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addition, "a district must be significant, as well as being an identifiable entity. It must be 
important for historical architectural...values.” Also "the majority of the components that 
add to the district’s historic character, even if they are individually undistinguished, must 
possess integrity.” And "the number of noncontributing properties a district can contain yet 
still convey its sense of time and place and historical development depends on how these 
properties affect the district’s integrity. 11

There is no cohesive pattern of development of a historic district composed of auto- 
related commercial property types on the block to meet eligibility as an historic district. 
There is no eligible historic district of auto-related properties that includes the 1400 block 
of West Adams Boulevard.

CEQA ANALYSIS

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires evaluation of historical 
resources to determine if a proposed project would have any significant adverse impact 
on the historic resource. Any proposed project that would physically detract, either 
directly or indirectly, from the integrity and significance of an historic resource, would be 
considered to have a significant adverse impact on the historical resource. Potential 
impacts to an historical resource include demolition, relocation, conversion, 
rehabilitation, alteration, or new construction on the site or in the vicinity of the resource.

The impacts of a proposed project are evaluated to determine if they impact a 
designated historical resource or an eligible historical resource (structure or site). The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are used to evaluate projects that 
propose to alter and/or add to an existing historic structure or site. If the proposed 
project meets these Standards, then the proposed project will not result in any adverse 
impact to an historical resource. Demolition of an historical resource or an eligible 
historical resource will result in an adverse impact that cannot be mitigated.

Significance Thresholds

The State of California CEQA Guidelines (defined in §15064_5) and the City of Los 
Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide provide technical guidance regarding evaluation of 
impacts to historical resource. Any project that would physically detract, either directly or 
indirectly, from the integrity and significance of an historic resource such that its eligibility 
for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of 
Historical Resources or as a City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monument, such that 
the resource would lose its historic eligibility, would be considered to be a significant 
adverse impact on that historical resource.

CEQA Guidelines

The State of California CEQA Guidelines (§15064_5(b)) states that a substantial 
adverse change to the historical significance of a resource occurs in the following 
situations:

11 https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/pdfs/nrb15.pdf , p. 5.
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• Substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource means 
physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its 
immediate surroundings such that the significance of an historical resource 
would be materially impaired.

• The significance of an historical resource is materially impaired when a project:

A. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical 
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical 
significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for inclusion in, the 
California Register of Historical Resources; or

B. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical 
characteristics that account for its inclusion in a local register of historical 
resources pursuant to Section 5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code 
(PRC) or its identification in a historical resources survey meeting the 
requirements of Section 5024.1(g) of the PRC, unless the public agency 
reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a preponderance of 
evidence that the resource is not historically or culturally significant; or

C. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical 
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical 
significance and that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the California 
Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead agency for 
purposes of CEQA.

City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide

The City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide states that a project would have a 
significant impact on a significant historical resource if the project would cause a 
substantial change in the significance of the historical resource as defined in Section 
15064.5 of the State of California CEQA Guidelines when one or more of the following 
occurs:

Demolition of a significant resource that does not maintain the integrity and 
significance of a significant resource;

Relocation that does not maintain the integrity and significance of a significant 
resource;

Conversion, rehabilitation, or alteration of a significant resource which does not 
conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and 
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings; or

Construction that reduces the integrity of significance of important resources on 
the site or in the vicinity.
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CEQA Analysis of Proposal for 1421-1431 West Adams Boulevard

The buildings on the parcels known as 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams 
Boulevard and 1431 West Adams Boulevard are proposed to be demolished.
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Direct Impacts

Based on the preponderance of evidence presented in this report, there are no 
resources on the parcels at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard 
and 1431 West Adams Boulevard that qualify as historical resources under CEQA. 
Therefore, demolition of the existing building would not result in a direct impact under 
CEQA.

Indirect Impacts

There are three buildings on the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard that are 
contributing buildings to the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone: the 
1904 church building at 1453 W. Adams Boulevard (originally Grand View First 
Presbyterian Church, then the West Adams Presbyterian Church’s "church room” and 
today the Community Center for the First AME Zion Church; the 1928 church building at 
1443 West Adams Boulevard (also known as 1449 West Adams Boulevard) which was 
built in 1928 as the West Adams Presbyterian Church; and the apartment building at 
1475 West Adams Boulevard constructed in 1928. Across the street on the south side of 
the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard are two contributing buildings: one dwelling on 
the east end of the block on the St. Agnes Parish property and the other dwelling at the 
west end of the block at 1470 West Adams Boulevard.
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The proposed project is a four-story mixed use building, 60 feet tall, with 34 residential 
units and four retail spaces. The proposed project is to be sited on the three parcels 
(1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard, and 1431 West Adams 
Boulevard). The proposed project is adjacent to the historic 1928 First AME Zion Church 
building on the parcel directly west of the proposed project..
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The Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan guidelines regarding commercial infill 
will be applied to this project.12 The CPIO design guidelines also apply to the proposed 
project.
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Rendering of front elevation of proposed mixed use building
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Original Presbyterian Church, now Community 
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12 The Adams-Normandie HPOZ Preservation Plan section on residential infill development is focused on 
residential areas; the proposed project is a mixed use project on a commercial corridor so the proposed 
project will be evaluated using the Commercial Infill guidelines.
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HPOZ guidelines note that the setback of infill buildings should maintain the setback of 
existing historic buildings. While the 1904 church building is set back slightly from the 
sidewalk, the 1928 apartment building and the 1928 church located adjacent to the 
proposed project have not setback. Like the 1928 adjacent building, the proposed 
building does not have any setback from the sidewalk of the commercial arterial street of 
West Adams Boulevard.

The HPOZ Guidelines state that the building form for new structures should be simple 
rectangular in form and that flat roofs are the preferred roof form. The proposed building 
is rectangular in massing with a flat roof.

The HPOZ guidelines state that if a new structure is proposed that is wider than most 
individual historic strictures along a street, the new structure should be broken into 
appropriately sized modules. The HPOZ Guidelines also states that the use of 
architectural details should be employed to break up the mass of larger buildings. The 
CPIO Guidelines also suggest color changes, inset windows and sill details and change 
of building materials as ways to articulate a building’s fa?ade design.

The design of the proposed building’s front elevation consists of three modules clad with 
white plaster and two recessed brick clad areas with balconies. The combination of the 
white plaster and brick are influenced by the exteriors of the adjacent historic church 
buildings. The proposed building is articulated across its front fa?ade with breaks in the 
plane and/or change in material and can include overhangs, balconies porches or 
cantilevered designs. Also suggested in the CPIO guidelines are related to floor plate 
and massing changes, inset windows and sill details, and change of building materials at 
the base.

The HPOZ Guidelines also state that building materials should be similar to those used 
historically. The colors and dimensions of finish materials such as brick, tile, and stucco, 
should be similar to those used historically. The project plans for the proposed mixed 
use building presents a study of historic architectural details, "historic precedents,” within 
the HPOZ that are incorporated into the architectural design of the proposed project. 
These included white plaster (from the adjacent 1928 church), metal railings and 
recessed openings (from the 1928 apartment building at 1475 West Adams Boulevard), 
from buildings in the HPOZ area with flat roofs and horizontal overhang, bay windows, 
lap siding in tonal color palette and brick masonry (used on the 1904 Church, now the 
Community Room).

The HPOZ Guidelines state that the ground floor of the primary architectural fa?ade 
should be composed primarily of transparent elements and pedestrian entrances,
That recessed entryways are encouraged for primary entrances on the ground floor 
level, and that the ground floor of new commercial structures should echo traditional 
retail storefronts. The retail storefronts of the proposed project are modern 
interpretations of the traditional storefront featuring large expanses of glazing and face 
the sidewalk. Entrances on the ground level are recessed.

The proposed mixed use building has no side setbacks. On the west side the property 
line abuts that of the historic First AME Zion church. The Church was designed to the 
side property line at its rear but has a setback towards the front of the parcel. This 
design anticipated that the neighboring parcel would be developed and redeveloped
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over time. This is similar to the history of the development of the Church buildings with 
the lager 1928 church built to the side property line on its west, adjacent to its 1904 
building which has a side setback. The east side design with a setback along the front 
half of the side yard anticipated adjacent development such as a building constructed to 
the side lot line. The construction of the proposed building to the ide lot line will not 
impact the setting or historic significance of the First AME Zion Church which was 
constructed on an urban parcel along a commercial corridor.
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Drawing showing First AME Zion Church and proposed project at 1421 W. Adams Bl.

The proposed building is sited across the street from the temporary buildings and 
surface parking lot of the St. Agnes Parish. A small portion of the proposed project is 
directly across the street from the early 20th Century dwelling on the west end of the St. 
Agnes parish property. Also, across the street from this dwelling is a late 20th Century 
service station with convenience store. The proposed project would not have any 
adverse impact on this isolated HPOZ contributing building as there is no historic setting 
around or adjacent to that building along the 1400 block of West Adams Boulevard,

Construction of the proposed mixed use building will have no indirect adverse impacts 
on any contributing buildings in the Adams-Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay 
Zone.
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CEQA Conclusion

As there are no direct or indirect impacts to any historic buildings in the Adams- 
Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone or to the setting of the HPOZ, there will 
be no adverse impacts to historic resources from the demolition of the existing buildings 
or the construction of the proposed mixed use building.

CONCLUSION

Based on the facts presented above, the buildings at 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 
1429 West Adams Boulevard and 1431 West Adams Boulevard are not eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historical Resources, as 
City of Los Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments, or as contributors to the Adams- 
Normandie Historic Preservation Overlay Zone as they:

are not associated with any historic events or patterns of history; 
are not associated with any historic persons;
are not an excellent example of a vernacular commercial buildings and
are not an excellent example of any architectural style;
are not the work of a master architect;
do not possess high quality workmanship or materials;
are not contributing buildings to the Adams-Normandie HPOZ.

Therefore, the properties 1421 West Adams Boulevard, 1429 West Adams Boulevard 
and 1431 West Adams Boulevard are not historical resources as defined by CEQA and 
there will be no adverse impacts as a result of their demolition. The proposed mixed use 
building meets the Adams-Normandie HPOZ Guidelines for infill buildings and the 
proposed building will not have any adverse impact on any designated historic buildings 
or any contributing building to the Adams-Normandie HpOz. Thus, there are no adverse 
impacts from the construction of the mixed use project.
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Attachment A: Photographs

North Side of 1400 Block of West Adams Boulevard
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Page 1Document Search : Summary Report

iLAsDBS
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

There are two ways to request a copy of the document image.
1) By fax using the request form. Click on the following link
http://www.ladbs.org/permits/permit_related_forms/Research_Request_form.pdf to download the request form.
2) In person. Bring the following summary to one of the following Record counters.

COUNTER HOURS
MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY: 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM 

WEDNESDAY: 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM

Metro Van Nuys
201, N. Figueroa St.
1 st Floor, Room 110 
Record Counter 
Los Angeles,CA 90012

6262 Van Nuys Blvd 
Record Counter 
Van Nuys,CA 91401

1421 - 1431 W ADAMSAddress:

Reel Batch FrameDocument NumberSub Type Document DateDocument Type
HIST: M0272 009 032211/30/1987 AFF 64528LOT TIEAFFIDAVIT
HIST: M0272 009 032211/30/1987 AFF 64528LOTTIEAFFIDAVIT
HIST: M0272 009 032211/30/1987 AFF 64528AFFIDAVIT LOT TIE
HIST: P1371 001 01931945 10070BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
HIST: P1371 001 01941945 10071BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
HIST: P1015 001 2727BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 2/21/1910 1910LA01364BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5016 01364 0000 thru P5016 
0001 HIST: P1015 001 2727

2/21/1910 1910LA01364NEW CONSTRUCTIONBUILDING PERMIT i*

HIST: P1062 002 310311/13/1919 1919LA10720BLDG-NEWBUILDING PERMIT
HIST: P1303 001 2370BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 4/3/1939 1939LA12505BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5308 01182 0000 thru P5308 
0001 HIST: P1303 001 2370

4/3/1939 1939LA12505BLDG-ADDITIONBUILDING PERMIT

HIST: P1322 002 27695/1/1940 1940LA16982BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5328 01382 0000 thru P5328 
0001 HIST: P1322 002 2769

5/1/1940 1940LA16982BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT t

HIST: P1322 002 27715/1/1940 1940LA16983BLDG-NEWBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5328 01383 0000 thru P5328 
0001 HIST: P1322 002 2771

1940LA169835/1/1940BUILDING PERMIT BLDG-NEW i-

6/25/2019i

http://www.ladbs.org/permits/permit_related_forms/Research_Request_form.pdf


Page 2Document Search : Summary Report

Document Number Reel Batch FrameSub Type Document DateDocument Type
IDIS: P5383 00384 0000 thru P5383 
0001 HIST: P

1/9/1945 1945LA00385BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT

4/9/1945 HIST: P1370 001 0250BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 1945 04718BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5387 00193 0000 thru P5387 
0001 HIST: P

7/10/1945 1945LA10070BUILDING PERMIT BLDG-ADDITION

IDIS: P5387 00194 0000 thru P5387 
0001 HIST: P

BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 7/10/1945 1945LA10071BUILDING PERMIT (fi

IDIS: P5406 00123 0000 thru P5406 
0001 HIST: P1385 001 0245

NEW CONSTRUCTION 9/17/1946 1946LA26035BUILDING PERMIT *

HIST: P1413 002 08428/13/1948 1948 23954BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5452 00838 0000 thru P5452 
0001 HIST: P1413 002 0842

BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 8/13/1948 1948LA23954BUILDING PERMIT

HIST: P1426 001 1676BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 7/1/1949 1949 17150BUILDING PERMIT
9/21/1953 1953LA69060 HIST: P1486 002 1581BLDG-NEWBUILDING PERMIT

IDIS: P5563 02260 0000 thru P5563 
0001 HIST: P1486 002 1581

NEW CONSTRUCTION 1953LA690609/21/1953BUILDING PERMIT

1953LA74389 IDIS: P5566 00021 0000 thru P5566 
0001 HIST: P1489 001 0041

BLDG-RELOCATION 10/23/1953BUILDING PERMIT IjSfi

HIST: P1489 001 187211/18/1953 1953LA75315BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5566 00945 0000 thru P5566 
0001 HIST: P1489 001 1872

BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 11/18/1953 1953LA75315BUILDING PERMIT

HIST: P1637 001 0129BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 8/24/1955 1955LABUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5743 00047 0000 thru P5743 
0001 HIST: P1637 001 0128

1955LA23291BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 8/24/1955BUILDING PERMIT

1957LA82745 HIST: P1655 001 0129BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 9/10/1957BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5761 00042 0000 thru P5761 
0001 HIST: P1655 001 0129

BLDG-RELOCATION 9/19/1957 1957LA82745BUILDING PERMIT

HIST: P1665 001 01336/10/1958 1958LA03141BLDG-NEWBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5771 00046 0000 thru P5771 
0001 HIST: P1665 001 0133

NEW CONSTRUCTION 6/10/1958 1958LA03141BUILDING PERMIT

8/27/1958 1958LA11337 HIST: P1665 001 0130BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P5771 00045 0000 thru P5771 
0001 HIST: P1665 001 0130

8/27/1958 1958LA11337BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT

HIST: 00000 000 0000 HIST: P1844 
002 0149

2/1/1978 1978LA58137BLDG-DEMOLITIONBUILDING PERMIT

IDIS: P5956 01363 0000 thru P5956 
0001 HIST: P1844 002 0149

2/2/1978 1978LA58137BLDG-DEMOLITIONBUILDING PERMIT

1983LA59861 HIST: PO018 012 0080SIGN 3/11/1983BUILDING PERMIT

6/25/2019



Page 3Document Search : Summary Report

Reel Batch FrameDocument NumberSub Type Document DateDocument Type
IDIS: P6048 03051 0000 thru P6048 
0001 HIST: PO018 012 0080

1983LA598613/11/1983SIGNBUILDING PERMIT

HIST: PO018 012 00823/11/1983 1983LA59862SIGNBUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P6048 03052 0000 thru P6048 
0001 HIST: P0018 012 0082

3/11/1983 1983LA59862BUILDING PERMIT SIGN

HIST: P0166 004 0285BLDG-ADDITION 10/16/1987 1987LA78239BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P6121 02307 0000 thru P6121 
0001 HIST: P0166 004 0285

10/16/1987BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 1987LA78239BUILDING PERMIT ll!

HIST: P0171 002 0328 '1987LA82349NEW CONSTRUCTION 11/24/1987BUILDING PERMIT
HIST: P0171 002 0328NEW CONSTRUCTION 11/24/1987 1987LA82349BUILDING PERMIT
HIST: P0171 002 03281987LA82349NEW CONSTRUCTION 11/24/1987BUILDING PERMIT
IDIS: P6124 00384 0000 thru P6124 
0001 HIST: P0171 002 0328

11/24/1987 1987LA82349NEW CONSTRUCTIONBUILDING PERMIT

HIST: P778 9 48202016-10000-15382BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 8/8/2002BUILDING PERMIT
BLDG-ALTER/REPAIR 8/8/2002 02016-10000-15382BUILDING PERMIT

IDIS: P6528 01664 0000 thru P6528 
0002 HIST: P0778 009 0482

8/8/2002 02016-10000-15382BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT a®

2/9/2006 06016-10000-00387BLDG-ALTER/REPAIRBUILDING PERMIT
8/31/2017 17048-10000-01421SIGNBUILDING PERMIT

IDIS: 00552 01174 0000 HIST: M0288 
005 0496

7/10/1947 1946LA26035CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY f
IDIS: 00594 01145 0000 HIST: O1017/10/1947 1946LA26035CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY »
IDIS: 00552 01170 0000 HIST: M0288 
005 0492

8/10/1954 1953LA69060CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

IDIS: 00594 01141 0000 HIST: O1018/10/1954 1953LA69060CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
IDIS: 00552 01170 0000 HIST: M0288 
005 0492

8/10/1954 1953LA75315CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY iffV'-'

IDIS: 00594 01141 0000 HIST: O1018/10/1954 1953LA75315CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
IDIS: 00552 01187 0000 HIST: 20088 
005 0509 HIST: 20088 050 0509 
HIST: 0101 1 2364

10/31/1958 1958LA03141CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

IDIS: 00594 01151 0000 HIST: 010110/31/1958 1958LA03141CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY §
HIST: M0288 005 0509 IDIS: 02015 
00770 0000

10/31/1958 1958LA03141CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY i
HIST: M0515 003 00275/10/1990 1987LA82349CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
HIST: M0515 003 0027 IDIS: 02011 
01811 0000

5/10/1990 1987LA82349CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

IDIS: 00509 02394 000002016-10000-153828/28/2003CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

6/25/2019



Page 4Document Search : Summary Report

Reel Batch FrameSub Type Document NumberDocument DateDocument Type
BF 861750 HIST: B0138 006 0371BAAB BOARD FILE 12/31/1986COMMISSION

HIST: B0135 008 0352BAAB BOARD LETTER 1/13/1987 BF 861760COMMISSION
HIST: T0125 006 01472/2/1988 0288F2531ELECTRICAL PERMIT

0589K8869 HIST: T0173 001 04035/8/1989ELECTRICAL PERMIT
0490LA031404 HIST: T0208 006 00844/4/1990ELECTRICAL PERMIT
0788F1165 HIST: T0142 002 0039PLUMBING 7/6/1988MECHANICAL PERMIT
0489E448 HIST: T0168 006 0133PLUMBING 4/4/1989MECHANICAL PERMIT

HIST: T0168 006 01334/4/1989 0489E448PLUMBINGMECHANICAL PERMIT
1189C7920 HIST: T0193 006 0433PLUMBING 11/14/1989MECHANICAL PERMIT
1987LA78239 HIST: H1231 001 001110/16/1987PLAN MAINTENANCE

HIST: H1291 001 036911/24/1987 1987LA82349PLAN MAINTENANCE
HIST: H1291 001 036911/24/1987 1987LA82349PLAN MAINTENANCE
HIST: H1291 001 036911/24/1987 1987LA82349PLAN MAINTENANCE

MISCELLANEOUS 2/2/1950 HIST: R0001 012 0122RANGE FILE
HIST: R0001 012 0165MISCELLANEOUS 10/17/1978RANGE FILE
HIST: R0001 012 0129MISCELLANEOUS 8/4/1981RANGE FILE
HIST: M0166 006 0324MISCELLANEOUS 3/24/1986RANGE FILE
HIST: M0166 006 0324 thru M0166 
0330

MISCELLANEOUS 3/24/1986RANGE FILE

8/13/1987 HIST: M0252 005 0344MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
HIST: M0252 005 0344 thru M0252 
0357

MISCELLANEOUS 8/13/1987RANGE FILE

HIST: M0548 004 0094MISCELLANEOUS 11/14/1990RANGE FILE
HIST: M0548 004 0094 thru M0548 
0097

11/14/1990MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE

HIST: M0562 002 0104MISCELLANEOUS 12/5/1990RANGE FILE
HIST: M0562 002 0104 thru M056212/5/1990MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE sit
0108
HIST: M1509 8 443 thru M1509 8 444MISCELLANEOUS 6/30/2003RANGE FILE
HIST: M1509 008 0443 thru M15096/30/2003MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE fs0444
IDIS: R521 00456 0000 thru R521 
00456 0006

MISCELLANEOUS 7/29/2004RANGE FILE

IDIS: R521 00457 0000 thru R521 
00457 0003

12/15/2004MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE

IDIS: R555 00727 0000 thru R555 
00727 0002

MISCELLANEOUS 9/26/2005RANGE FILE IP

6/25/2019
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Reel Batch FrameDocument Date Document NumberSub TypeDocument Type
12/16/2005 IDIS: R555 00725 0000 thru R555 

00725 0002
MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE «"

IDIS: R555 00726 0000 thru R555 
00726 0002

MISCELLANEOUS 12/16/2005RANGE FILE IS
6/2/2006 IDIS: R616 00095 0000 thru R616 

00095 0005
MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE »■
MISCELLANEOUS 6/2/2006 IDIS: R616 00096 0000 thru R616 

00096 0005
RANGE FILE

IDIS: R652 00479 0000 thru R652 
00479 0006

MISCELLANEOUS 5/2/2007RANGE FILE §-
6/7/2007 IDIS: R652 00478 0000 thru R652 

00478 0004
MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE II

1/30/2009 IDIS: R731 00471 0000 thru R731 
00471 0006

MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE IS
IDIS: R731 00470 0000 thru R731 
00470 0005

MISCELLANEOUS 2/13/2009RANGE FILE ?!
MISCELLANEOUS 11/10/2009RANGE FILE

!MISCELLANEOUS 11/18/2009RANGE FILE
IS5/14/2012MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
t-MISCELLANEOUS 11/2/2012RANGE FILE
t11/2/2012MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE

11/2/2012MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
f!MISCELLANEOUS 11/2/2012RANGE FILE

1/24/2013MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
MISCELLANEOUS 1/24/2013RANGE FILE

f!7/31/2013MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
IS10/18/2013MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
i!MISCELLANEOUS 10/18/2013RANGE FILE
1!10/23/2013MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
ISMISCELLANEOUS 11/8/2013RANGE FILE
i.MISCELLANEOUS 3/20/2015RANGE FILE

MISCELLANEOUS 4/14/2015RANGE FILE
f!9/11/2015MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
#>10/22/2015MISCELLANEOUSRANGE FILE
!!MISCELLANEOUS 7/12/2017RANGE FILE
!!•MISCELLANEOUS 9/25/2018RANGE FILE

6/25/2019
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■ Applicant must indicate the Building Lineor 
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t> BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS _

D EPARTM ENT OF'BU IT. Dl NGS"’ 
Application tcf'Alier, Repair or Demolish

. ■ ' (Application, is hereby inhde to the Chief Inspector of Buildings of the City of Los Angeles,_ for the 
•, '-apjpttwal of the detailed statement of the specifications herewith, submitted for the alteration, repair or de- 

mOHtfoh of the bmldingberein described. All pyoyisiQns of the Building Ordinances shall be complied with 
T hi Jf)6-alteration, repair of dfemOUtiqn- of said- building, 'Wh.etirpr^ecified orjipt'T , , . ,

• • (Sign here)
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190^■ ’ Lbs Angeles, Cal,,——

GITY ASSESSOR: Please ■Verify'
REMOVED' FROM

%' Block....
-rSfu-y*

nwr3,
A-

REMOVED TO
__ —- Block___ -.1 LopC, 

il'rr
LotN rfr*.•>
Tcact *___

ip* 2

2gz:X ■>/ ' TAKE TO 
•/," / ROOM NO 6 

■y : I FIRST FLOOR

V/
//

f’ *
..Page;. —Page— ,F. B. Page...—F. B. Pa Book.Book

v. GITY ENGINEER: Please Verify^Stregt Number
From No, ______ —

TAKE TO 
ROOM NO. 34 

f THIRD FLOOR
L Owner's name „...

2. Owner's address 

, 3. .Architect’s name

4. Builder's nanie - 

.5. Builder's address

6. Entire cost of the Proposed Improvements, $....

7. Purpose o£ building,------

8. Class of building,——„—

, 9, No, of stories in height,...

10. Size of addition

11. Material of foundation

12. Size of exterior studs——L£LLX-

13. Size of mud sills.....-

14. Size of first floor joist

13, State on following lines just what you want to do:

F

V

{•’1 f

-*2.
i. 0 &ff

-u2-

c?->t—<a.i _No. of rooms at present......

.Size of building-,
r

Uz :-.x.>

L _2-—
t-'

IS——.Size Footing__—...

tT—..... Interior studs, 

fol—Bearing studs—!— 

|L—...Second floor joist.,

___ —Size of wall.

..... -.X.™___
•ft•r. __ .-X,
t; •

.X.it-' X.

a

£ < <f. • c_<2.
T~

'■ -----
f
*... ■
i-t
i-s M

4'-

PcriUit NqL3..6.4 \s?4 , *1
V.

„ %'A1
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USE INK OR 
INDELIBLE PENCIL

^ CITY OF LOS ANGELES
Xam *

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish
f

;!.T* ti* Board of Building and Safety CnmmUitoner* of Iho City at Lo* Angelm
6 , *■ hereby nisdo to tba Donvd of Building and Softly OcruroUaiontn of tho City of Los Angolai, through lb* office of tb* Bopsrln-
’g Irtsaifat *f ., ?**' for « building permit In accordance with the doiertplion and for tho purpose harolnaftcr sot forth. This application U made sub.
t to ins following conditions, which tiro hereby agreed lo by th* undersigned ipp leant and which shall be deemed comHUons entering into the sxerelit

*f th* BWMitl , r
First: flat the permit does not grant any right or privilege to enct any building or othsr structure thsroln dcicribsd, or any portion thenof,

7 apfrn awf itreoLalUy or other publio place or portion thereof. •
£ . S-Kirndf That the permit (loos not grant any right or prlvileuQ to utd any building or other atmoture therein described, or any portion thereof,

- for aoy purpose that is, or may hereafter bo prohibited by ordinance of th« City of Los Angeles.
'? . Third: That Uio granting of the permit does not Affect or prejudice any claim of title to, or right of possession In, the property described Id sneb
y penaiL -X REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO'A
i

% Lot Lot.%
\

“Tract------.> Tract.

t Present location 
5_ ol building

New location 
4' cl building

J. Between what 
% cross street*

-i
(House Number and SlrcftjJ- Approved by 

City Engineer.
c

}'........
p

\

(House Number and Btrest)

Deputy.

/j§*3tooms...£L.
if

1. Purpose of PRESENT building.,......... ..............................
(Store, ReiTdeiice>ApDrtracntHo»f

2. Use of building AFTER alteration or moving^.-fi/i

<aJfcriL...7:JsL "

Jjh...>/, &oL

r A.............Families
ylotel, or any other purpose)

..... Families..

t!y,

I,% i
f :.....Rooms

&

ER.dd.4f4< S. Owner (Pri»t n«me>.
I
| 4. Owner’s Address...
& ■ .• ■

■$ S. Certificated Architect

(t 6, Licensed Engineer

.......Phone.

State
•License No. 
State

•License No.

.Phone...3

.Phone.
i,:
Hr

7. Contractor .Phone.
y>:

•DOU®^ 8. Contractor’s Address........................................

I; 9, VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORRO {

*
including all labor and material and nil permanent 
lighting, healing, ventilating, water supply, plumb* 
Ing, lire sprinkler, electrical wiring nnd/or elevator 
equipment therein or thereon.

(9 0 6

JO. State how many buildings NOW 1
on lot and give use of each, J ' (Rcatdenc., Hotel, Apartment Hqui.! or any othor purpose)

II, Size of existing buildingc3.*C..x..tjL<?...Number of. stories high....fLr...Height to highest point.^T’P.
• FLcii^fi . . , ..mJ

.Material of existing walls. n.'^f/ZV^f.E.xterior framework.,
' (Wood or Bled)

Describe briefly and fully all proposed construction and work:

7

if 12. Class of building
&•4i
S

^ .......
t ( .

¥

%s.
I\

.............

Fill in Application on wither Side and Sign StatementQ 012 B L E FtfHc

V

1 -
9i
■»
S'. S

A•r.
* 'j?FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLYt Fee.....Ci.

PERMITrNO. Pl^nsl and^SpoclfteAtionij^i

t-^\ ry
ccked Zone

Sump here when 
PcrsnltU leauedt

Bldg. Line JJlreet WidenloB

Ejk E ht
Corrections verified

{»K
>51

MW ~3
Ft.

lUjj% ImprovedAppil In cby6keiand ApplicotiuruPlane, SucctficatlOp) 
rf^iocjtja rnul npp^^V^d

*
0/V.rJifsPLANS ■ClEflr Jm

Lntpeam /)TJ S /PRWKLER

•• *^^*VBuMioni.ificiudcd YeeraiNo**
i^/Tot^lans Set Filed with

fARufifZ.

#

i. a:
!



■•6.
%

1
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and other data rau»t be filed If required.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
A
Jft
%

.Number of Stories when complete......
///) n

Aw.......Depth of footing below ground.,/..AS......

Material Exterior Walls. -iO&S

Size of Addition.Size of Lot. •X.

Material of Foundation .v^O.>rdL*er..Width of Footing...

Redwood Sill.....^,..x..it.'.
....r>ix

t;Width Foundation Wall..... ..... Size i
Size of Exterior Studs

Floor/tf^x.Or^
Size of Interior Bearing Studs............... .................a.j

.....Raftersf)?^x........Roofing Material.
I have carefully examined and read both sides of this completed Application and know the same is true and'chrrect and 

hereby certify and agree, If a Permit Is Issued, that all the provisions of the Building Ordinances and State laws Will bo 
complied with whether herein specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications, if required to be filed, will conform 
to all of the provisions of .the Building Ordinances and State wxf. . * /

........ .
(Owner or Authorised A*out)

%e
%

Joists: First Second Floor •ix. ,aW' i
t

Sign Here... jt
4By. 4

&
FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

t
j.Termite Inspection__ AFire District....... Bldg. Line.... -J...Application .... i

Construction....

REINFORCED C&l

(
Zoning........... Forced Draft Ventil.__Street Widening ■rT

(1) (2)
The building (and, or, addition) referred to in this Appli

cation is, or will be when moved, more than 100 feet from
CRETE

Barrels of Cement. 4;-Street
:4Tons of Reinforcing Steel

Sign Here,
(Owner or Autharit*d Agent:) f(8) (4)

There will be an unobstructed passageway at least ten Jt 
(10) feet wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to a Public -f 
Street or Public Alley at least 10 feet in width.

Sign Here........... .......... ..........................................

No required windows will be ob
structed. Vw

r.

Sign Here. <3 /(Owner or Authorized Asent)(Owner or Authorised Agent) L
%a
iREMARKS: $
i

^•ieneTAr-contraoto'r'foi^'J
btxKLlLng' or" we-rtj’,’

.......

t (KherS :fa
1' i

k* <, **v* si

% Y
|
%

tf

.'5<*

‘i
i* f.i• Ml*‘ »«»

4-
'tii
3s

,Vr

•>



USE INK OK 
INDELIBLE PENCILMe. Inn •

CITY OP LOS ANGELES

3 DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY
BUILDING DIVISION

Application to Alter, Repair, Move or Demolish
To the Board of Building and Commleilotiera nf the City o! Lea Ang<l*a.

Application ti hereby node to the Board of Building and Safety Coram ctlonare of tha City of Loa Antal**, through the eSIeo of tbo Superls* 
<» ttficeat of BaUdlntr# for a buildinr parmit la accordance with th* description and for the pnrpoao hereinafter a«t forth Thfe applloatlou la said* aob 

fret to tha following condition*, which are hereby egreed to by the undaralgntd applicant and which ebnll be deemed condition* entering into the txerclar 
' of the permit?

■ First: That the Permit doe* not grant any right or privilege to erect any building or other stnetu'e therein described, or any portion thereof,
upon any streetjUley or other public place or portion thereof,

' Seceqd: That the permit doca not enmt any Tight or privilege to see any bonding or other structure thereto described or eny portion thereof
■ for nnypurpoee that i», or may hereafter b* prohibit*1 by ordinance of the City of Loi Angeles.

> - Third: That the granting of the permit dove not effect or prejudice aoy claim of title to, or right of pooteeeion la, the propertv described lo snob
. permit. -

REMOVED FROM REMOVED TO

(ftLot. Lot...... .

*■

? z_r.. Tract. Tract

, Prcsentlocstion 
of building } K

(House Womber and 8tr»et)
Approved by 
City Engineer}.....

New location 
of building

(House Number Itreet)
42• Between what 

i, cross streets
V" W.......

Z ^ ...
Deputy

v Bwideace, Apartmrn^oue^.
.Families. (, .. .Rooms /.Q! . ' J. Purpose of PRESENT buildingf

2. Use of building AFTER alteration or moving
(Store, . Hotel, or aoy other purpose)

Families.. /...... -Rooms./..42.a.

■" S. Owner irrint ku»i... .........PhouiC.Z

Owner’s Address.........4.

... ..........

....

State
....... -License No. .

State
......... License No............

State
...... -License No...............

5. Certificated Architect. Phone . .

. 6. Licensed Engineer. . ..Phone .. .

7. Contractor ....... .

8. Contractor’s Address.................. ................

9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

10. State how many buildings NOW 1. . ..
: on lot end gtvetjse-flfea^h. JT^ (BwId.&w.IIoUl.AptTtonMtHoilw. or other pupot.)

11. Size of existins£wradingi3©...x. 3^.Number of stories high...^2,.. Height to highest points^.

12. Class o^Wnldmg^J^f^*-. Material of ex;sting wallsl^T??!^^?

Describe briefly and fully all proposejFconstruction and^Forlc:
—-

.. Phone....................../")

.... r r
Including all labor and material and all permanent^ /v-. er° _ 
lighting, heating, ventHatlav. water supply, plcmb- l * 4 J ^ - ~
inr. fire sprinkler, eleetrfeal wiring and/or elevator [ .................. -................... -
equlpmoat therein or thseoon. *

ft-
V.-w

.Exterior framework ^r?
(Wood or St**)

8ft *‘t f

,...R&y&pftj.ta. / ........

fOVER)Fill in Application on other Side and Sign Statement

fcrJs , for DEPARTMENT USE ONLY y
T ' ■ FirfDIatifct /

Fw
PERMIT NO. lane and Specification* checked Zone

_ ^3
StMtf ww. .
NmlUeluwri

N
Stnet Widen lagBldg. LimaCorrection* verified I ►■f-Y ~18983

r* ry l 1-‘'U%y,.
i ■ ApplicationPlane, Spee'ftcallone and Application* 

recbecked and approvedif' MflYl 40PpANS L----------- •ThtfflKUOi-------- r
53JfKi i«i»w «S!K!

FUcdw.thFor Flan* See
i: ■!;



J sv-
&

\
PLANS, SPECIFICATIONS, and other data must bo hied if required.

NEW CONSTRUCTION ■■ ii 

' ^Size of Addition........... x.............Size of Lot.»3^..,.x,<£&£TNumber of Stories when complete

Materiel of foundation 

Width Founntvtlan_\Vftll 

S'co of Exterior Studs..

. ft
Width of Footing.................Depth of footing below ground,...

iae of Redwood Sill.............x.............Material Exterior Walls..,,.
........... Size of Interior Bearing Studs......................x.,..„.

*,, ,!!* ( «*sd*asS,
. ” \

a

*Joists; First Floor........x........Second Floor. ‘.Rafters........x........ Roofing Material................ .......... .
I have carefully examined and read both sides of this completed Application and know the same is true and correct and ■ - 

hereby certify and agree, if a Permit is Issued, that all the provisions of the Building Ordinances and State Laws Will be • ■ 
complied with whether herein specified or not; also certify that plans and specifications, if required to be (lied,.will conform 
to nil of the provisions of the Building Ordinances and^thte laws, ^

^'•>.,4'. 7^..’
(Own *r or Authorized Agent >

X. s»

4

. /V ,•"Z. ■Sign Here-4

> 4 * *■i. ■fB■uwf'....../ .Trff......A.

FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY • *

£
ii
■'aApplication Fire District Termite Inspection..,.Bldg. Line. i
i

Forced Draft Ventil....Construction Zoning.. Street Widening/.. i1 ?(1) (2) 4The building (and, or, addition) referred to In this Appli
cation is, or will be when moved, more than 100 feet from. , 4

............................................ ................................................. Street 1

REINFORCED CONCRETE t

Barrels of Cement.

Tons of Reinforcing Steel 0Sign Here
(Owner or Authorized Agent)

(3) (4)
There will be an unobstructed passageway at least ten 

(10) feet wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to a Public 
Street or Public Alley at least 10 feet in width. ■ ,

Sign Here...................................................................... ...................

No required windows will be ob
structed.

Sign Here
(Owner or Authorized Agent)(Owner or Authorized Agent)

REMARKS:
r l

i

I

3P,..?«T;b.i.P}!3.
X \ • 4' {^% & ' ’■S'V • i

*

• H • 'S** •• ffBtlV • -ICS T

(

tr

V
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<

% %. filie* form t
CITY* OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY 
BUILDING DIVISION

Application for the Erection of a Building2. u-

OF

CLASS “D”
T# ibt Board mi Building ond Safety Comroferiontr* of the City of Loi Anrefett

Application fs hereby made to the Hoard of Building and Safety Commiaaloncra of th« City of Lox Angelo*, through the office of th« Superm*

irndrnl of Buildingr far » butldlnjr permit in accordance with the dcacriplion and for the purpose hereinafter act forth. Thii application |i made *ub» 
act to the following condition*. which are bvreby aitreed to by the Undrraiirned applicant and which ahall be deemed condition* entering into the exercise 
1 tbe permit:

. Flrati That the permit doe* not Brunt any right or privilege to erect any building or other atructurc (herein described, or any portion thereof, 
ppon any street/ alley or other public place or portion thereof,
. Second: That the permit does nut grant any right or privilege to une any building or other itruclure therein described, or any portion thereof, 

* ... prof,|b|t4?d by ordinance of the City of Lot Angelei,for any parpouc that la. or may hereafter be 
■ Third! That the prattling of the perml

permit.

' Lot No.

..... ........................................... .........................

/YJ/ U) £tJ*c

; Tract,

£?*.
Approved by 

City Engineer' Location of Building.

Ti/xv'£(House Number and Street)

MJM. Between what cross streets. f^c^Lf

° Use ink or indexible penc

Purpose ■of "building......

*wc
Deputy,

i .Families. Rooms,
idenee, Apartment Houie, Hojpl, or any other pu

.................................................

.... ..........................................

(Store,

■ 2. Owner (Frlal Jimae).. Phone.

,S. Owner’s address,
State

■License No...
State

■License No...
State
■License No,,..,

4. Certificated Architect. , Phone........

•' , 5. Licensed Engineer .Phone.

• . 6. Contractor. .............Phone............ . .. .

.... drK « r-" . 7. Contractor’s address.
cM9/ {Including nil labor and material and all permanent

lighting, heating, v«ntilatlng, water supply, plumb* 
ins, fire sprinkler, electrical wiring and/or clevotor 
uiiuinmtinl therein or thereon.

......fee.

5
^5~2>0, .. 9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

State how many buildings NOW 
on lot and give use of each.
Size of new building.k&...x...

i9. v;
(Store, Residence, Apartment House, Hotel, or any other purpose)

Z-.S'No, Stories../......Height to highest point..Size

(Materia 1 )^jfi<CLAA^y,X)epth in ground-...^! 

fouriclation wall..Size of redwood sill.o?...x...^/^
y ^ z

’.....^Size of studs: (Exterior)(Interior bearing,)-^

rffoor......x......Raft,er.s^..x..^Material

\& Fluerr~.’.x::.:r7No. inlets each flue

.* 10.

. .- II. Type of soil 

t-'ig. Width of footing.......Width of

Foundation / t

)

. J8. Material exterior wal

. ', 14. Joist: Firot fltrof

X":1..'

of roo;Seeorfd«

<?. '
•Depth footing in ground";1,.*.'.?’15. Chimney (Material)

, * I have carefully examined and ufkd the above completed Application and know the same is true and correct, and here
- bycertify and agree that if a permit is issued all the provisions of the Building Ordinance and State Laws will be complied 

^ With whether herein specified or/not; I also certify that plans ahd^apeciflcatjp^s fij^d will spnforgj  ̂j$l the Building 
, Ordinances and State Laws. /

Sign here,..,

By,..
(Owp^OrXnthorUyd AtuutT^*"

TlaM, Specifications and other 
data must be mtp if required.

...... "

PERMIT NO.

.. /.

35FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY *y , F vp
FirtDlUrlct *■Pl«n* end SptK.f.e»tiaiu checked Zone SumpPermltTe fejuftd

Mb
No.

pldf, Llai . Street Widenittg

M A
Application d(*ckrij*ndf *p)lro)[fd*

Mk‘

169 Corrections verified* ■
I Ft.

VM -Jl l^uPlans, Sp«$iiK*t>®nj and Applicolion 
r«ch«t;kvd and approved

■f,
i f Ilefk• , PLANS Vbdea5

l 3FrpNXi.ES , ~.SpaclA-id.f fuipvctorFUrdwItb •For Flam St*v
vi?u«t'on (ntiudtd.R*t'i •{ %. t* > ,

T



A h O'-
OiA i

ZH amr"
**Fire DiitrlcjApplication—L_ Forced Draft V«nlii,.,Hrm*<J;i

f T >> \Conrtructlon—.,. Zoning,,:..., Street Oldening...»>»KI

The bililding referred to In this Application will be mow" • . $ 
than 100 feet from • ‘

tREINFORCED CONCRETE

Barrels of Cement
fjt..... /&L&&.

...L'/f.,.
(Owner or Authorised Agent)

■%
■ it-*Tons of Reinforcing Steel................

(3) This building will be not 1 ess 
than 10 feet from any other building 
used for residential purposes on this

Sign hereiiAf-x...
*afa ■(4)

There will be an unobstructed passageway at least 10 feet 
wide, extending from any dwelling on lot to a Public Street ’ 
or Public Alley at least 10 feet in width. ' .lot.

Sign here. Sign here. i
(Owner or Authorised Agent) (Owner or Authorised Agent)

m-

•SREMARKS:.
7^ for sizeINSIDE LOT

KEY LOT j
A

.ma *Uey 
, side alley

A
CORNER LOT ,h

.Coamab^Lot.Ksycii. *
- -i

<k
•J

,1.

*pe«3-t$)........

.......  ......•jjiwaro-Sirp'Prpwi-
.....sf^$''¥ei‘"iop'^‘i$ub6'"1'a^8T2:33'''ou

at aaaq^ 'j.nq^ jcjt'J.iaa XqSSeif i......

zzS-i'r /' r 7 r & Sr~n
K-*«■*•*

A

\

i

■V

/tt

#
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DEPARTMENT: OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

fc
f. 4

It
*, \

$BUILDING DIVISION * ■» #1»

APPLICATION T^L ALTER, RpAIRT^QYE OR DEMOLISH 
. A BUILDING OFTYP ' ""

f4

4? ft

6 v

^4! REMOVEDTO
' • C:

REMOVED FROM
s> c.< > *X"t E*l . - Lot fc r.'y

V (
tjr 1 ■*,

1 'I,
f[ ’. Tract . '. , • ■

r ■' Present location {. t u *3 t \TT "
\ . ok. building |\/.¥3t- W: ’ .

f New location
[ et fcltikitftg

I- • between what. 
eroM streets
VSf. INK OR INDELIBLE FENCIL • v

. -1,f UKf of existing building Tesi<ieia \ £>►. oFFict
' n ■ KStote, O’arelanif, Apartment Houie^ Hotel or Oliver purjx&vi

2, State how long building has been used for present oceupbncy 

■^..3. Use' of building AFTER alteration or moving

Tract .. ,

/?lv£.r-..3<5*t.« 7nutabig «mt snwy ts >
UEfo - Approved by 

City Engineer
t

1 - i' I
, ‘ {H*U» .

| V£/?rv\0Ai7 \ ChTaU) 4WflU., ..1

Families / " ft^-nar I

/* /?s

,5an\^ .

. 4, Ow nep (Pnnj Nwubi "Tp S{ C ^ T'! 6 V4.W

j . 5 Owner’s Address & :A4>AN1S. ,

i . 6, Certificated .Architect ... /N Pivfe «

Families , '» Rooms's
3*„ Phone

P. 0. ^-05 -O
ftState

rLicense No.. 
State
License No 
State
License- No.

'I
5 { Pfcyne , I

/»
/\ ON? ' »' .7. Licensed Engineer ., * i Phone

1
V* „ H

8. Contractor. ... 2 Phane*

i* :9, Contractors Address ,
5 • flAriUdifig all labor and material and >il tMigmaa^w l *'"***

10. VALUATION (?F PROPOSED WORK l\ 4 aC&C/l t
• ' * . Oujupraent thrirte or Iherwc. ) j « * ,

U- State how raany buddings NOW ) ..t.CL I rt&....TT._  X* /Ij? A y f,   1   _ I*.
' - i °n lot “n't sh‘e Hse of each. J • (Stow, DweiUns. Ajemnimi House. Hotel or*oSiw^G5e»»r f" " "

■ 12- Size of existing building ., , ,jt - ; ... Number fi{ stories high SL Height to highest point 

13. Material Exterior Walla... ......... Jty. _____ ... , Exterior framework )N&o£i
» t WocxJ,. St««l or M««nry) ^ -'W.xidtwlw**:

, 14. Describe briefly ail proposed construction and work: ‘ ; .

Us.//l(f Foyer /§c./oV..tg QFF, 1 e.£ AW F* K /At
Tl Al*£L.f$ P.pjf o&Ftz €; l A BortzTo i)/i}v^r

^e- • iv\ —1 jpA&fi Tl»n% JZ P* fi.-ii.A e /- j

1 ' .........................■%/; '
, - Fill in Application on other Side and Sign Statement j!

..A - >
i

t

*-p

:
(Over)

4
t'

/S*.
?§5FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

'ihViiW Isii T«ot siteK?y

*PlSKTA»5!3>«eTSca«^wc5fec555“
I Cferic^ * \jffrLSIt. r««t ilfcey 

FL *14* zibrypm*ftt No. i>c* iF»« UisDrict •»/A i
i ffUBp k«r« Hku PvraM h Urardi

Siivef'wid^ni**aWe.IajfF
. . ■ aa*r^A ,w ^IWtkV wt

rVJ*.i , 45 . n.

VC**, Sp«lAc»ti«u Af»lW*u« '
----------*W. rHi edl«d

-vs ttw'jta "i WRffghh ' ■

AjypHc Rttea «becked xtJLi

mum** TTHf
u ,PluANS •

8 I?ki> ■
|W3|

bwiHw^^rls

V^&uui9Jtl&e)9d84v«i

s- l-



IIVi
\

Vf
; PLANS, SPEC IFICATIONSj- and other data must he filed if required.

JjpSUeO! ISTRUCTION

.Size of Lot

tJr r
t -% r ¥V If

M
j ■i. 9>
i *l a >jV U .Number of Stones w^eajcomplete^it'!&. ‘Size or. Addition
f. < s
j *0. l^odfipg .. . . . .. Sj w

LLerebyiertify that to tie hw t of my knowledge and belief the above application fe correct and that this 
building or cpnstrttcfioa work! will comply with all tews, and that in the doing; of the work authorized: thereby 
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torn n*l
CITY dr LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT , 
OF

building and safety

BUILDING DIVISION

APPLICATION TO 
RECT A NEW BUILDIN

‘ AND FOR A
Certificate of Occupancy

ELECT, ply 
Pin*. not rcq'd.

I

4 STLot No.

Tract V'CflR k) Vocc»C>................................................................................................

Location of Building... VHt.X I.......V^.I3SS:... ArOA-M-S. ...........
(House Number end Street)

Between what cross streets?....K) te|TM.Vto)...... ......
USE INK OR INDELIBLE PFNClL

1. Purpose of building . . .................
_ (Store, Dwelling. Apnrtment Houae. Hotel or other purpoze)

2. Owner ! .(4© Vi li4 t M (r- .C^OfRP^w.i <30 ...

I
Approved by 
Cijy Engineer

Deputy,

............Families .r—.. .Rooms..............

. .. Phone.O.flr..... li t£^.......
(|*rJnt Name i

3. Owner’s Address SpaRF) liojOA Cft ...SiiwU-Ci........ P. O

4. Certificated Architect^afenSRT. $5 ............LicenseNo.O-^-V^f8 PhoneCTR 9:^.4 "L

.D

State
............ License No..

State
......... License No.

5. Licensed Engineeer. ..*rr . ..Phone...

Ouj to-?*-*—........6. Contractor. . ... Phone. .

7. Contractor’s Address ... •‘-’-*7.

| $.....^r.0.{-9^0..^.
i Including all labor and material and alt pt 
i lighting, hcatijif. ventilating, water supply, plumb- 
1 Inf, Arc sprinkler, electrical wiring and elevator 
(equipment therein or thereon.

rfnanent'
8. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

9, State how many buildings NOW 1 .......... .......K3.SVW.6L,................................................................................................................................
on lot and give use of each. ( ^ (Store, Dwelling, Apartment House, Hotel or other purpose) 1 f

10. Size of new building, ~ x. cl^ '^No, Stories...!... Height t-o highest point.!!*?-._Size lot..l|^..*x.......

11. Material Exterior Walls <C6+*-fe*fr .... Type of Roofing.iCfclJ^SvTiQfcD

Depth in Ground......Width Of Wall....<^»....,....

i

k(a) Footing: Width....1-2,

(b) Size of Studs.......... .1* .>4............................. Material of Floor.....^jj.C............

(c) Size of Floor Joists....... .. ,x.... ..... Size of Rafters...... %...... x. <?............

For
Accessory 

12. Buildings 
’;and similar 
' Structures

1 hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the above application is correct and that this 
building Mr construction work will comply with all laws, and that in the doing of the work authorised thereby 
I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor Code of the State of California relating to Workmen’s 
Compensation Insurance,

Sign he 

By 97Z

or Authorized Agent)

.......
D1STEICT 
OFFICE . .

FOB DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
PLAN CHECKING

2 ajj .

j 3*
Uaswiimi M*<
OrcepeMi

Investigation Fee J
Bldg. Permit Fee «..&*£ 7
Total i£a3!>..%X “------------------ ■—awn—

*Valuation %
i t Kt, Let LWIIse----------- :

■FW.'BBgft'rgS7

TfF£ &<UBjjxcja .n. rear alley
rt.,(.« mllayK__ _________ Ittaw ht

rum* sal »»»clfle»tl.»« eiwcJzef
ClIlurJUrtKiMl
i*mmTS5BT

V
t'erreeltea V.lUtrL Kr^ i

.z Diurtct
Nil v-mxnN*itmt wierni. level1■rorrarK»ns

:terbrt.rt«

/f//I t ‘
iFliklLtr*■itCMMinKUH 

VtlullSz lacluSed
anmiiHigawTl liilia

/
da N.am

DO NOT 'WRIT* BELOW THIS

TYPE OF RECEIPT | DAT* IMPED | TRACER NO. (M) RECEIPT NO, CODE FEE PAID

frmriHHi'flaa Ckstktag

xZ„./lt Wlnsa fkirllii1

$FP?t 195 5 *
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2 Form E-3—1M—0-53Application for 
Relocation of Building

AMD FOB A

Certificate of Occupancy
2 CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT
or

BUILDING AND SAFETY 
BUILDING DIVISION -* fc .»

From 
Lot—

’Tract.....

To
Lot...:

i
Tract.

Approved by 
.City .Engl

Present location 
of building
New location 

. of building .
■ Between what \__jj,
,, cross streets ■! } . , .

USE INK OR INDELIBLE PENCIL^
1. Present use of building.......;

i
jT (Home Number and Street)

et,;
(houm Number/end Sti

’ " Deputy
t

. Families— Booms.. ' . (Store, DweJlinfii
2. Use of bulging AFTER Re^c^ign..

use. Hotel or other purpose)

...... Families. Rooms....
' 3. Owner ...S. .... Phone.

.((Print Heme) l
UU4. Owner’s Address..

. 5. Certificated Architect:-.-....;__
6. Licensed Engineer..—a...:___

,:..p. O___________
State ■

....License No.___ .__
State ' .

.......License No._____ _
State ' »

------License "No——...

OUUL
>

—Phone_____

_____ Phone.....

_____Phone.._____

.It.

X.7. Contractor...
8. Contractor’s Address.—.:-____ ............. .....

9. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK
and all permanent ^ 

water supply, plumb- >■ 
iring and elevator J

rlndudlng, all labor and material 
J lighting, ncalinr, ventilating, wa 
j lng, fire sprinkler, electrical w 
loquipment therein or thereon.

10. State how many buildings now?___ s^YL&Yld- . _____ ___ ____ __ Show new Plot Plan on w
■ on new lot and give use of each) (store, swelling, Apartment House, Hotel or other purpose") back of Application j

. 11. Size of building to be moved. /.^'—Humber of stories high...../.___Height to highest point— MU
12. Material Exterior Walls— .... Exterior framework__r.

(Wood or sieel)
Number of Stories when complete..#____

(Wood, Steel or Masonry)
..................X.--------13. Size of Addition...—.

14. Describe briefly all proposed construction and work:
NEW CONSTRUCTION

....x------------ Size of Lot

I certify that the issuance el this permit will not violate 
any deed restriction of record.

1 have also been advised that the purchase of either site 
or building for relocation purposes until this application has 
been approved is at my own risk.

I further understand that this is an application only and 
does not necessarily guarantee approval, and that the building 
when relocated must be repaired so as not to be detrimental 
to property improvements^ithus, 1000 feet of the new site.

-V
BY/OWNER)(MeST BE Sll

, I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief {he above application is correct and that this 
building or construction work will comply with all laws, pnd that in the doing of the work authorized thereby 

. I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor Code of the State of California relating to Work*
c»pera..i« In.™..,, yQfJtftry. <2. k^T^r-

Uiorized Asent) /(District 
Office______

er or

By.
FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY

FEES

nvestigation 

Bldg. Permit 

Total $------

... / / Surety Bond Posted —y

/7'Vjr3,'0fS™* 0CT 23 155^d
PLAN CHECKING

Date Approved
/Valuation Cash Bond PostedT~"

/ Bond For $ 7 Q DateFee4
XllilS, Pqtsu, \J.rt. r.« HUT AIII LotXX^E Ocnruu

fauizk j
lid Districtt

Coiaer Lot KtyH
pun* imi wfMfn Zono

<^T (To
VO/&c>-^ 2 Dtitriet

MipNOu....:.,; 
Application ch

No.
CormttoiVffilMTor Flanafod ecko# and approvedStrcgt Wideiun■Kg. Uni’

lO oef-gg iflsa.' wL ■ '•
8»W«t Capping p»i

rt.
Application^UnijtpaciracKSgkoda"filed wiik

mi
upector >

4
No

AJo.DO NOT WHITE BELOW THIS LINE -gr, f;To PlsaK.
. ,CODE. FEE PAIDTRACER NO- <M)DATE ISSUED RECEIPT NO:TYPE OF RECEIPT

/«WM cation Fee
' v’.: ■' Ilftm Chschlnr '«i.

1*31 v

X
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........ ................................................................................................................................................................ „Lot No-,,.., i a**********

,:.XA__Tract...

... iAM I Approved by 
City EngineerLocation of Building.,

{Houio Numbur nod Bttcet)

Between what cross streets?...>,,,,V‘!?.^£j?*?^^.Z. Deputy,
USE INK OB INDELIBLE PENCIL / ,

1. Present use of building..... .....Families *•«*»» «.»*»«»»< Rooms,...,’
1 Stove, Dwelling, Apartment House, Hotel or other purpose)

2, State how long building has been used for present occupancy ~
3. Use of buildjhg AFTER alteration or moving,.„,.C...lSr,....................Families,,. .’".Rooms,.....
4. Owner .....

V {Print Name*
...,. Phone..,., a&a>js,&3..

5. Owner’s Address,.....,
6. Certificated Architect ...... ..... . ___  __

7. Licensed Engineer., Uoh*...,A../Ua.Cty..n.................LicenseNo„ , <£jo..,..
8. Contractor.,.,. j£>JZlta>1$.£Z„..........
9. Contractor’s Address............... ... ...........

10. VALUATION OF PROPOSED WORK

............P. O... ..........
State

- ...License No.,..,.,
M*>gi rinttmra'

....Phone.,,................... „. ,
..Phone, fPQjm,30 6

State
......... License No........ , . . ...Phone ..........

{Including all labor and materia! and all permanent 1 
* lighting, heating, ventilating, water supply,, plumb- | c Zv* "TViV—**!!

tng, fire sprinkler* electrical 'wiring and elevator? ........  '*rr~ •» ... '*««"*
_ equipment therein or thereon,. S 7I

11, State how many buildings NOW 1 ...............  kl&ZL&r...................,........................ ............................... ....................................................
on Jot an<^(^1',^^se &ach* f (Store* Dwelling* Apartment House, Hotel or other purpose! j

■ 12* Size o£. cxiftin^building. .Number of stories high......../.. .. .Height to highest point,.,.
13. Material Exterior Walls..,, idJcf.O&f J>„. ..... .......... ..Exterior framework .....

[Wood. Steel or Masonry! (Wood or steel!

14. Describe briefly all proposed construction and work;
MO . ::::zsz .auJlsl CJ.&0. ..

. xv *a Uj&xjs

on

51 o«r XJ «2 <5 xt"1 ft
o

NEW CONSTRUCTION
15. Size of Addition.,......... x............Size of Lot.,.,,,.,,x.„...... ...Number of Stories when complete.....
16. Footing: Width.,,,__ .Depth in Ground   Width of Wall.  ...... Size of Floor Joists 
17. Size of Studs. „ .,x....Material of Floor............. ,.„Size of Rafters ,.x........ .Type of Roofing,............

,x„„...

I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief the above application is correct 
and that this building or construction work will comply with all laws, and that in the doing of 
the work authorized thereby I will not employ any person in violation of the Labor' Code of the 
State of California relating to Workmen’s Compensation Insurance. , ^,

r.._________
Authorised Agent)
L.jSign here

O+’neiDISTRICT 
OFFICE ...... By .....

FOB DEPARTMENT USE ONLY
PLAN CHECKING OCCUPANCY SURVEY

Valuation

i Maximum No. 
Occupants

Area of Ft,,

Fee Fee S...... .
^ Lot Size

MiMiiryT^PE

GROUP

Key Lottmi

Corner Lot
|»laha and Specifications checked

Coiner Lot Keyed 
Zone FJrc District

?<*& f <£'~ 2. .zrSo
Correction Verified mdj, Line Street WfdeniwFor Flam See

<2Ft* Ft.
spsunjJCeicontinuous•inspectionsPlans, SpecifttaHon* and Application 

ecked an* apprcwpil
W% <hSpec iquired

Vai Idedrn
No

.faff* ~?*f 5 5 DO W>T WRITE BELOW 4HIS LINE
DATE ISSUED TRACER NO. (M) IrECEIFT NO,•-J TYBB’ OF RECEIPT CODE FEE PAID

NOV 121953 * ,•Plan Checking

Investigation Fee $.....
Cert, of
Occupancy Fee ....
Bldg. Permit Fee S..../TfL.,..,
Total s.,.„.'.y,.rr..

M*
»Y, Sc

‘7^J*rfes

.•A^FLxear alley 
itAyt. tide alley

District 
Map No,

ation che.Ap

lerk
* Inspector

AYj

zSupplemental Plan- Checking
■ s

Building P*mlt

• APPLICATION TO P 
ACTER,.REPAIR, or DEMOLISH

AND FOR A
Certificate of Occupancy

v

3 TortoB-S
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

DEPARTMENT
OP

BUILDING AND SAFETY

BUILDING DIVISION

TYPE O
F R

EC
EIPT 

D
A

TE ISSU
ED 

TR
A

C
ER NO

. (M
) R

EC
EIPT N

O
J

FEE
CO

DE
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APPLICATION to ALTER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND PC* CKTIPICATI OP OCCUPANCY3 CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPT, OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

I.LEGAL LOT TRACTidtDIST. MAP

72«9
2. 1LDG. ADDRESS

1431 W. Adams
ZONE1 APPROVEDC 2

3, BETWEEN CROSS STS,

Vermont
FIRE DIST.

2 90
WSToEahe

StalinaAND*------ \
/te»i• (o&t

NEW USE OF BLDG.

Same
4, PRESENT USE OF BLDG

z/Med* BldgKEY
5, OWNERCOR. LOT

Gary Inyest, Co.REV. COR.
IDT- SIZE- 4. OWNER'S ADDRESS

m legal
REAR ALLEY Bdwfty- STATE

LICENSE
NUMBERSIDE ALLEY

•. UC. ENG.BLDG. LINE STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER

9, CONTRACTORAFFIDAVITS STATE
LICENSE
NUMBER

10. SIZE OF EX. BLDG.BLDG, AREA

2 Garage & Med. B. 37x 51 263 HEIGHT___________
ROOF CONST: Q WOOD ft STEEL .

STORIES
□ METAL Q CONC. BLOCK 

□ CONCRETE

11. MATERIAL EXT. WALLS; JQ WOODSPRINKLERS
REQ'D.
SPECIFIED IJUSTUCCO ri RRICK

if 11.1H" nagqAiApMiiiM

3
Mftfip «bMrh X *r

31 Adams LJU
VALIDATION

A 2 C8 1X0AUG-24-55 0139s
AUB-24-55 o«399 jmi, GROUP , \ MAXi.QCC. *TYPI

l
DIST,
OFFICE

<T^
BP 13P.C. 1.00C. OF 0, 

ISSUED
VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED

. I
DWELL. r 
UNITS

VALUATION APPROVED
/-J

Yl, SIZE OF ADDITION" APPLICATION CHECKED

HOE* ■<,, k , i 0 stdwes_____26height Guzman

PARKING
SPACES

GUEST ~ 
ROOMS

CORRECTIONSRLE WITH
I certify That In doing the work authorized hereby v 

I wlH not.omploy ony person In violation of the Labor * 
Code of me State of California relating to workmen's 

" itipn insurance.
PL^; approvedCONT. msp.

com]
*

WJSt
,T10N APPROVED

SIGNED

this km when* preparly validated (a a pernit k 
de Hie week deaerAted*

INSTRc'CTlONSl L Appjieaet I. Complete NnekinA Items Only. 
^ H 2. Piet Nee lUeelreden Baek af Orl«In*I.Fom W—7SM SeU—11^54
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■Um3 APPLICATION TO AlfER - REPAIR - DEMOLISH
AND FOR CIRTfF/CATC OF OCCUPANCT

DEPT. OP BUILDING AND SAFETYCITY OP IDS ANGELES

tW—i-
TRACT '

J^emraod.Eark-Trast
APPROVED

72*..
k 9

ItWMI*!-----------
...Modical Dantal Of flea
*♦ """SaL* JRCksoA, M#De ^ 

ffa^gaksTniiss ,-P<D*S.

Horaaa Fidlor
fr UC. EttCR,

WgF^/
AND

INSII

PHONE T$r?2p202
KEY
COR. LOT

im COR.
P. 0. LOT SIZE«, OWN

2LiA
7&AfO$

it
STATE LICENSE PHONE

STATE LICENSE " PHONE

E ALLEY
1BLDG. LINE9. CONTRACTOR

iAffi

STATE LICENSE PHONE

P. 0. ZONEOR'S ADDRESS TDAVITj

I NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE11 SIZE OF EXISTING BLOG. STORIES

#3^ne4r%&7\ »
12. MATERIAL rn WOOD f~r METAL rn CONC. BLOCK R00F rat

D(T, WALLS: ^ STUCCO Q BRICK Q CONCRETE CONST, g

HEIGHT BLDG. AREA<

26f.-1..2- Medical- Sonta3
WOOD n STEEL i'RQOFING 
CONC, OTHER

"sminSeSI"^*
REQ'D. 
SPECIFIEDCOMPa

, DisTWtnr OEnCE3 1L31 W. Adams Blvd.
. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED j* jPAfl, S) />
‘ EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE «►

AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING. ? iMMRHM*

DWELL.
UNITS13

VALUATION APPROVEDSTORIES ICHT14, SIZE OF ADDITION'

Mona
PARKING
SPACES

■i.
-A!15, NEW WORK: EXT. WALLS

Mov partitions, changewlndogs 
cAp^move atairway
ISSUED_________ ______________________ ____ ______________ ______

l certify that In doing the work authorized hereby I will not 
employ any person In violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of California rela^a^/W^1™50'4 compensation insurance., ipLANyAppj

ROOFING JON CHOKED GUES
ROO

IS :ei ijE WITH

CORRECTIONS VERIFIE1 CONI. INSP,

s
£ ki

SIGNED-—-
Hit farm When F 

Hie Wwk RwHW.
QN APPROVED J INSPECTORValidate la * ’

■aTfedQFoccl p,c. ^
Permit te Pe Ai

^ TRTTSg .5*'
c/o•;F^ l*F.

CASHIER'S USE ONLYVALIDATION

LAB8?45 2 OS 7.50BSEP-10-57 51 7 2 1

5 4 00 8 A 1 CS 12.60 J
cm*

iMCTitir.TiMjc. 1 * AepUcaet te Cemplete Numbered Items Only. JHSTRyctlpNSt - P|#f n^ulrdd eu Ia«k ef Orifinel.
*#em7 <£-f .4 6

Form l-J
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n inr

90^

LICATIOM TO CONSTfUCrNKW BUI 
AND FOR CIRTIFICATI OF OCCUPANC1 '

■ T*r4 UMKGAPP
c

DEPT*. OF BUILDtHG AND SAFETYCITY OF US ANGELESLmi

1, LEGAL LOT

m. gqy of «>
JOB ADOTE5S 9 4(g)

a,Mj& lip" Wvrt
N^sOjrcNOVA'T_______

PURPOSE OF BUILDING

...... .Store____________________________
4, OWNER

Theodora Jackson
5, OWNER'S ADDRESS

BLK, TRACT DIST. WAP

ngg J
2E-2W .

Kenvrood Park Tract
APPROVED

■MjScSCDlcDMHAi^^2lhPM^
£)

£^,£%ZT-&k u,V
k

AND i
ID]

KEY
COR. LOTPHONE

REV. COR.
LOT SIZEZONEP-O-
&£~?lA Items ,BLvd. kSTATE LICENSE PHONE6, CERT, ARCH

- '"STAtE~EiLfeiigtt --^V,S-AZ, - REAR7, UC. ENGR.

t,M, «a-1J------------------

Richard Mediano
4(^figSwM-s00^

, l#04l33 NO 42945

SIDE Aliev
BLDG. LINE

AFFIDAVITSZONE§„ CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS
4653 Hollywood Blvd.

' JO. SIZE OF NEW BLOG. STORIES HEIGHT

P.O.

l. a. a7
NO. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT ANO USE

Nona gflfafe16*aa.%,15
IT, WATERAL n WOOD ri METAL r» CONC. BLOCK 

EXT.WAm: STUCCO p BRICK Q CONCRETE

1
*00P £} WOOD n STEEL S0OKNG
CONST, W CONC. □ OTHER OOftTPQ

SPRINKLE
REQ'D.
SPECIFIED

mm!CT OFFICE

* A%

DISTRI

1 1431 W* Adams
12. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED ....>

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE * TT IT J V 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING. $ J j+tdf Kx* CT,

03
DWELL
UNITS V <

aft—sJPARKIN
SPACES

VALUATION>AP PROVEDC. OF 0. 
ISSUED

3
GUEST . 
ROOMS

. APRUGAUON yOHECKED

£
mu

I certify that In doing the work authorized hereby l will not 
employ any person In violation of the tabor Code of the State 
of California relating to workmen's compensation Insurance.

FILE WITH

wife

CHECKEDFt

&
mCONT.RRICatONS VERIFIED -

c£*ji
PLANS A#flWVEO

___AA.
APPlflC^tfN APPROVED

i-ltSIGNED

this Form When Properly Validated It a Permit to Be
the Work Daicrlbad,

r i

! JBN-BfaPfe"£• raPi
Laudation "

C/0.s,MAX.0CC.
JTO too
ffiCASHIER’S USE ONLY

2 CK 15.00?
1 CK 29.7C
2CK 5.0r I

B; AP8-16-58

" OA 3141 ^iQ.^
JUH-iO-iJtt

23623
36 h 03 
361)04

Cc\ 1

I, AMikeat4e4emfetitt Numbered (tarn* Only* 
2* Flot Flan Reeuired en Reek el Original*

■ -■ ■ -........................ . - ■■ ~A- - - ■ «....■ ............................. .....__....... ................ ■ ■- - -................ - - ■

Farm B-L a6881NST»UCTI9NSi
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3 APPLICATION to ALTER - REPAIR * DEMOLISH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEFT. OF WILDING AND SAFETY
1, LEGAL LOT

TatAi'UmL.

OIST. MAF.
4

2, tOlLDING A
1429 V.AOms Blvfi.

ranswiwKS—•—-—

MliS ONE

C^2.~
Fife OIST *

I
1.

€ZAND
tnsToe^mr4.

Store Store KEY
S. OWNtt

Adnont Ilriifif*«; <SK mm3**9,---- -
Bivd.

PHDN? CON. LOT

REV. CON. 
LOT SIZEBn? *P.O.

S’QjCi^fSTATE UCEftSE PHONE

».4icENG(L 

f CONTRACTOR

Kational If eon Produota
IQ. CONTRACTOR'S ADDRESS

STATE LICENSE PHONE REAR ALLEY
SIDE ALLEY

STATE LICENSE RHONE BLOG. LINE
Ho. 9 S3 2798943

ZONEE. 0. AFFIDAVITS

7V JT(2T*9|WfljYI ______ _ ______ ____
BjrwITi0febTfcT ■ *0. OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USE

16* 3*
flfirjifflRI BLDG. AREAn

25» x 55*
ROOFING12, MATERIAL 

EXT. WALLS:
WOOD n METAL n CONC. block FOOF 
STUCCO □ BRICK □ CONCRETE CONS*-

Q WOOD □ StEEL 
□ CONC, Q OTHER

SPRINKLERS
REO'O.
SPECIFIEDI

disCrictoffice

3 1429 V.Mmaa Blvd. L.A.
13. VALUATION: TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED 

* EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE 
AND USE PROPOSED WILDING.

DWELL.
UNITS$ 30*00

fifvQiar*STORIES HEIGHT
era*

14, SIZE OF ADDITION

ROOFING15, NEW WORK: EXT, WALLS
3* y6*&* *

ON CHECKEDAI GUEST
ROOMS

r*.
1-rr
m FILE WITH

fatiffljttwfcai & piuBtle N«on31gn FroJ,.
I certify that in ctoing the work authorized hereby I will not 

employ any person in violation of the Labor Code of the State 
of California relating tc^ workmen's t»jnpenMtion I

T»iis Fern When Preperiy Validated hfa/l 
the Wfdt Described. y

JZzEZZSSTl&ZWE-WJte. “■
CASHIER'S UStHINlY

CORRlCTIOMrdERlFI CQNT. 1NSP,

PLANSirance.i

* INSPECTOR
TTr*

Permit te
/I

C/00,5.
t

VALIDATION

■ I-4M3S7.; AUB-27-58 5517 2 a ICS 256 A* r1

•p* B
t. Applicant te Cemplete Numbered beta 
2, Piet Platt Required eh Va^fe ef Oriflttet*

Only.
INSTRUCTIONS;* FonnB-Ss
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▼*

TO AtfO-ALTElt'ltKPAlll.DIMOUSH
AND FOR CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY3

APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION
CITY OF LOS ANGELF5 BIS H-3IR7 77I 

BUILlilNf, AhESAFEtVLEFT. OF

INSTRUCTIONS: Applicant l« Comptite Numbered Item* Only,
SBS=3BS!WfflI. LOT DifiTMlp

zaasL.
CENSUS TR*5f

^a*--02

TRACT
LEGAL
DESOII,

6 . -Kfimmod—Eaoili
NEW USE OF BUILDING

flemo,
2.
_____(£> I >

3. JOB ADDRESS

( >dwlK ....
4r^jwdMMmsMLams

---------------------------

fTS^dTsW
TpWfym
Mr—
50x135

AND

Catalina
PHONE

_______ Herman A
6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

______ 231 W
CITY ZIP

V.e.r»nnn_A.ue
actTUe STATE LIC, NO7. ENGINEER BUS. LIC. NO ALLEYPHONE

z
iLDG, LINE8. ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER PHONEBUS, LIC, NO. ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO

z
Affidavits

CCPD
9. CONTRACTOR T m _ „TNO , ACTIVE STATE Lie NO PHONE

3Q-MBG ,fe3fe-4Sg£
lO. BRANCH 

LENDER
ADDRESS CITY

z
NO 0> EXISTING BUILDINGS ON LOT AND USEU. SIZE OP EXISTING BLOG. 

WIDTH
I STORIES HEIGHT

l£20iiNiIL20 I 2 1
12. CONST. MATERIAL EXT. WALLS*

OP EXISTING BLDG. wood

13. JOB ADDRESS *

______ 14.31 W... Adams Blvd
14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED I 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO OPERATE $ 
AND USE PROPOSED BUILDING

FLOOR SEISMIC STUDY ZONEROOF

"DIST. OFFICE
wd jsd.

'hk' SOIL

z1000
GRADING15. NEW WORK: 

(Describe) demo___________
hand, .clear.l.ot-SCJ-

Zghway dedyes
STORIES HEIGHT FLpODSIZE OF ADDITIONNEW USE OF BUILDING

demo Z Z
PLANf CHECK] CONS.TYPE BLDGGROUP

occ. AREA zzX
T 20NED ByWooding(NSAPPRD/EDDWELL

UNITS
MAX TOTAL
OCC.z z

FILE WITHtCATl&NlAPPROIPARKING PROVIDED 
STDy COMP.

GUEST
ROOMS

PARKING
REQ'Dz z INSPECTORINSPECTION ACTIVITYSPRINKLERS

REQ'D
SPECIFIED

CONT.
INSP. GEN I MA J. S. I CONSzz

o.s.C/0G.P I.P.M. I.F.P-C. S.P.C B.P. T.I,

z 3r3-w-OQl / z / i ■■/
TYPISTWORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE CERTIFICATE 

ON FILE

PERMIT EXPIRES TWO YEARS AFTER FEE IS PAID OR 180 DAYS AFTER FEE IS PAID IF CONSTRUCTION IS NOT COMMENCED.

P.C NO.
| EXEMPT dmh

5
X

rEB-f *76 41711 £ *58137 V 2CS 13.0Go
UlS..
I/I
g
X

3

LIMIT OF PERMIT
'This permit is an application for inspection, the Issuance of which is not an approval or an authori

zation of the work specified herein. This permit does not authorize or permit, nor shall it be construed as 
authorizing or permitting the violation or failure to comply with any applicable law. Neither the City of Los 
Angeles, nor any board, department, officer or employee thereof make any warranty or shall be responsible 
for the performance or results of any work described herein, or the condition of the property or soil upon 
which such wo/C7& oerformed." (See Sec. 91.0202 L.A.M.C.)i

(Owiier or Agent- havin^SSperty^wners Consent) 
ALSO, sign statement on reverse side, if applicable.

S i g nedfSJbr.
Signature/Date

Tf Amaya 1/31/78.ADDRESS APPROVEDBureau of 
Engineering DRIVEWAY

REQUIREDHIGHWAY DEDICATION

COMPLETED

FLOOD CLEARANCE

X SEWERS AVAILABLE Dean 1/31/7aSEWERS nOx,rec
°gS>nBef?Ie
lot________

K; o
s las iNOT AVAILABLEra

SFC PAID

ye NOT APPLICABLE SFC DUE

Irar 1/31/78[j FILE CLOSED QNO FILEAPPROVED FOR ISSUE QConservation
APPROVED (TITLE 19) (L.A.M.C.-S700)Fire
HOUSING AUTHORITY APPROVALHousing
APPROVED UNDER CASE #Planning

APPROVED FORTraffic

| OWELUNG uijpTSRECEIPT NO.•Construction Tax



, APPLICATIONWWS6PECTION OF SIGNS
Of LXcfe anSlesO I 2puJl0c ChEbcGlD

c
U CITY

B &. S B-S—R 2.82

DEPT. OF BUILDINQ AND SAFETY

INSTRUCTIONS: Applicant to Complete Numbered Item* Only. Z Plot Plan Required on Back of Original.
COUNCIL
OISTRICT

DIST■r^91. LOT BLOCK TRACT

Frac 6 NO.LEGAL
DESCR. 8Kenwood Park CENSI

^COMMERCIAL□ RESIDENTIAL ZONES. TYPE OF SION OR NEW WORK

119 Pole Sign Std # 146
3. JOB ADDRESS

1431 W. Adams B1_______

. C2-1
FIRE DIST.two

A. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Vermonter—y
5. OWNER’S NAME ^

Francesco Alman

AND LOT merCatalina
PHONE

734-9035
LOT SIZEirreg

6. OWNER’S/ADDRESS Nv

431* U. flijams 01
CITY ZIP z1 LA

I BUS. LIC. NO.
? t

- ACTIVE STATE LIC.
17447

P7. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER
D.R. BMich'/ k*.

E ALLEY/851-8800
8. ARCHITECT OR/pNGINEER ADDRESS

979 No. LafB
CITY

/
ZIP BLDG. LINE

/t .<190038*LAre a
ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO. PHONE

« 91986 8 851-8200
- - / f

- /
AFFIDAVITS9. QUALIFIED INSTALLER-***.

Art Davidson h '
10. INSTALLER'S ADDRESS ti it . ^CITY \

979 No. La area Avetiue H I LA>
11. SIZE OF EXISTING BUILDING' '
WIDTH

BUS. LIC, NO.
ZI 1055CRA

900S8 CCPDJES LNO. OF EXISTING,BUILDINGSONLOf/AND USEE ST
length

FROfcTGRADE ! FROM ROOF HIGHWAY DED.
yes

OVERALL
HEIGHT

12. SIZE OF SIGN. /

■SM"x-iPfe'X17J
TOTAL copy/are>

II'Z\ 1]l I
GUIDE DIST. OFFICEs — STRI LAaft prU31_hL-. Ariams_B_1

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED EQUIPMENT ^ 
REQUIRED TO OPERATE AND USE PROPOSED SIGN $

GRADING

a /
COP? SURFACE OF SIGN CONS.15. MATERIAL OF SIGN 

CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORTING FRAME

steel
FRAME OF

steel LCl
jP SINGLE FACE □ DOUBLE FACE □ OTHER ZONED BY16. TYPE OF SIGN OR NEW WORK D. Pino(19) Pole .Slgn-SicL#.

17. Ij-LUMINATJQN 
V NONE *"OH 

100. OF SIGNS OR- 
GAS TU8E SYSTEMS

□ FLASHING □ OTHER
INTERNAL D EXTERNAL □ REVOLVING □ NONE

FREEWAY CLEARANCE

NO. OF ADDITIONAL ! 
BRANCH CIRCUITS

I, NO. OF CONTROL 
.. . DEVICES_________I Iii 11 l

CLEARANCES AND/OR 
APPROVALS REQUIRED

PLANS^CU^CKED
*3

PERMIT FEES DATE
SIGNS/G. T. SYSTEMS l FILED WITHAPI ION IDI Yoa No

FREEWAY SURVEY □'rf 

TRAFFIC DEPT.

ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS i

V4 ELECTRICAL SERVICE

4 CONTROL DEVICES Dp.i
l

4 ISSUING FEE r
t SE 14-62 B-PC 

l'7« 20 B-Et 
"■*50 S.i.

1.00 033 
53861 0031 
f 03/11/03

4 BLDG. PERMIT s CM P-C. TOTAL CONT.
INSP.14-fcz. ui *

§ 5
ii
I ; cLie. FabS.P.C G.P.I.OS5/ a *ui

4 DISTRUST ^FFICE INSP.
ACTIVITY BMI

I.F. 5 65446 33.32 CnTOV a
uTYPIST INSPECTORP.C. NO.

4

< PLAN CHECK EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID. PERMIT 
TWO YEARS AFTER OR 180 DAYS IF WORK IS NOT BEGUN.

DECLARATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
LICENSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION ( \

1*. I hereby affirm the! I am llconsod undor Iho provisions of Chapter 9 (commonclng with SocHon/fOdOMof Division 
Business and Professions Code, and my license Is In full force and olfect. C3?\ [/ .
ddio Z-2.4-W3 Lie. cm. C4.5
Contractor's Mailing Address

OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION- ^
20. I hereby affirm that I am exempt from the Contractor’^ License Law for tKb fdlloVlng^reason (Sec. 7031.5, Business and 

Professions Code: Any city or county which requires a permit to construct, alter, improve, demolish, or repair any structuro, 
prior to its Issuance, also requires the applicant lor such permit to flio a sighed statement that he is licensed pursuant to the 
provisions o( the Contractor's License Law (Chaplor 9 (commooclng.wjthjSeptlon 7000Lo( .Division 3 ol the Business and Pro* 
fesslons Code) or that he Is exempt thorefrom and the basis for the alleged oxemplfon.9 Any violation of Section 7031,5 by 
any applicant for a permit subjects the spplicsnHb.a civil.penalty of tfian Dye hundred dollare ($500).}:
□ I, as owner of tho property, or my employees with* wegos'ns tholr‘4olo*tomponiatlon, will do tho work, and tho strucluro 

!■ not Intondcd or offered for sale (Sec. 7044, Business end Professions Code: Tho Contractor's Llconso Law doos not apply 
to an ownor of properly who builds or improves Ihoroon, and who doos such work himself or through his own omployoos, 
provided that such Improvements are not Intondod or olforod for oolo. if, howovor, tha building or improvomonl Is sold within 
ono yoar of completion, the ownor-bulldor will Kavo tho burdon of proving that ho did no! build or Improvo for tho purpose 
of sale.).

□ !, as ownor of tho proporty, am exclusively contracting with llconsod contractors to construct tho project (Sac. 7044, 
Business and Professions Coda: Tho Contractor’s Llconso Low doos not apply to an ownor of proporty who builds or Improves 
thoraon, and who contracts for such projocls with o contractor^} llconsod pursuant to tho Contractor's License Law.},

of Iho

Lie. NiSlfiSifi ■Contractor's Signature

□ I am oxempt under Sec. 
Date - ■ —

B. & P. C. lor this reason.
Owner's Signature

WORKERS' COMPENSATION DECLARATION
21. I hereby affirm that i have a' certificate of consent to self-insure, or a certlficeto of Workor’s Compensation Insurance, or 

a cortllled copy thereof (Sec. 3800, Lab. C.).
1027150781 ipCompanyPolicy No.

□ Certified copy is horoby furnished.

I flE-ftrpa I A ^

T/Certified copy Is filed with tho Lot Angola* City Oopt 
iata__.. ......................................................... . Applicant___

T.n.A. Q7Q N ‘ iflRRApplicant’s Mailing Address
CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE

22. I certify that in tho porformanco of tho work for which this permit Is Issued, t shall not omploy any porsan In any monnor 
so as to bocomo subject to tho Workers' Compensation Lows of California.

Applicant _ _ — - . *
NOTICE TO APPLICANT: If, aftor making this Certificate of Exemption, you should becomo aubjocl to Iho Workors* Com
pensation provisions of tho Labor Code, you must forthwith comply with such provisions or this pormit shall bo deemed 
revokod.

Date

CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
23. I horoby olflrm that thoro is a construction lending agency for tho porformanco of Iho work (or which this permit Is Issued 

(Soc. 3097, Civ. C.).
Lender's Name
Lender's Address

24 I cortlfy that I hovo road this application and state that Iho above Information Is corroct. I ngroo to comply wllh alt city 
and counly ordlnancoa and state laws rotating to building construction, and horeby authorlzo roprosonlativos of this city lo 
onlor upon tha abovo.mont!onod property for inspection purposos.

I roalizo that this pormit is an application lor Enspoctlon, that ll does not approvo or authorlzo tho work tpaclflad herein, 
that It does not authorlzo or permit any violation or folluro to comply with any applicobto law, that neither tho city oi Los 
Angolos nor amt. board, department, officer or omployoc Ihoroof mako any warranty or shall bo reapanalblo for the perform
ance or rosujlsohany wqrk described herein or the condition of Iho proporty or soil upon which such work lo performed. 
(Soo Soc. 91.0202 MC)

CUjwJr
Pooyion

3- -Z4/ffa
Oslo ~

iU.Signed
or or agent havJng/prqcbrty owner’s consent)(l
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.THE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

t
THESE PLANS ARE APPROVED AS BEING IN COMPLIANCE 
WITH'APPLICABLE REDEVELOPMENT PLANS.

PROJECT PARCEL .......
i

%
!

BY

DATE ST-Z.?-^

----W" ~ f—Hop 5* *‘‘1 fiw i
ft

.TITLE

viJbl&i-__.
\VM4fH NO

I1,1 ) v
'HO-1rcc.ifffthc-f

from !>'•" ,v "

ri k
I l »ir“

t

n
it(

\- ,iy,rruv>
i

t

-Signed ,V
Owni* h 1 s*t'*A 4I

■‘I 'I
4
l-i
I

' . -I

f

j fr /G Q 0 Z I 0 e I 0
I
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APPLICATION FOR INSPECTION OF SIGNS

$ ciiy^f ujs a(i&ihO i 2p u> u) c Or e3c <ih d

0 4 8 0-5-R 2,132

DEPT. OF OUUDINQ AND SAFETY

INSTRUCTIONS: 1. Applicant to Comploto Numborod'iiom* Only. 2. Plot Plan Roqulrod on Back of Original.

1. LOT COUNCIL
DISTRICT

BLOCK DIST. MAP

7?flQ
CENSUS TRACT

PPlfi-OP

TRACT

LEGAL
DESCR

NO.

8:?rac 6 Kenwood Park
□ RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL ZONE2. TYPE OF SIGN OR NEW WORK

(19 Pole Sign Std # 146
FIRE DIST.3. JOB ADDRESS _ , .

1431 W. Adams Bw Two
<■ BETWEEN CROSS STREETS

Vermont Ave
LOT (TYPE)

Int .
AND Catalina

LOT SI2E

IRR
5. OWNER'S NAME

Francisco Almanza
PHONE

734-9035
6. OWNER'S ADDRESS

1431 W. Adams B1
CITY ZIP

90007LA
ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO.

17447
7. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER BUS. LIC. NO. PHONE ALLEY

85i-8?naD.R. Erlich
ZIP BLDG. LINE8. ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER ADDRESS CITY

979 No. La Brea LA 90038
ACTIVE STATE LIC. NO.

91986
PHONE
851-8200

BUS. LIC, NO. AFFIDAVITS

ZU055CRA
CCPD

9. QUALIFIED INSTALLER
Art Davidson

ZIPCITY10. INSTALLER'S ADDRESS

979 No. La Brea LA___________>91)038_________
11. sTze”OF EXISTING BUILDING1TYPE ISTORIES TnO. OF EXISTtNQ^BUILDINGS ON LOTAND USE 
WIDTH LENGTH

GMDENjjt-ROM ROOF HIGHWAY DED.TOTAL COPY AREA OVERALL 
HEIGHT

12. SIZE OF SIGN FROM

6'xl2 i 72 ypft
STREETN3UIDE

14. VALUATION TO INCLUDE ALL FIXED£QtJTPMENT - iii. ^JtV "
REQUIRED TO OPERATE AND US^ROPOSED SI^N $ j

SUPPOfllffJG FRAME [FRAMExOF COPY \ SURFACEpOF SIGN

__ s^eel - 1 steel Ik steels
15, TYPE OF SIGN OR NEW WORK\ >QrSlNGLSf“"ACE □ OOUBL^FACE" Q/OTHEB, JB5NEOJY, ^

(191 Pnlia Sian Std m ^ ... \ A TP-,?1110

DIST. OFFICE

S
13. JOB ADDRESS .

1431 VI. Adams „BW
(NG

2
15. MATERIAL OF SIGN 

CONSTRUCTION

□ PUSHING □ O^HER
□ REVOLVING Q NONE

FREEWAY CLEARANCE17. ILLUMINATION \
0W?ne D inter^l^B^xterwal

if. NO. OF SIGNS OR S ^ ! '
GAS TUBE SYSTEMS

I |o\feg^°HTBNO; OF ADDITIONAL 
BRANCH CIRCUITS a2

PERMIT, FEES /’’V CLEARANCES AND/OR 
(APPROVALS REQUIRED^

PUNS jOHBC
CATE 3-/

3SIGNS/G. T. SYSTEMS V. *m3 FILED WITHAPPROVEDv,
. Yoa No

-V
Frf^EWAY SURV£Y,m£ 

AFfjiG DEPT. (jpi

ADDITIONAL CIRCUITS)

4 ELECTRICAL SERVICE i.

2*
4 CONTROL DEVICES

4 ISSUING FEE
14. II B-PC 
16. 6Q B-Ci 

• 50 E.f. 
1.00 OSS 

B98g? Q^?i 
§ E5447 I 03/11/53

5 C 
o C 

SC
■JEPKL,___*

------ Lie. Fab.

4 BLDG. PERMIT
TO4 P.C.

I4.H
l c9*r©t OSS*

fc&&
4 DISTRICT OFFICE

G.P.I.
o: "ui

32.8! CHTQINSP.
ACTIVITY BMI

I.F.
.14r4 0<

OTYPIST INSPECTORP.C. NO.
<

* PUN CHECK EXPIRES ONE YEAR AFTER FEE IS PAID, PERMIT 
TWO YEARS AFTER OR 180 OAYS IF WORK IS NOT BEGUN.

DECLARATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
LICENSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION ] \ I ,

16. | horoby nlllim lhol I am llconsod under tho provisions ol Chapter 0 (commencing with ao<?yon/70{p) h\ Division 3. of tho 
Buslrwss aniparfossfoni Codo, and my llconso Is In full forco ond offoct, vPC J/i . . ^ /

2 * Lie. Class G4 5____ , Lie. No. 9.1986 .Contractor's SlgnaturoDalo

Contractor's Moiling Address
OWNER-BUILDER DECLARATION

29. I horoby affirm that t am exempt from the Contractor's Llconso Law for Iho fallowing reason (See. 7031.5, Buslnoss and 
Professions Code: Any city or county which requires a pormit to construct, slier, Improve, demolish, or repair any structure, 
prior to Its Issuance, also requires trio applicant for such pormit to flla a signed statement that ho Is llconsod pursuant to the 
provisions of the Contractor's Llconso Law (Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7009} of Division 3 of tho Business and Pro- 
fesslons Cods} or that ho is exempt thorefrom and tha basis for the alloged exemption. Any violation of Soctlon 7031.5 by 
any applicant for a permit sublets tho applicant to a civil penalty of not more than five hundred dollars ($500).):
□ I, as ownor of the proporty, or my omployoos with wages as tholr solo compensation, will do tho work, ond tho structure 
not intendod or offered for sale (Soe. 7044, Business ond Professions Codo: Tho Contractor's Llconso Low doos not apply

property who bulfds or Improves thoroon, and who doos such work hlmsolf or through his own omployoos, 
provided that such improvements are not intended or offered for solo. If, howovor, tho bulldlno or Improvomont Is sold within 
one year of complotlon, Iho ownor-bulldor will havo tho burdon of proving that ho did not build or fmprovo for tho purposo 
of salo.).

□ I, as ownor of tho property, am oxcluslvofy contracting with licensed contractors to construct the project (Soc. 7044, 
Business and Professions Codo: The Contractor's Llconso Law doos not apply to an owner of proporty who builds or improvos 
thoroon, and who contracts for such projects with o contractors) llconsod pursuont to tho Contractor's Llconso Low.).

B. & p. C. for this reason.  ............ ------- ;—--------

Is
to an ownor of

O I am oxompl under Soc.
Ownor** Slgnaluro

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION DECLARATION• . . .
21. I horoby affirm that I havo a cartlfieale of consent to solMnsuro, or. a cortiflcato of Workor'e-Co/nponsallon Insurance 

a cortlflod copy thoreof (Soc. 3800, Lob. C.). * ’ , * t Xx t yyj‘
Q7-1 R7FRQ Company Ffatp Farm TnRiiranrp_____!_________l!_______

Oato
v, *

, or

Policy No.
Cortlflod copy Is horoby furnished. 
Certified fag. a Safety.ith tho Los Angolos City Dopt.

. Applicant fcZ**
Q7Q N. I flTRr.Pa

Ddfa EM&AApplicant's Mailing Address T , fiT.A
CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM WORKERS’ COM 

22. | certify that in the performance of the work for which this pormit is issuod, 1 shall not omal 
so as to become subject to tho Workers' Compensation Laws of California. //fy/f

SATION INSURANCE
any person in any manner

ApplicantDate
NOTICE TO APPLICANT: If. after making tbls Certificate ol Exompllon, you should boeomo subject to the Workors’ Com
pensation provisions of the Labor Code, you must forthwith comply with such provisions or this pormit aholl ba daemod 
revoked. ..

CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY
23. I hereby affirm that there Is a construction lending ogsncy for tho porformanco of the work for which this pormit Is Issuod 

(Soc. 3097. Civ. C.). j

K y 't/Lendor’s Nsmo _
Londor't Address

24 I cortlfy that I hsve read this application end stalo that tho abovo Information Is correct. I agroo to comply with all city 
and county ordinances and elato laws relating t<)».buBdlng \onslrucUon, and horoby authorlzo representatives of this city to 
antor upon tho above-mentioned proporty for Inspoctlon purposos.

I roalizo (hat this pormit is an application for inspection, that It doos not opprovo or authorize tho work specified herein, 
that it doos not authorize or permit any violation or failure to comply with any oppilcoblo low, that nelthor tho city of Los 
Angeloe nor any board, department, ofllcer or employee thereof mako any warranty or shall be responsible for tho porform
anco or resutjeoTyany yo# described herein or tho condition of the property or qoll upon which such work is porformod. 
(See Sec. 91.02 M

Signed
>r or igehl hovingfcrcfcirty owner's consent) xitlon Oato(Ol
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YU- VvMS Mn4,A0tf^0

ARE APPROVED AS BEING IN COMPLIANCE
•---------WITH APPLICABLE REDEVELOPMENT PtMtS, -

____ PROJECT AfcLdiJZ£i— PARCa ..M-.L—

£4-~ BV - SzLsfr- 'DATETftlE O

}' *' \ u: ,‘M m • "Ti
• U
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OtUfUSUSBSS OBFJ.OPBULSaSAiaSJfSJY TO APB-ALTEA*
£m>Am-DEUOUSH
^■b FOX CERTIFICATE 

OCCUPANCY

APPLICATION 
FOB j < 

INSPECTION3 3 0 4 J J •£ J 5
^£u

INSTRUCTORS: T. AppficAftf to Cocopfefe Haabwirf Hems Oufy,
TRACT2LDCC

lEC^uirood ParJc f**51**^**--' 

Yracfc

asT.itfr1ST
72S-9tEECC.

CSf3L
4 1 casts 7JUCT 

2216,02sV
i

NSW U5E OF B&BLDHS
Auto parts & Retellj Sane- s Storage

2- PRESENT USE OF BUILDING
< J

zmr
C2-1

3. JOS ADDRESS
1421 Tf. Adapts Blvd LA CA

fine msr.
4, BtTWEEEN CROSS STREETS
_ _ Vermont Ave

AND tor TYPE
Cg.taltos-St__________________f _JDiter.5. OWNER'S NAME * PHONE LOT SUE

i'ir, Francxscl Alinanzan_..& antonlo Ayala^ 734~9(
6. CWfSTS ADDRESS CITY ZIP ; —^7^^

1421 ff, Adams Blvd LA CA '
jursY ”BUS. LIC. NO.7. ENC0JTS2 riVE STATE UC. NO. _

eg -C^¥^<r
PHONE

A-.8, ARCHITECT OS DSISHSR ECS. Ud NO. ACRyE STATE UC. NO. PHONE BXDC. LINE

APF 7455 **■*7T «*7__aA XJ 5«3 “ ;

gr7 “ARfflntcr CS SKUeSfS ADCScS 2?enr

?o, carrzscjca _ sus, uc mo, active state uc. no. phone
Colonial & ^Constj,_C0m_3B2Ml^J21-Q3M^SI^s7raSfT5^DFSBnSG^mLCTN«WrL5f7HDlSE

one 131 One '
? XQSg
X Ta j ILL^I, 532E0F EXJSTWS. SUJ6. J

stejih 411 isaem 94 rl
11

PJC.HECfO _
mof ROM

slab
so; waus

OF BGSTBIC *tOC-3H>- J stucco.
1Z. CW- BU7BCAX

Hot mao5* STREET U®G

3“
job
T42X tf. Adams Blvd LA CA LA

i«. vAuumoo to wauoe jux fbh> EtxoMtarr redowco to ofejute uk isemwosbj mtomt *57,000.00
L FLOOD3 concrete block walls S one roof 4’-(

HWY, DCS. otSTservice 
door..,.. 

stohsTSBSt

x24’-0“ to be used as a storage . One

nrwE-fiFaczuxK Auto parts, ^® t501™;,
r°ra?1 gal.o £ x4»

ZONED »Y

-Paras-
fiEfKnT

1 13J
!WE SUDS

111 | DCS E2 i31-rf*L
TOTAL MfWUCM]DWELL

UKTTS
max
occ.

PAKKM6 PMVIDED IIGUEST
ROOMS

PARONGm
JEW ^ eoitf^ uistd. g am. com | gjc,

HPCPA COT.

7 326.35 SPtSA/

196.81

€££
3.94
SASS SPUMOERS £

<—4^-._____iPrj/. .Ytec. ym *

^7D-U) \™ t^mnerfohr
l ftAM OEQC EX?RS ONE TEAR AFT3J ?S 6 PAD. 9SUBT &t£eS 

TSWS AP73 HES 6 PA© SB 1» DAYS Ar^8 FS IS ?AtJ * COKStSCOat tS 
JKTCSMMSKS2

U «****«tbi. 4 5
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DECUUUTIONS AND CERTIFTCATtONS UCEHSED CONTRACTORS DECLARATION 

r • (commvflciAa
>7ts* r iwr&y j9%e M f ' ^n>m liciiHed under the p/ovof C 

Code, end mxMcenee le in Ml fore& i
Section 3Wlh*of

Lfc. C^M 13c. ykmbtr Contractor^

OWNEBMUMER DCCtAAATION ,17, f Sw^eSy MSsoit 4c< J ««r mxemt^t kern the Ccntredo*'* Liceme Lew for the Mfowhtg reeeon (tec, 7037,5, nueimm end 
P/ofeeexMe Cede: tof ccr or ceeatf nftwrfr /aqwyfer a pcooH jp cootirpei, aller, improvt, domoNafr, or ropolr omr etntetere, 
pr'/cria cm. *mmce,etee regofen* the *&+c*at foe mebpemt ioUe * e/gned Mrt—tot that J» fc Ucetmd ptument le fhe 
ptemicfle of the Cocirtdcf'e license Lew (Chapter « (coemeeacatg m£b Secticm Tibet of 3 of tfw teeiaem md Pee*
tea*>ons CodeJ or that he is exempt therefrom am# As Doom fer me anbjwtf cmpMi. Aef twoMao of Bactfae far
•fly appijcaot #or s permit tabject* the appNcant to s civil penalty of not j?4*y 9mr* five hnndherf daien £500).};
Qf, u owner of Xhe property, or toy employees with wapes as their sole mimpei—ffian. wflf do dm wotk+smd 0» etmeteo 

is not intended or ottered for safe {Sec. 7C44, gos&tess and Profession* Code: the Coetreexor’e f.irsess Law does nee appfcr 
Jo an ornate of property who &ottds or improves r*“ deet flirt werfr hfiiafM nr tfTrwjfr-ftfn-mm emeXefeem,
prodded bet each improvements ere not intended or (nf for eeie. if, however, the Imdernff or kepretemetit le eeid wHMe 
one^tf of compirtson, the owner-builder wiff hwaJhetoTtpnMrDf!Nto*i lKfV^t fal^iifa RfarrMr fniine~TrriTliii

OL» owner cf &e property, am excKwveiy contractiop with licensed1 contractors Jo ronetrset Me project {Sic. 7M4, 
Basnets and ProSjjetceu Cede: TV CoeAractor'a lieenseTjwr’does not appfy u> an owner of pnapsrRr admjOmU* or ",iyy ■■■■ 
thereon, and who centiMJa toe sncSi pesyects wise a JjRmxM faoansed peemaef fa Jfa CowtrseSee's Lirenee Law.}.
QI am exempt antler Sec.Pate-'1 ------ — - -- _ 3, A p* G-Jir.V me 

Owner's $tg******* ,KPEMSATVON
18.1 hereby affirm that I have * certificate of consent tp'sefa'Insere. or a certtficafar of Worker’p CmpsnaiBon Jeswranca, or

t ' WORKERS' CO DECLARATION
/

PoScy Ha
£3 4«rSj«d espy a* Visbr JtcTjjsVd.

efac>^^^tffgge4pvi4 ApmPEXERSr COMPENSATION WSUMIICE

,wjfnesi a^tb Jw £ss Ar^sles C27 OepL of
Di /Applicant's MssITnq AddressCERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM W

IS* I certify (hat In the perfonDance of the wort: for which this permit tr issued, I shell not employ any person fat any 
so as to become subject to the Woritars* Compensation Laws of California.

Acpecaat'sSitnehn----------- _ . _,—__ _ ______
wanes TO aPPZKMCT: K, Wber satimg ties Certifies** of Exemption, you should become subject Jo the Workers' Cas> 
peas^iew protmom ct the tabor Code, you most forthwith comply with such provisions or this pwmUt shell be ' ‘

Setfa.

revoked. COMSTRUCTJON LEN0M6 AGENCT
{See. 3097, dr. CJ

hleader's Wane tender's Addieae

2)./e«rfHyihstf hM read this fafoticatfon and stcteJVtths above kdoaeatioa he
end eomHy ordinances and stats lam* nbdtog to bt&diog ccestrocbeo, and hereby awbmizm 
enter upon the abore-meotipned property for imperfm ptrprmrs

B
a# mil* cfajr to

* 11talas that this permit « wi apptkwbca tor fawpecScn, BtW ft does not tpprmm or awthortxa the perk, specified berefav. 
. dhaa d doe* nA atf3onizg or pemir any violation or iaiT&re to ccmply wfttj atry appiicatdd law, that semof the »tty of Us

r or employee thereof mate any warranty- or ddl be rsefamiaiWe for- Ifaf perwmv 
' or the condition of the property or soil qson which such work ie performed.

Anames sert ary heard, dSpurtwnat,

{SiwSee. Sfj

TSfSigned
(jfmner or jffent having property cwner's ccewentj
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DECLARATIONS AND CERTIFICATION*;*
, LICENSED CONTRACTORS ’DCCtAMVOII - - .
15. $ tersey afErs: that f sra Deemed under the pr&fsbtH'cf Chapter 9 (commencing trtft Section 730?) pf UrrHsco 3 erf ste 

Eaaieesa enc ffriwysa Code. and rzy license te in fuff forte and effect.
lie. No,. ’ j__Cootrestorte CTjeteae,Os:« C^ass

Coetractoes Lr.j»3rrj /i^cr^sr. -
OWNEIMHatOBI PffT ftftrtTTftfl '

16. J MX2cr aiZrzi iter " air gxaspr tosre she Gccsradsde iSaente fjte fie Se'Jxt&wisig naeoc {See. 3B33JL xkd
Fny'sswcra Cece; A=y car/ cr csxxcf wfcaefe recur**- * paarzt to caceftra-A afier^iapra**; dnreefieSw ear ^saj sfcsstore,
cnoT to ca feasance. atec rstp&ts &b wp-'toar: for s»s& pcsed to G&e as£gc£ --------------' - - -
prowler* of toe Coetractcr'S Ucecse tor {Cfapcer 9 £scra»efe«s ynto Sects® 732301 of Cfe»cn»3«f tfteSiaaT*is,*nd ■*»- 
fessiccs Cede) or tte: te cs e*eapt tfterfifreo and toe teeie fte toe-aRngetf. fiHepffiin,L.4^rolteij«-ag Ssgfoh 733T.5 By 
sstyapoZczci fez s pesrs'.i subjects toe Seast is *. cm! penalty of net oar* than five hundred defter* I35DQ}', )s 
CyuK^s u*7ks & Lte property* or rcy siepto/es* with wages as toelr sete eempenttScM, w»n do tee worfc, and the- structure - 
itset tateaferf cr eferad fse safe {Sio. 7$u. Sus^err aad Professions Code; The Contractor's License taw docs net *ppfy , 
to sn cwy-er cd prrpsrr/ wS© SafCs cr iBicesves toereda, and who does such note himsetf or tSnwgfr hfe own cnp&yse*, - 
prevtoed zr.aa sne* improvements era ret intended or offered for sale. If, however, the building or improvement Sr sertf wftSfts I 
one year of completion, the cwnerteifder wifT have the harden of proving that he did net build or improve for the purpose I 
of safe.). '

Q L as owner ol the property, am exclusively contracting with licensed contractor* te construct the project (See. 7P££. 
Bfisioess and Professions Code: The Contractor's License Law does not apply to an owner of property who builds or improves 
soecersa. and wSo ccstszas lot -srefc projects with a confractDrfeJ licensed pursuant to the Contractor's License Law.).

3. & ?. C. for *M*Mf&*n -v^T.-.---------s*

** ** I* * ""
„ WOftKEBS* COMP^SATWM SSCLAJUTION ^
*7, | Nerehy a/fuui tfcac £ feve s c&rZjcsss cZ ccetesS to sei&irsa^, cr is csefftcaaeod barter's Ccopeosatjon Insoranc*. or 

a certified ccpy Caerscf /Ste. 2£CC, La£,
PdicyMd.

33_ szescs Cita? Kp. M
/l'=X‘4^rg% Owtaer's SSgaacsre

ftaeragc*CacipJRy
D CertCsd copy ** terahy tcrJsfszZ. '
tlj Ces^Ssd eccv xsEedweh tte La E? 5sL si STda;. a. Safeqr-

Caj*.
/^pCeands UaSmg Address

\d(\
si as 
See

CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION FROM WORKED COMPEN&tnC*
ify that in the performance of the woric for which S;is u
o fce^ne^u&iect^ the^^kers" Compensation Laws

. . ti= TO APPUCAJiTi if, after making this Certificate of Exemption, you should beccghf surest te as» wotfcan’ Carr-
&tns&U6a provisions e( the Labor Code, you must forthwith comply with such provisions or £& pensir shall: te deemed
revoked.

S’ in any nranneeee

Applicant’s Signature.
K

CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY -
dSos .fesdry? for tha perfdimahce of -the worfc for whlcff this peWC Is fitsutel19-1 'aessoy s&xsa

SSsc* 2CS?„ Or. GJ. ^ 
N/ Laaterfs .Vais

^'ICa
f

tgSQgg^Atorass . . . , _____ _ _
20. I certify tte= f tee n?s5 this am^icttlcm arfff ̂ uSS tfisf tte. accag tefenteteem te caaauL 9 agree Id comply with all city

anc ecusfjr crcfreanc«y snr£ scale-'Item- rehdSce txr teDting- ccoste^fctrv shd Aamiiv anfroros lasnaaenstfaes cd tote ca?f to
aider upon tte atcve^renCicred- paper-/ fer ............... ”

T realize mat this permit is art application Ice inspeeUcc. uHZ e; dtes cct appose, or aotecrise- tee wont, steaded: flaam. 
(hat If does not authorize or permit any vrafedetr or &3sz* to cerzp^y wdh any' applicable law, that neittec the csjr at Lest' 

_ any board, department, officer dr employee thereof make any warranty or th«!E he rssponsihlft tor dee perform
ance or resuits of any worfc described herein or. the condition of the property or toll upon which such worfc te perfareed. 
(See Sec. 91............. ... ' ' ' '
Angeles

//- zH -Xi’*S5CP93.
g>ger eg agaat teriasrptapfiigy^oer's consent) Petition

r
<* r i >'t >Y

APPLICATION ' £ --------

mSPBCTTGM l i '1

GZet3rt2Z**G£!£5 <LV NCW MM ITEW Am^om cmrmcMJB 
OF OCCUPANCY

f-~cr~2~&
?

OfSTRUCnONS: 1, ApfScaxA to Cctafietos Wunabcrttf Kerns Only. 2. Plot Plan Required op Back of OiygtmL I
iaxswoL j?

? 8 1
?z£CC< I THiCT
7 f j 5^nwpodv

"" I! MR 23-51

fart t£7T - _
tf^f6 S
moKt ox 7

1,
I

DESCL- CEKSESTBACT

? 221S.P2I
Z35EZ. PURPOSE OF B0TU3ING

(16) Muffler/Auto Parts £2-1. -
3, JOB ADDRESS FIRE DIST-

irreg

1421-29-31 W Adams Blvd
AM94. BETWEEN CROSS STREETS " '

__________Catarina St Vermont Aire
5. OV/NER’S NAME . . PHQXX -Antonio Ayala & Francisco Almanza. 734"»90356. mmses u&zsss ' '

14T21 W Aaams Blvd
2SPCITY 9D0O7LA

ACTIVE STATE UC. HO.
C22694

. rt«J«E
641-2S51

ALLEY7. ENGINEER L
Kunihirlo Nishiya

BUS. UC. NO.

. ACTIVE STATE LTC. HO^ . PWWE-

...-telrJJff
CITY 3P -

90045

8. Ecroaos BUS. UC NO ~3LpC- UIS
'/J

AFFIDAVITS

ZI 1*343 ^
9, ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER'S ADDRESS

6937 W 85th St. LA
BUS. UC wet ACTIVE STA7E"UC.“N0TJO. CONTJSTTOR

>u£v-
xa Or existing buildings oh lot ard USEft, 5Z£ Of tl&r 31DG.

ViiSTH 2 6 * UXZTfi 7 4
STORIES HEIGHT- 1 14
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rftos. %1431 W Adams Blvd 02016 - 10000 - 15382Application #: 
Plan Check #:

“is
Printed: 06/25/19 04:46 PM

Event Code:

Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Commercial 
Plan Check at Counter 
Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety Issued on: 08/08/2002

APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 

AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Last Status: Permit Finaled

Status Date: 08/28/2003
BLOCK1. TRACT LOT(s) ARB COUNTY MAP REF # PARCEL ID # (PIN #)

123B197 828
2. ASSESSOR PARCEL#

KENWOOD PARK TRACT 6 MR 23-51 5054-027-030

3. PARCEL INFORMATION

Area Planning Commission - South Los Angeles 
LADBS Branch Office - LA 
Council District - 8
Community Plan Area - South Central Los Angeles 
Census Tract - 2216.00

District Map - 123B197
Energy Zone - 8
Fire District - 2
Lot Cut Date - 11/29/1941
Near Source Zone Distance - 6.1

Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 634-A6

zones(S): [Q]C2-1 VL-HPOZ

4. DOCUMENTS

Zl - Zl-1055 
ZI - Z1-I231 
Zl - ZI-2304
SPA - South Central Alcohol Sales

ORD - ORD-162128 
ORD - ORD-171682 
ORD - ORD-173402 
HPOZ - Adams - Normandie

CRA-ZI 1055 ADM NORMANDIE 
CPC - CPC-1983-506-SP 
CPC - CPC-1999-143-HPOZ 
AFF - AFF-64528

5. CHECKLIST ITEMS

6. PROPERTY OWNER, TENANT, APPLICANT INFORMATION

Owner(s):
A W J W INVESTMENT CO 231 VERNON AVENO 101 LOS ANGELES CA 90037

Tenant:

Applicant: (Relationship: Agent for Owner) 
ABEL VENTURA - 1431 ADAMS BL LA, CA 90007 (323) 731-4300

7. EXISTING USE PROPOSED USE 8. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

(16) Retail USE OF LAND FOR USED AUTO SALES. APPROX. 50' x 50' DISPLAY AREA.

For inspection requests, call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD (524-2845), 

or request inspections via www.ladbs.org. To speak to a Call Center 

agent, call 311. Outside LA County, call (213) 473-3231.

9. # Bldgs cm Site St Use:

10. APPLICATION PROCESSING INFORMATION

Eddie Chavez 
Jameson Lee

BLDG. PC By: 
OK for Cashier:

DAS PC By: 
Coord. OK:

For Cashier’s Use Only W/O #: 21615382
Signature: Date:

tl. PROJECT VALUATION & FEE INFORMATION Final Fee Period

Permit Valuation: PC Valuation:$301

FINAL TOTAL Bldg-Alter/Repair
Permit Fee Subtotal Bldg-Alter/Repair
Handicapped Access
Plan Check Subtotal Bldg-Alter/Repair
Fire Hydrant Refuse-To-Pay
E.Q. Instrumentation
O S. Surcharge
Sys. Surcharge
Planning Surcharge
Planning Surcharge Misc Fee
Permit Issuing Fee
Permit Fee-Single Inspection Flag

94.83
73.13

7.31

0.50 Payment Date: 08/08/02 
Receipt No: LA04-066617 
Amount: $94.83 
Method: Cash

1.62
4.86
2.41
5.00
0.00

2002LA31766
Total Bond(s) Due:Sewer Cap ID:

12. ATTACHMENTS

Plot Plan
*P020161000015382FN*

P020161000015382FN

http://www.ladbs.org


13. STRUCTURE INVENTORY (Note: Numeric measurement data in the format "number / number" implies "change in numeric value i total resulting numeric value") 02016- 10000-15382

1 j. APPLICATION COMMENTS:

15. BUILDING RELOCATED FROM:

CLASS LICENSE#Hi. CONTRACTOR. ARCHITECT & ENGINEER NAME ADDRESS PHONE#

0(O) OWNER-BUILDER
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COUNCIL DISTRICT: 8 PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT

1431 W Adams Blvd Permit Application #: 02016 - 10000 - 15382
Bldg-Alter/Repair

Commercial

No Submit Plan Check

Plan Check #:
Initiating Office: METRO 

Printed on: 08/07/02 16:19:22

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety
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1429 W Adams Blvd 06016 - 10000 - 00387Application #:

Plan Check #: X06LA00327
I *£24

Printed: 06/25/19 04:47 PM

Event Code:

Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Commercial 
Express Permit 
No Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety Issued on: 02/09/2006

APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT 

AND CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Last Status: Permit Finaled

Status Date: 04/07/2006
1. TRACT BLOCK LOTfsi ARB COUNTY MAP REF# PARCEL ID# (PIN #1

123B197 826
2. ASSESSOR PARCEL#

KENWOOD PARK TRACT 5 1 MR 23-51 5054 -027- 028

3. PARCEL INFORMATION

Area Planning Commission - South Los Angeles 
LADBS Branch Office - LA 
Council District - 1
Certified Neighborhood Council - Empowerment Congress North Fire District - 2 
Community Plan Area - South Los Angeles

Census Tract - 2216.00 Methane Hazard Site - Methane Buffer Zone 
Near Source Zone Distance -6.1 
Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 634-A6

District Map - 123B197 
Energy Zone - 8

Lot Cut Date - 11/03/1953

zonescs): [Q]C2-1VL-HPQZ
j. DOCUMENTS

Zl - Zl-1231 South Central Alcohol Sales 
Zl - ZI-2344 Auto-Related/JunkYard/OpenSto ORD - ORD-171682 
TNI - West Adams 
SPA - South Central Alcohol Sales

ORD-ORD-162128 ICO - Auto-Related/JunkYard/OpenStorage CPC - CPC-1999-143-HPOZ
CDBG - LARC-Yes 
CDBG - LARZ-Central City 
AFF - AFF-7455

HPOZ - Adams - Normandie
ORD-ORD-173402 
ORD - ORD-173809-SA720

CPC - CPC-1983-506-SP 
CPC - CPC-1996-399-CPR

5. CHECKLIST ITEMS

6. PROPERTY OWNER. TENANT. APPLICANT INFORMATION

Owner(s):
ALMANZA, FRANCISCO CO TR F AND F ALN 758 HOLLAND AVE LOS ANGELES CA 90042

Tenant:

Applicant: (Relationship: Owner-Bldr)
FRANCISCO ALMANZA - OWNER-BUILDER (323)254-2766

7. EXISTING USE PROPOSED USE 8. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

(16) Retail REMOVE OLD ROLL ROOFING & INSTALL SAME TYPE ROLL ROOFING & 
PLYWOOD AS NEEDED.

For inspection requests, call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD (524-2845), 

or request inspections via www.ladbs.org. To speak to a Call Center 

agent, call 311. Outside LA County, call (213) 473-3231.

9. # Bides on Site & Use:

10. APPLICATION PROCESSING INFORMATION

BLDG. PC By:
OK for Cashier: Krisandra Miller

DAS PC By: 
Coord. OK:

For Cashier's Use Only W/O #: 61600387
Signature: Date:

11. PROJECT VALUATION & FEE INFORMATION Final Fee Period

Permit Valuation: $3,500 PC Valuation:

FINAL TOTAL Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Permit Fee Subtotal Bldg-Alter/Repair 
Fire Hydrant Refuse-To-Pay 
E.Q. Instrumentation 
O.S. Surcharge 

Sys. Surcharge 
Planning Surcharge 

Planning Surcharge Misc Fee 

Permit Issuing Fee

176.79
130.00

0,74
3.01
9.04

Payment Date: 02/09/06 
Receipt No: LA04-182134 
Amount: $176.79 
Method: Check

9.00
5.00

20.00

2006LA87868
Total Bond(s) Due:Sewer Cap ID:

12. ATTACHMENTS

*P060161000000387FN*

http://www.ladbs.org


13. STRUCTURE INVENTORY (Note: Numeric measurement data in the format "number / number" implies "change in numeric value / total resulting numeric value") 06016- 10000-00387

14. APPLICATION COMMENTS:

15. BUILDING RELOCATED FROM:

PHONE#CLASS LICENSE#U. CONTRACTOR. ARCHITECT & ENGINEER NAME ADDRESS

(323) 254-27660(O) OWNER-BUILDER



1431 W Adams Blvd 17048 - 10000 - 01421# Permit#:'04
Plan Check#: B17LA08377 Printed: 06/25/19 04:48 PM

Event Code:

Sign
Onsite
Plan Check at Counter 
Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety Issued on: 08/31/2017

APPLICATION FOR INSTALLATION 

AND INSPECTION OF SIGNS

Last Status: Issued

Status Date: 08/31/2017

1. TRACT BLOCK LOTfsl COUNTY MAP REF #ARB PARCEL IP# (PIN#)

123B197 828
2. ASSESSOR PARCEL #

KENWOOD PARK TRACT 6 MR23-51 5054 -027-030

3. PARCEL INFORMATION

Area Planning Commission - South Los Angeles 
LADBS Branch Office - LA 
Council District - 8
Certified Neighborhood Council - Empowerment Congress North Fire District - 2 
Community Plan Area - South Los Angeles

Census Tract - 2216.01 Near Source Zone Distance - 1.4 
Thomas Brothers Map Grid - 634-A6District Map - 123B197 

Energy Zone - 8

Methane Hazard Site - Methane Buffer Zone

zones(S): [Q]C2-1 VL-HPOZ

4. DOCUMENTS

Zl - ZI-2374 LOS ANGELES STATE ENTEF Zl - Zl-2452 Transit Priority Area in the Cit 
Zl - ZI-2397 N University Park - Expo Park - TNI - West Adams 
Zl - ZI-2412 Fast Food Establishments 
Zl - ZI-2440 Adams - Normandie

ORD - ORD-162128 
ORD - ORD-171681 
ORD - ORD-171682 
ORD - ORD-173402

ORD - ORD-173809-SA720 
ORD - ORD-176589 
ORD - ORD-180218 
HPOZ - Adams - Normandie

SPA - South Los Angeles Alcohol Sales 
ORD - ORD-129726

S. CHECKLIST ITEMS

6. PROPERTY OWNER. TENANT. APPLICANT INFORMATION

Owner(s):
AYALA, ANTONIO DECD EST OF 2002 MAGNOLIA AVE LOS ANGELES CA 90007

Tenant:

Applicant: (Relationship: Agent for Owner) 
FRANCISCO VALLE- 2801 S VERMONT AVE LA, CA 90007 (0)-
7. EXISTING USE PROPOSED USE 8. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

(19) Wall Sign Install (1) illuminated reverse channel letter wall sign; (1) 4'-5"(W) x 2'-5"(H) SIGN, 
"ATTEST AUTO REPAIR" (5 sf, 11.16’ ABOVE GRADE);

For inspection requests, call toll-free (888) LA4BUILD (524-2845), 

or request inspections via www.ladbs.org. To speak to a Call Center 

agent, call 311. Outside LA County, call (213) 473-3231.

9. # Bldgs on Site & Use:

10. APPLICATION PROCESSING INFORMATION

James Detchmendy 
Christopher Komancheck

DAS PC By: 
Coord. OK:

BLDG. PC By: 
OK for Cashier:

For Cashier's Use Only W/O#: 74801421
Signature: Date:

11. PROJECT VALUATION & FEE INFORMATION Final Fee Period

PC Valuation:Permit Valuation: $1,500

265.35 Control Devices Fee 
130.00

12.00FINAL TOTAL Sign
Permit Fee Subtotal Sign
Plan Check Subtotal Sign
E.Q. Instrumentation
D.S.C. Surcharge
Sys. Surcharge
Planning Surcharge
Planning Surcharge Misc Fee
Planning Gen Plan Maint Surcharge
CA Bldg Std Commission Surcharge
Permit Issuing Fee
Signs or Gas Tube Systems Fee
Electrical Service Fee

0.00
0.50
6.53

13.05
Payment Date: 08/31/17 
Receipt No: 0101783767 
Amount: $265.35 
Method: Check

9.42
10.00
7.85
1.00

27.00
36.00
12.00 2017LA88825

Total Bond(s) Due:Sewer Cap ID:

12. ATTACHMENTS

Plot Plan
*P170481000001421FN*

P170481000001421FN

http://www.ladbs.org


13. STRUCTURE INVENTORY (Note: Numeric measurement data in the format "number / number" implies "change in numeric value / total resulting numeric value") 17048 -10000 - 01421

In the event that any box (i,e. 1-16) is filled to capacity , it is 
possible that additional information has been captured 
electronically and could not be printed due to space 
restrictions. Nevertheless the information printed exceeds 
that required by section 19825 of the Health and Safety 
Code of the State of California.

14. APPLICATION COMMENTS:

IS- BUILDING RELOCATED FROM:

16. CONTRACTOR. ARCHITECT & ENGINEER NAME ADDRESS CLASS LICENSE # PHONE #

(C) PINOY CREATIONS SIGNS AND SERVICES H 422 MILFORD ST UNIT A, GLENDALE, CA 91203 C45 1018555

PERMIT EXPIRATION/REFUNDS: This permit expires two years after the date of the permit issuance. This permit will also expire if no construction work is performed for a continuous 
period of 180 days (Sec. 98.0602 LAMC). Claims for refund of fees paid must be filed within one year from the date of expiration for permits granted by LADBS (Sec. 22.12 & 22.13 
LAMC). The permittee may be entitled to reimbursement of permit fees if the Department fails to conduct an inpection within 60 days of receiving a request for final inspection (HS 1795!).

17. LICENSED CONTRACTOR'S DECLARATION

I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that I am licensed under the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code, and my 
license is in full force and effect. The following applies to B contractors only: I understand the limitations of Section 7057 of the Business and Professional Code related to my ability to take 
prime contracts or subcontracts involving specialty trades.

1018555 PINOY CREATIONS SIGNS AND SERVICES INCC45 License No.:License Class: Contractor:

18. WORKERS’ COMPENSATION DECLARATION

I hereby affirm, under penalty of perjury, one of the following declarations:

(_) I have and will maintain a certificate of consent to self insure for workers' compensation, as provided for by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which 
this permit is issued.

(_) I have and will maintain workers' compensation insurance, as required by Section 3700 of the Labor Code, for the performance of the work for which this permit is issued. My workers' 
compensation insurance carrier and policy number are:

Policy Number:Carrier:

(_) I certify that in the performance of the work for which this permit is issued, I shall not employ any person in any manner so as to become subject to the workers' compensation laws of 
California, and agree that if I should become subject to the workers' compensation provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code, I shall forthwith comply with those provisions.

WARNING: FAILURE TO SECURE WORKERS' COMPENSATION COVERAGE IS UNLAWFUL, AND SHALL SUBJECT AN EMPLOYER TO CRIMINAL PENALTIES AND 
CIVIL FINES UP TO ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000), IN ADDITION TO THE COST OF COMPENSATION, DAMAGES AS PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 
3706 OF THE LABOR CODE, INTEREST, AND ATTORNEY'S FEES.

19. ASBESTOS REMOVAL DECLARATION / LEAD HAZARD WARNING

I certify that notification of asbestos removal is either not applicable or has been submitted to the AQMD or EPA as per section 19827.5 of the Health and Safety Code. Information is available at 
(909) 396-2336 and the notification form at www.aqmd.gov. Lead safe construction practices are required when doing repairs that disturb paint in pre-1978 buildings due to the presence of lead per section 
6716 and 6717 of the Labor Code. Information is available at Health Services for LA County at (800) 524-5323 or the State of California at (800) 597-5323 or www, dhs, ca. gov/child lead.

20. CONSTRUCTION LENDING AGENCY DECLARATION

I hereby affirm under penalty of perjury that there is a construction lending agency for the performance of the work for which this permit is issued (Sec. 3097, Civil Code).

Lender's Address:Lender’s Name (If Any):

21. FINAL DECLARATION

I certify that I have read this application INCLUDING THE ABOVE DECLARATIONS and state that the above information INCLUDING THE ABOVE DECLARATIONS is correct. I agree to 
comply with ali city and county ordinances and state laws relating to building construction, and hereby authorize representatives of this city to enter upon the above-mentioned property for inspection 
purposes. I realize that this permit is an application for inspection and that it does not approve or authorize the work specified herein, and it does not auhorize or permit any violation or failure to comply 
with any applicable law. Furthermore, neither the City of Los Angeles nor any board, department officer, or employee thereof, make any warranty, nor shall be responsible for the performance or results of 
any work described herein, nor the condition of the property nor the soil upon which such work is performed. I further affirm under penalty of perjury, that the proposed work will not destroy or 
unreasonably interfere with any access or utility easement belonging to others and located on my property, but in the event such work does destroy or unreasonably interfere with such easement, a 
substitute easement(s) satisfactory to the holder(s) of the easement will be provided (Sec. 91.0106.4.3.4 LAMC).

By signing below, I certify that:

(1) I accept all the declarations above namely the Licensed Contractor's Declaration, Workers' Compensation Declaration, Asbestos Removal Declaration / Lead Hazard Warning, Construction 

Lending Agency Declaration, and Final Declaration; and

(2) This permit is being obtained with the consent of the legal owner of the property.

["**) Contractor Authorized AgentDate:Sign:Print Name:

http://www.aqmd.gov


COUNCIL DISTRICT: 8 INSPECTION DISTRI PLOT PLAN

1431 W Adams Blvd Permit Application# : 17048 - 10000 - 01421
Sign 

Onsite 

Plan Check

City of Los Angeles - Department of Building and Safety Plan Check#: B17LA08377 

Initiating Office: METRO 

Printed on: 08/31/17 13:53:38PLOT PLAN ATTACHMENT
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A 11
*\ >* r' t l*S > 1 ' Form B-95^-20M^3-47

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT

OF <
BUILDING AND SAFETY

' . -f T 1* vv f. r -V l'V ' C Address of 
.Building....li(r27...W.*r.Adan{s...Blyd«

Marion
1322 Lime" Ave, •
........................................................i....................t *

Los/Angeles*. Calif.
26035

N
c

n f <*t* i
Ownerr, ,

Owner’s
Address

t

«

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY t

Date Certificate Issued:

JUL 1 0 1947Permit 
.Number . 1946 Year

-........ 19

This certifies that, so far as ascertained by or made known to the undersigned, the 
building at the above address complies with the applicable requirements of the Munic
ipal Code, as follows: Chapter 1, as to permitted uses of said property; Chapter 9, Ar
ticles'T, 3, 4, and 5; and with the applicable requirements of the State Housing Act,— 
for the following occupancies: " 'A** t ,M 1-*- **>*>tI , V » *

{ i 1 :
/ 1 !

0 yice fjor^used carp, 12* x 12* * 
pancyOne !t

*
i

/j
lfc

iirv
r

\
\' f*k %

l

«>r /t G. E. MORRIS 
Superintendent of BuildingNOTE: Any change of use or occupancy 

must be approved by the Denartmentoi 
Building and Safety. ,

i

%*2 «

By♦t4 «i V11 A t-<1* A•pnjlr sM * '<1t1 * t«



k «* l

1 •fit CITY OF LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY*

* \ <Yv
Address of 
Building ..
Permit No 
and Year
Certificate August 10. 1954
Issued ..................r..........................................................

1421 1fl. Adams Blvd..
CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

:..M...69060/53.LA 175315/5.3 NOTE: Any change of use or occupancy 
must be approved by the Department .of 
Building and Safety.

t

, 19
This certifies that, so far as ascertained by or made known to the undersigned, the building at above address 
complies with the applicable requirements of the Municipal Code, as follows’ Ch. 1, as to permitted uses; Ch. 
9, Arts. 1, 3, 4, and 5; and with applicable requirements of State Housing Act,—for following occupancies:

94’6” Offices and1 Story, Type V, 41f x 
Shop. G-l Occupancy.

i

4 9 2Viking Companies 
9636d SahtaJ Monica 
B&verly Hills, Calif.

«Owner lvd.
j

WILLIAM A. TINKERag
Form B-95a—20M—5-54 G. E. MORRIS, Superintendent of Building By....



CITY OF LOS ANGELES .

Certificate nf (©rrupancij
Any change of use or occupancy must be approved 
by the Department of Building and Safety.

Form B-95a

NOTE:

Issued
Address of 
Building
Permit No. 
and Year
This certifies that, so far as ascertained by or made known to the undersigned, the building at above address complies with the applicable 
requirements of the Municipal Code, as follows Ch. 1, as to permitted uses, Ch 9, Arts 1, 3, 4, and 5, and with applicable requirements 
of State Housing Act,—for following occupancies*

October 31* 1958 

1429 W. Adams Sivd 

JLA 3141-1958

1 story# typo V, 221 & drug store

building* &-1 Occupancy ^

8 0 0 5 0 0 SOIo
<8 G. E. MORRIS, 

Superintendent of Building&£ «/>
III1 CT,!i,|ni 'i

AS?KOj* I

.....USMXZZ.........ailBy..

^ £8 0 Cfit C £2 £5 ~~ C5 *23. S5. fe?- fit jCr W ^ *5 r* sc? fe* <e v?

t f - —
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
!r~DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY

nN?
BUILDING DIVISION

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
A

A...:., 193 • ’tv f *Los Angeles, Calif.,.
/

/)
\ tTHIS CERTIFIES that the...:.. t r<

..s*r,

i
j vL■■avaA

J r~ t ,

*V * ^»> *
A

* Jr* Vr

hs1/< I A

vvhich Building Permit Np.. 
been inspected and found to comply with Building Ordinance provisions. /..

Street,/ *iing, located at.i -is i <-r

P
was'ifesufed...:?: *

£,' 1 /; u\
,193....,ti L

V
rr-t •

„ i •« •5'-'v';\, 'H
t /

BOARD OF BUILDING AND SAFETY,
i i

( „* •v /> j
i * X4By....?.:.

Phipf r’lorlr
J <?t if *

ft ■\
i f t % C*128 t 9 , J



r«

Address of 
Building 1421-31 W. Adams Bl.

CITY OF LOS ANQELES

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY

Note: Any change of use of occupancy must be approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety.

13 This certifies that, so far as ascertained or made known to the undersigned, the vacant land, buiidfng or 
portion of building described below and located at the above address complies with the applicable con
struction requirements (Chapter 9) and/or the applicable zoning requirements (Chapter 1) of the Los 
Angeles Municipal Code for the use, or occupancy group in which it is classified.* (Non-Residential 
Uses)

□ This certifies that, so far as ascertained by or made known to the undersigned, the building or portion of 
building described below and located at the above address complies with the applicable requirements of 
the Municipal Code, as follows: Ch. 1, as to permitted uses, Ch. 9, Arts. 1,3,4, and S; and with applicable 
requirements of State Housing Law-for following occupancies:* (Residential Uses)

i\

'^1 % \

87LA82349Permit No. and Year

O One story, Type V-N, 26' x 74'8", 
muffler/auto parts building.
H4 occupancy.

i

< j

ro

co

I

\ o

4LO G No Change In Parking requirement.

+ Compact____

Total Parking Required 

Total Parking Provided____ ^ — Standard

* ALSO SUBJECT TO ANY AFFIDAVITS OR BUILDING AND ZONING CODE MODIFICATIONS WHETHER 
LISTED ABOVE OR NOT.

Issued BuX(

<©>
Division^
GENPMS/ EQ - BMI - COMM

Office:
VN-WLA-SP-C.D. #

Lu:
BLDGr-BCS

Antonio Ayala & Francisco AimanzaOwner

Owner's
Address 1421 W. Adams Bl.

Los Angeles, CA 90007
5-10-90

/

R. Kline/D.L./mfa
By:Issued:

B&S B-95A (R.3/88)



City of Los Angeles
California

JAMES K. HAHN 
MAYOR ,

.V

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
ADDRESS OF BUILDING: 1431 W. ADAMS BOULEVARD

Any change of use of occupancy must be approved by the Department of Building 
and Safety.

NOTE:

[X] This certifies that, so far as ascertained or made known to the undersigned, the vacant land, 
building or portion of building described below and located at the address complies with the 
applicable construction requirements {Chapter 9) and/or the applicable zoning requirements (Chapter 
1) of the Los Angeles Municipal Code for the use, or occupancy group in which it is classified.* 
(Non-Residential Uses)

6[] This certifies that, so far as ascertained by or make known to the undersigned, the building or 
portion of building described below and located at the above address complies with the applicable 
requirements of the Municipal Code, as follows: Ch. 1, as to permitted uses, Ch. 9, Arts. 1,3,4, 
and 5; and with applicable requirements of State Housing Law-for following occupancies:* 
(Residential uses)

6

Permit No. and Year: 02016-10000-15382 N
USE OF LAND - AUTO SALES

£0

S

(X) NO CHANGE IN PARKING REQUIREMENT.

ALSO SUBJECT TO ANY AFFIDAVITS OR BUILDING AND ZONING CODE 
MODIFICATIONS WHETHER LISTED ABOVE OR NOT.

*

Division:
(GI)-MS-MSS-EQ-BMI-COMM:

Issued By/Office;
(LA)-VN-WLA-SP-C.D. #:

Bureau:
(BLDG)-BCS:

A.W.J.W. INVESTMENT CO. 
231 W. VERNON AVE., #101 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037

OWNER: 
OWNER 1S 
ADDRESS:

BY: M.MARTIN/A.M./D.R.08/28/2003Issued:
08-B-95C (R.11/89)

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER RecydaMe and made from recyded waste

\



1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

Historic Resource Evaluation

Attachment D: Historic Aerials and Sanborn Insurance Maps

Historic Aerials
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Historic Resource Evaluation 1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles
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1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

Historic Resource Evaluation
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1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

Historic Resource Evaluation
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Historic Resource Evaluation 1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles
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W.H. Bonner Associatesm*\

Archaeofaunal Studies 
Archaeological Survey: 

Historical & Genealogical Research

F'gnln 4' P’l'ri.ucAl) Ardhlrriiiul:

1 5 S13 Cgrj n Av?nu 
Garc'ena, CA. 30243-44-

(310} £75-27 
E-ffi; I. whbortne-'tfac .cor

July 24, 2019

David Kaplan 
KCK Architects 
2526 18th Street 
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Subject: Historic Records Search Results for 1421, 1429, and 1431 West Adams 
Boulevard Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, CA

Dear Mr. Kaplan:

At your request, W. H. Bonner Associates has conducted a historic records search for 
your project located at 1421, 1429, and 1431 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
California 90007. The records search was conducted on July 23, 2019, at the South 
Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC), California State University, Fullerton.

To identify any historic properties, the rolls of the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP), California Historical Landmarks (CHL), and California Points of Historical 
Interest (CPHI) were examined. The California State Historic Resources Inventory (HRI), 
Historic Preservation Overlay Zones (HPOZ), and the Los Angeles City Historic-Cultural 
Monuments List (LACHCM) were also reviewed to determine local resources previously 
evaluated for their historic significance. Built dates were determined from the website of 
the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor.

Record Search Results

1421 West Adams Boulevard 90007 
APN 5054-027-028

Commercial Property
First improvement built year 1954/effective built year 1964
Directory of Properties in the Historic Property Data File - Not Listed
Los Angeles City Historic-Cultural Monuments List (LACHCM) - Not listed
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) - Not listed
California Points of Historic Interest (CPHI) - Not listed
California Historic Landmarks (CHL) - Not listed
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) - Not Listed



1429 West Adams Boulevard 90007 
APN 5054-027-029

Commercial Property
First improvement built year 1958/effective built year 1958
Directory of Properties in the Historic Property Data File - Not Listed
Los Angeles City Historic-Cultural Monuments List (LACHCM) - Not listed
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) - Not listed
California Points of Historic Interest (CPHI) - Not listed
California Historic Landmarks (CHL) - Not listed
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) - Not Listed

1431 West Adams Boulevard 90007 
APN 5054-027-30 

Vacant Lot
Directory of Properties in the Historic Property Data File - Not Listed
Los Angeles City Historic-Cultural Monuments List (LACHCM) - Not listed
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) - Not listed
California Points of Historic Interest (CPHI) - Not listed
California Historic Landmarks (CHL) - Not listed
Historic Preservation Overlay Zone (HPOZ) - Not Listed

Note: The West Adams Presbyterian Church and associated residence are located at 
1445 and 1449 West Adams Boulevard, respectively. These are adjacent to the property 
at 1431 West Adams. Both the church and residence are listed as 2S2 (Eligible for 
National Register Listing) on the Directory of Properties by the State Historic 
Preservation Office.

Please Note: Due to processing delays and other factors, not all of the historical resource 
reports and resource records that have been submitted to the Office of Historic 
Preservation are available via this records search. Additional information may be 
available through the federal, state, and local agencies that produced or paid for historical 
resource management work in the search area. Additionally, Native American tribes have 
historical resource information not in the CHRIS Inventory, and you should contact the 
California Native American Heritage Commission for information on local/regional tribal 
contacts.

We appreciate this opportunity to assist you on your project. If we can be of any further 
assistance, or if you have any questions concerning this letter, please do not hesitate to 
contact our office at (310) 675-2745 or via e-mail, whbonner@aol.com.

Sincerely,

Wayne H. Bonner, M.A.
RPA Certified Archaeologist #10085

mailto:whbonner@aol.com


Directory of Properties in the Historic Property Data File for LOS ANGELES County.
CITY.NAME

Page 605 04-05-12
OWN YR-C OHP-PROG.. PRG-REFERENCE-NUMBER STAT-DAT

OFFICE OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROPERTY-NUMBER PRIMARY-# STREET.ADDRESS

* * *

NRS CRITNAMES

3SHIST.SURV. 0053-4148-0000LOS ANGELES 190119-172808
19-162938
19-171519
19-166500

JOSEPH LIPPINCOTT RESIDENCE P026828 1256 W ADAMS BLVD

HIST.SURV. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.SURV.

0053-2939-0000 
DOE-19-86-0004-0000 
HUD860725J 
0053-4149-0000

7RWILLIAM AND ELLA BONSALL RESIDENCE LOS ANGELES 1899P025530 1315 W ADAMS BLVD
08/01/86
08/01/86

2S2 C 
2S2 C
3SLOS ANGELES P026829 19-172809

19-162939
19-172810
19-162940
19-173364
19-166498
19-171520
19-166494

WILLIAM T BISHOP RESIDENCE, ROGER 18981326 W ADAMS BLVD

3SWILLIAM T BISHOP RESIDENCE, EL SEN LOS ANGELES HIST.SURV. 0053-4150-00001898026830 1342 W ADAMS BLVD P

08/01/86
08/01/86

DOE-19-86-0005-0000
HUD860725K
0053-2940-0000
DOE-19-86-0006-0000
HUD860725L
DOE-19-86-0007-0000
HUD860725M
HUD960304F

2S2 C 
2S2 C

LOS ANGELES HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.SURV. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
PROJ.REVW.

064771 1347 W ADAMS BLVD RESIDENCE U

WEST ADAMS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, FI LOS ANGELES 1928 7R025531 1445 W ADAMS BLVD P
08/01/86
08/01/86
08/01/86
08/01/86
03/13/96

2S2 C
2S2 C 
2S2 C 
2S2 C

19-173365
19-166493
19-176385
19-166491

064773 1449 W ADAMS BLVD RESIDENCE LOS ANGELES U

101160 1501 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES 6YP 1912

02/01/07
06/01/92

165356
086424

1688 W ADAMS BLVD 
1888 W ADAMS BLVD

PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.SURV.

FCC060905F
0053-4739-0000

6YLOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES

P 1927
192019-174760

19-165052
19-174761
19-165049
19-174762
19-165053
19-174763
19-165191
19-174764
19-165192

6LP

06/01/92086425 1895 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES HIST.SURV. 0053-4740-0000 6LP 1923

06/01/92086426 1902 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES HIST.SURV. 0053-4741-0000 6L1930P

06/01/92086427 1909 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES HIST.SURV.1930 0053-4742-0000 6LP

06/01/92086428 1911 W ADAMS BLVD 0053-4743-0000LOS ANGELES 1934 HIST.SURV.U 6L

08/03/98
08/03/98

125129 1968 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES 1906 HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.SURV.

DOE-19-98-0322-0000
HUD980803I
0053-0382-0000

Y 6 Y
6Y

021471 19-165048
19-167504
19-174085
19-162662

1999 W ADAMS BLVD GOLDEN STATE MUTUAL LIFE INS CO, G LOS ANGELES 1949P 7R

BRITT HOUSE / FIRST INTERSTATE ATH LOS ANGELES 06/22/84
05/17/79
05/17/79
04/09/91
04/09/91
02/28/06
05/03/99
05/03/99

073573 2141 W ADAMS BLVD 1910 TAX.CERT. 
HIST.RES. 
HIST.SURV. 
HIST.RES. 
NAT.REG. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES. 
NAT.REG.

537.9-19-0034
NPS-79000483-0000
0053-4711-0000
NPS-91000383-0000
19-0050
FCC060214L
NPS-01001456-0000
19-0283

2S3P C
IS C
IS C

073011 19-174058
19-157403

3320 W ADAMS BLVD WINTER-PEPPERDINE HOUSE, HOLMAN ME LOS ANGELES P 2S0
3S

161149
123078

3320 W ADAMS BLVD 
4101 W ADAMS BLVD

HOLMAN UNITED METHODIST CHURCH OF 
MCCARTY MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN CHURCH,

LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES

P 1958
1932

6Y
ISP C
3S C

026576
171622
171623
171624
086429
100597

19-172563 4300 W ADAMS BLVD 
4339 W ADAMS BLVD 
4347 W ADAMS BLVD 
4349 W ADAMS BLVD 
4423 W ADAMS BLVD 
4471 W ADAMS BLVD

HOTEL ADSON LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES

HIST.SURV. 
PROJ.REVW. 
PROJ.REVW. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.SURV. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES. 
PROJ.REVW. 
HIST.RES.

1924 
1960 
1922 
1939
1925 
1930

0053-3904-0000
HUD080109F
HUD080109F
HUD080109F
0053-4744-0000
DOE-19-94-0519-0000
HRG94 0202Z
DOE-19-95-0092-0000
HRG94 0202Z
DOE-19-95-0093-0000
HRG940202Z
DOE-19-95-0094-0000
HRG940202Z
DOE-19-94- 0239- 0000

P 7R
04/17/08
04/17/08
04/17/08
06/01/92
11/22/94
11/22/94
02/08/95
02/08/95
02/08/95
02/08/95
02/08/95
02/08/95
07/01/94

6UP
6U
6U

19-174765
19-176150
19-157428
19-175975

U 6L
P 6Y

6Y
100319 4625 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES P 1910 6Y

6Y
100320 19-175976 4851 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES P 1923 6Y

6Y
100321 19-175977 4857 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES 6YP 1926

6Y
097917 19-175352 4865 W ADAMS BLVD LOS ANGELES M 1927 6Y



1421, 1429 and 1431 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles

Historic Resource Evaluation

ATTACHMENT F: DPR Records

August 5, 2019Kaplan Chen Kaplan



State of California D The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI #

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomial
NRHP Status Code 6Z

Other Listings Review Code Reviewer Date

Page 1 of 1 
P1. Other Identifier:

*Resource Name or #: (Assigned by recorder) 1421 W. Adams Blvd. Los Angeles, CA

*P2. Location: Not for PublicationDUnrestricted
County Los Angeles 

USGS 7.5' QuadDateT; R; □ of □ of Sec; B.M.
Address City 1421 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles Zip 90007 
UTM:

* and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)a.
*b.
c.

(Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone, mE/ mN 

e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, decimal degrees, etc., as appropriate)
APN: 5054-027-028

Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and 
boundaries)

A 40 foot wide by 94 foot long building was constructed on the east half of the parcel and the west half is a surface parking lot. The 
building is one-story and rectangular in plan. The front elevation is clad with vertical wood boards and the sides of the building are 
stucco clad. The front elevation form is that of a frame with the storefront windows and a door enframed by the building. There are no 
architectural details on the front or side elevations. The side walls are slightly taller than the front wall. The west side of the building 
wall is longer than the east. There is a door opening with a roll down metal screen on the west side of the front fagade and there is a 
large opening with metal roll down screens. The side elevations are utilitarian with windows of varying sizes.

d.

*P3a.

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP6

*P4. Resources Present:XD BuildingD Structured ObjectD SiteD Districts Element of Districts Other (Isolates, etc.) 

P5b. Description of Photo: (view, date, accession #) July 2019
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and 

Source: Xd Historic □ Prehistori 

□ Both
P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.) __________________________________

1953
*P7. Owner and Address:

*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, 
and address) Pam O’Connor. Kaplan Chen 
Kaplan, 2526 18thSt., Santa Monica, CA 
90405
*P9. Date Recorded: 8/2019 Survey 
Type: (Describe) Intensive

41
v*)

, jg..
ifII \ w i

9.

*P11.
report and other sources, or enter "none.") 
Historic Resources Survey, 1421, 1429, 1431 
W. Adams Blvd, 8/2019___________________

Report Citation: (Cite survey

K -<•.

S *Attachments:DNONEDLocation 
MapDContinuation SheetDBuilding,
Structure, and Object Record 
□Archaeological 
RecordDLinear 
RecordDMilling Station RecordDRock 
Art Record

-j
ii

RecordDDistrict
Feature

□Artifact RecordDPhotograph RecordD Other (List):

DPR 523A (9/2013) *Required information



1421 W. Adams Boulevard *NRHP Status Code 6Z1 ^Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
Page1of2

Cpmmercial BuildingCommon Name: B3.
Commercial Building 

*B5. Architectural Style: Vernacular 
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)

B1Historic Name: B2. 
B4. Present Use:

Original Use:

The building was constructed in 1953. In 1987 a read addition was constructed.

*B7. Moved? No Date:
*B8.
B9a.

B10. Significance: Theme Commercial Devrelopment & Automobile Area: Los Angeles
Period of Significance: 1910-1970 0Property Type Commercial Applicable Criteria None (Discuss importance in terms 
of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.

Original Location:
Related Features,
Architect: Robert E. Faxon b. Builder: Owner, Antonio A vala and Francisco Almanzan

*

City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the subject buildings.

Year Name
1953 The Viking Company Offices and Shop per building permit
1954-1964 D onald E. French
1976 Gary’s Tux Shop
1986 A1 Auto Shop
2007 Liberia Azteca

(o) Owner; note building owner may not have resided at the building 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

Historic Evaluation Report for 1421.1429. 
1431 W. Adams Blvd.. Kaplan Chen Kaplan 8/2019.
*B12. References:

B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator: Pam O’Connor, Kaplan Chen Kaplan
*Date of Evaluation: 8/2019

*

3(This space reserved for official comments.)

1421 West Adams Blvd. N

©
V Sf As

DPR 523B (9/2013) *Required information



State of California D The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI #

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomial
NRHP Status Code 6Z

Other Listings Review Code Reviewer Date

Page1 of 1 *Resource Name or #: (Assigned by recorder)

P1. Other Identifier:
1429 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA

* P2. Location: Not for PublicationDUnrestricted
a. County Los Angeles 

*b. USGS 7.5' QuadDateT; R; □ of □ of Sec; B.M.

* and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)

c. Address City 1429 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles Zip 90007
d. UTM: (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone 
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, decimal degrees, etc., as appropriate)

APN: 5054-027-029
Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and 
boundaries)

A narrow building, 22 feet wide by 75 feet long, was constructed on the narrow parcel. There is surface parking, accessed from the 
alley, on the parcel behind the building. The building is a one-story vernacular commercial building, The building is simple in design 
with side piers of brick and a projecting canopy. The roof is flat, but there is a false front for signage above the canopy. The storefront 
has an entry door that is slightly off center. There are display windows to each side of the door. Windows are covered with wooden or 
metal slats.

mE/ mN

*P3a.

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) HP6

*P4. Resources Present:XD BuildingD 
Structured ObjectD SiteD Districts 
Element of Districts Other (Isolates, 
etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (view, date, 
accession #) July 2019
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Source: Xd Historic □ Prehistori 

□ Both

P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.)

,VWI
V.

<4-:\
_^5^

<*
Ki 1958

I *P7. Owner and Address:(l!
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, 
and address) Pam O’Connor, Kaplan Chen 
Kaplan, 2526 18thSt., Santa Monica, CA 
90405
*P9. Date Recorded: 8/2019 Survey 
Type: (Describe) Intensive

k

* <3 'A
[to]

*P11.
report and other sources, or enter "none.") 
Historic Resources Survey, 1421, 1429, 1431 
W. Adams Blvd, 8/2019___________________

Report Citation: (Cite survey

*Attachments:DNONEDLocation
MapDContinuation SheetDBuilding, Structure, and Object Record
□Archaeological RecordDDistrict RecordDLinear Feature RecordDMilling Station RecordDRock Art Record 
□Artifact RecordDPhotograph RecordD Other (List):

DPR 523A (9/2013) *Required information



1429 W. Adams Boulevard *NRHP Status Code 6Z1 ^Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
Page1of2

Commercial BuildingCommon Name: B3.
Commercial Building 

*B5. Architectural Style: Vernacular 
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)

B1Historic Name: B2. 
B4. Present Use:

Original Use:

The building was constructed in 1958 as a drug store. In the 1980s the building started to support automobile services. There was no architect 
listed on the building permit. The engineer for the building was R. W. Hall.

*B7. Moved? No Date:
*B8. Related Features:
B9a. Architect: None b. Builder: Richard Modiano

B10. Significance: Theme Commercial Devrelopment & Automobile Area: Los Angeles
Period of Significance: 1910-1970 0Property Type Commercial Applicable Criteria None (Discuss importance in terms 
of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.

Original Location:

*

City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the subject buildings.

Year Name
1958 Drugstore per building permit

Iwais Coin Laundry________
Antonia Ayala_____________
A1 Muffler

1975
1981
1986-1990
2011 Liberia Azteca
2012-2014 Auto Parts

(o) Owner; note building owner may not have resided at the building 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

Historic Evaluation Report for 1421,1429, 
1431 W. Adams Blvd., Kaplan Chen Kaplan 8/2019.
*B12. References:

B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator: Pam O’Connor, Kaplan Chen Kaplan
*Date of Evaluation: 8/2019

(This space reserved for official comments.)

1429 West Adams Blvd.

N

©
►

DPR 523B (9/2013) *Required information



State of California D The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI #

PRIMARY RECORD Trinomial
NRHP Status Code 6Z

Other Listings Review Code Reviewer Date

Page1 of 1 *Resource Name or #: (Assigned by recorder) 1431 W. Adams Blvd.,, Los Angeles, CA

P1. Other Identifier:

* P2. Location: Not for PublicationDUnrestricted
County Los Angeles 

USGS 7.5' QuadDateT; R; □ of □ of Sec; B.M.
Address City 1431 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles Zip 90007 
UTM:

* and (P2c, P2e, and P2b or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)a.
*b.
c.
d. (Give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone 

Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, decimal degrees, etc., as appropriate)
APN: 5054-027-030

Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and 
boundaries)

mE/ mN

e.

*P3a.

A portion of lot 7 was combined with Lot 6 to create a 75-foot wide parcel. The building constructed in 1987 was set back at the rear 
of the property line and is 26-feet and 75-feet wide, from one side of the lot line to just short of the east side lot line (allowing for a 
passage to the alley). The area in front of the building is paved and serves as a parking and car storage area,. The building is 
one-story and rectangular in plan. It has three garage doors and was purpose built to accommodate auto repairs. The building has a 
flat roof. The stucco clad building has been painted a variety of colors over its 32 years.

*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List
attributes and codes) HP6

*P4. Resources Present:XD BuildingD 
Structured ObjectD SiteD Districts 
Element of Districts Other (Isolates, 
etc.)
P5b. Description of Photo: (view, date, 
accession #) July 2019
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Source: Xd Historic □ Prehistori 

□ Both

P5a. Photograph or Drawing (Photograph required for buildings, structures, and 
objects.) ________________ ______

3^?
-

'

„ *

J I ' I
<

—j
1987

*P7. Owner and Address:IWifil
I

-i*|

*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, 
and address) Pam O’Connor, Kaplan Chen 
Kaplan, 2526 18thSt., Santa Monica, CA 
90405
*P9. Date Recorded: 8/2019 Survey 
Type: (Describe) Intensive

i2a

*P11.
report and other sources, or enter "none.") 
Historic Resources Survey, 1421, 1429, 1431

Report Citation: (Cite survey

W. Adams Blvd., 8/2019

*Attachments:DNONEDLocation MapDContinuation SheetDBuilding, Structure, and Object Record 
□Archaeological RecordDDistrict RecordDLinear Feature RecordDMilling Station RecordDRock Art Record 
□Artifact RecordDPhotograph RecordD Other (List):

DPR 523A (9/2013) *Required information



1431 W. Adams Boulevard *NRHP Status Code 6Z1 ^Resource Name or # (Assigned by recorder)
Page1of2

Cpmmercial BuildingCommon Name: B3.
Commercial Building 

*B5. Architectural Style: Vernacular 
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations)

B1Historic Name: B2. 
B4. Present Use:

Original Use:

The building was constructed in 1987.

*B7. Moved? No Date: Original Location:
*B8. Related Features:
B9a. Architect: Kunihiro Nishiya _b. Builder: Owner

B10. Significance: Theme Commercial Devrelopment & Automobile Area: Los Angeles
Period of Significance: 1910-1970 0Property Type Commercial Applicable Criteria None (Discuss importance in terms 
of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.

*

The building permit was constructed as a garage building for auto repair and auto services. The building owners 
were Antonio Ayala and Francisco Alanza.

City Directories and building permits provide data on occupants and owners of the subject buildings.

Year Name
1953 The Viking Company Offices and Shop per building permit 

Donald E. French1954-1964
1976 Gary’s Tux Shop
1986 A1 Auto Shop 

Liberia Azteca2007

(o) Owner; note building owner may not have resided at the building 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

Historic Evaluation Report for 1421,1429, 
1431 W. Adams Blvd., Kaplan Chen Kaplan 8/2019.
*B12. References:

B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator: Pam O’Connor, Kaplan Chen Kaplan
*Date of Evaluation: 8/2019

(This space reserved for official comments.)

1431 West Adams Blvd.

N

©
DPR 523B (9/2013) *Required information



ENV-2019-2728-CE-1A

ATTACHMENT 5

VMT ANALYSIS



CITY OF LOS ANGELES VMT CALCULATOR Version 1.2 [v

Project Screening Criteria: Is this project required to conduct a vehicle miles traveled analysis?

Project Information Existing Land Use Project Screening Summary
Land UseType Value Unit

_i
ksf

Retail | Auto Repair 8.5 Proposed
Project

Existing 
Land Use

Scenario: Retail | Auto Repair 8.5WAddress: 1421 W ADAMS BLVD, 90007

. A/p a Si
<xvw>c‘’Co 176

Daily Vehicle Trips

1,258
Daily VMT

306
Daily Vehicle Trips

1,93tJ
Daily VMT

V
☆

* ' /
l HASH* - N
J

■

\r: Tier 1 Screening Criteriat-

Project will have less residential units 
compared to existing residential units & is 
within one-half mile of a fixed-rail station.

□■ Click h< : to add a single custom land type (will be included in the above list)ULSTER | vT |
- VrCSTCKSTTR I-

Proposed Project Land Use
Land UseTypi

Tier 2 Screening Criteria
Value Unit

130The net increase in daily trips < 250 tripsclHousing | Multi-Family 400 DU
Net Daily Trips

Housing | Multi-Family
Housing j AffordaDie Housing - Family
Retail j General Retail

40 DU
5 DU

677
Net Daily VMT

3 6 ksfIf the project is replacing an existing 
number of residential units with a smaller 
number of residential units, is the proposed 
project located within one-half mile of a 
fixed-rail or fixed-guideway transit station?

The net increase in daily VMT < 0

The proposed project consists of only 
retail land uses < 50,000 square feet total.

3.600
ksf

The proposed project is not required to 
perform VMT analysis.

■ Click h( add a single custom land type (will be included in the above list)

D


